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ABSTRACT

The potential utility of in situ cosmogenic

(/« situ '"^C) in surficial process studies is

widely recognized, yet a reliable means of isolating it has proved difficult to develop. Here
we present a new method for isolating in situ

in quartz that yields more precise

estimates of production rates than achieved by previously published extraction techniques.
The new technique involves resistance heating of samples, and collection of all evolved
carbon as CO, between 500°C and 15(X)°C. Our improved technique holds three distinct
advantages over other exti-action methods: (1) we can identify and quantitatively eliminate
atmospheric/organic '"'C contamination, (2) we can identify the in situ '"*€ component
unambiguously without assumptions of '•'CO/'^'COT production proportions within the rock
or equilibria on extraction, and (3) background '"^C levels are consistently low.

To develop our new procedures, we identified and sampled wave-cut quartzite benches
associated with Lake Bonneville's two highest shorelines, as well as basalts that erupted
into the late Pleistocene lake at Tabernacle Hill. Comparison of '"*C thermal release pattems
from the shoreline quartzites to well-shielded quartzite samples showed that contaminant
'•'C is released at < 500°C, and that '"'C released from 500 to 1500°C is essentially all in
situ-pvoduced. Two replicate analyses yield a sampling site production rate of 59.8 ± 4.6
('•"C atoms/g SiOjVyr. Uncertainties in altitude and latitude scaling factors yield a 2a range
of sea-level, > 60° geomagnetic latitude '""C production rate estimates consistent with an
independent estimate based on an experimental ''*C/'°Be production ratio (Reedy et ai,
1994) and '°Be production rate estimates from similar Lake Bonneville shoreline sites
(Gosse and Klein, 1996). Our preferred production rate estimate is thus 18.2 ± 2.0 ('"'C
atoms/g Si02)/yr. This estimate is also consistent with revised in situ '"'C production rate

12
estimates based on our previously published data, but is lower and more precise—
indicating that we have successfully reduced contaminant '"^C and other sources of
variability in our data. After we have replicated these Lake Bonneville results, our new
extraction procedures should bring in situ '"^C into the mainstream of process-oriented
cosmogenic nuclide surface studies.
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1.0 A NEW EXTRACTION TECHNIQUE AND PRODUCTION RATE ESTIMATE
FOR IN SITU COSMOGENIC "C IN QUARTZ

1.1 INTRODUCTION

1.1.1 Significance of In Situ ' '*C

Nuclides such as '°Be, '®AI, ^®C1, ^He, and "'Ne, which are produced in the upper few
meters of the Earth's surface by the interaction of cosmic radiation with rock and soil
materials, have gained considerable attention in the last few years because of their potential
to provide exposure age and erosion rate estimates for geomorphic surfaces. Although '^C
(half-life 5,730 yr) is also produced in situ by cosmic-ray interactions with terrestrial
materials, development of reliable extraction methods for in situ cosmogenic '"*0 (in situ
'•*C) in silicates has lagged behind those of other in situ cosmogenic nuclides because of
difficulties in isolating in situ '""C from atmospherically produced '"'C (includes organic
'•'C—hereinafter referred to as atmospheric '"'C) and other contaminant gases. The
advantages of in situ '"'C are widely recognized (e.g., Gosse et al, 1996; Brook et ai,
1995). It is produced in a wide range of silicate minerals, largely without other significant,
non-cosmogenic production mechanisms. Moreover, in situ '"'C has a production rate about
three times that of '°Be in quartz, and comparable to that of "'Ne in quartz. It can also help
maximize the precision of late Quaternary erosion rate and exposure age estimates when
used in combination with longer-lived in situ cosmogenic nuclides such as ^®CI (half-life =
3.01 X 10^ yr) and '°Be (half-hfe = 1.6 x 10^ yr). This is because a greater contrast in
effective decay constants (which account for nuclide loss from radioactive decay plus loss
from erosion) lowers the uncertainty in erosion rate and exposure age estimates (Gillespie
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and Bierman, 1995). Furthermore, in situ '"^C can be used with longer-lived in situ
cosmogenic nuclides to determine whether a geomorphic surface has undergone significant
burial during the latest Pleistocene and Holocene. Due to its short half-life, in situ ''*C in a
surface will decay rapidly relative to the other cosmogenic nuclides if the surface becomes
significantly shielded from cosmic radiation. Measured ratios between in situ '"^C
concentrations and those of the other cosmogenic nuclides would thus deviate from
theoretical ratios calculated assuming continuous surface exposure.

Perhaps most significantly, in situ '"^C provides an opportunity to empirically estimate
production rates as a function of latitude and altitude, as discussed by Brook et al. (1995).
The short half-Ufe of '"^C allows attainment of secular equihbrium (i.e. nuclide production
equals loss from decay) in approximately 20,000 years, assuming negligible erosion rates
over that interval. This is commonly a valid assumption because '•*€ loss from radioactive
decay far outstrips loss from erosion in many geomorphic settings. By measuring the
number of '"^C atoms in a surface at secular equilibrium, one can estimate the integrated
average production rate. These aspects of the in situ '"*0 system make a wide range of
landscape features (e.g., heavUy varnished, non-friable, quartz-bearing bedrock or
boulders in arid and semi-arid environments) suitable archives for production rate
determinations.

Extraction of in situ '""C from terrestrial silicates has been problematic, although several
reliable extraction techniques for both stable carbon and in situ '"'C in extraterrestrial
silicates and for stable carbon in terrestrial silicates have been used routinely for more than
30 years (e.g., Craig, 1953; Goel and Kohman, 1962; Suess and Wanke, 1962; Fireman et
al., 1976; Sakai et ai, 1976, and references therein; Des Marais and Moore, 1984, and
references therein). The difficulties in exuraction arise because in situ '''C concentrations in
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terrestrial samples are typically two orders of magnitude or more lower than those in
extraterrestrial samples. Thus, sources of analytical variability in the in situ '•*€ signal
which are relatively insignificant for extraterrestrial samples can take on huge significance
when analyzing terrestrial materials.
1.1.2 Scope

We have developed a new method for isolating in situ '•*€ from quartz which (1)
specifically addresses the key sources of analytical variability identified during our work on
this problem, and (2) has resulted in a refined in situ

production rate estimate integrated

over the past 17,000 years. In the following discussion, we first summarize the published
techniques for carbon isotope extraction from terrestrial and extraterrestrial silicates,
focusing mainly on in situ '''C. A summary of our previous efforts at in situ '"^C extraction
from terrestrial geologic materials is followed by descriptions of our new extraction
equipment and techniques, blank results, production rate calibration sites, and sample
analytical results. We conclude by (I) detailing the assumptions in and normaUzations to
current and previous in situ '"^C sampUng site production rate estimates, (2) discussing the
implications of uncertainties in published latitude and altitude scaling models for scaling
these estimates to sea level and high (> 60°) geomagnetic latitude, and (3) comparing our
previous and current in situ '^C sea-level, high (> 60°) geomagnetic latitude production rate
estimates.

1.2 PREVIOUS STUDIES

Over the past 20 years, published techniques for extracting carbon isotopes from
silicates have shared generally similar designs and procedures. These extraction systems
typically utilize a combustion (either in air or oxygen) or pyrolysis (under vacuum) step

between 400-600°C to eliminate surficial contaminants. This step is then generally followed
by (1) further combustion and fusion steps using a resistance furnace (e.g., Des Marais,
1978; 1983; Des Marais and Moore, 1984; Mattey et al., 1989; Sakai et ai, 1984; Sano et
al., 1994; Swart etal., 1983; Roman, 1989), (2) further pyrolysis steps using a resistance
furnace before fusion in an RP induction furnace (e.g., Beukens et ai, 1988; Brown et ai,
1984; Fireman, 1978), or simply by fusion directly in an induction fiimace with an O,
atmosphere (e.g., Jull et ai, 1989a; 1989b; 1992; 1993). The above extraction methods
convert all carbon species released from the sample to CO,.

Other research groups have pursued an alternative approach to extracting and isolating
in situ '"*0 from terrestrial materials. With this approach, CO and CO, liberated from the
sample are isolated and then analyzed separately for '"'C by accelerator mass spectrometry
(AMS). Measurements by Rowland and Libby (1953) and Pandow et ai (1960) on
irradiated samples originally suggested that recently formed '"'C atoms react with oxygen
and form '"'CO in ratios ranging from approximately 0.5 to 1.0 '•'C0:( '"^CO + '"'CO,). This
effect has been confirmed for in situ ''*€ produced in polar ice (Jull et al., 1994a) and in
meteorites (Lai and Jull, 1994). The underlying assumption of this method is thus that the
'"*CO should be almost totally spallogenic (i.e.

produced by spallation—nuclear

disintegrations arising from collisions with high-energy (> 30 MeV) neutrons and protons
(Fabryka-Martin, 1988; Simpson, 1951)). As such, the '"^CO should be relatively free of
atmospheric '"*C contamination (which theoretically should exist largely as '"^CO,, thus
degrading the '""CO, background levels), since the atmospheric COiCO, ratio is
approximately 4 x 10"* (Lai and Jull, 1994). Following this approach, Devendra Lai of the
Scripps Instimte of Oceanography is developing extraction methods for in situ '''C from
terrestrial silicates based on total sample dissolution in HF (Lai and Jull, 1994). Thure
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Cerling of the University of Utah is developing a system for extracting in situ '"'CO from
carbonates based on the same principle. Cresswell et al. (1993; 1994) have also
investigated diis approach using stepped pyrolysis for extracting in situ '"'C from
meteorites. Both Lai and Jull (1994) and Cresswell etal. (1993; 1994) found that the in situ
'•*C is partitioned between '""CO and '"^CO,, likely due to some combination of primary
partitioning at production and a CO-CO, equilibrium on extraction. Both research groups
found that the ratio of '"'CO to total '"'C can vary by up to 25% or more among different
samples. Thus, either (1) both components need to be considered for accurate in situ ''*C
concentration estimates (Cresswell et al., 1994), or (2) one must assume a ratio of ''*C0 to
total '•'C to convert '"'CO concentrations to total '"'C concentrations in the sample (Lai and
Jull, 1994).
Our research group at the University of Arizona has worked for more than 5 years to
develop a reproducible means of extracting and isolating in situ '"'C from terrestrial silicate
minerals. By late 1993, we had achieved reasonably good reproducibility on approximately
75% of replicate blanks and whole-rock samples of well-constrained exposure history
analyzed using an RF induction fiimace and extraction protocols modeled after Jull et al.
(1989a; 1989b) (Jull et al., 1994b). Approximately 25% of the samples and blanks,
however, yielded results that were outside a 2cr uncertainty envelope. Analysis of our
results suggested that we were not (1) quantitatively removing other gases released with the

COt

during the heating of the rock, and (2) adequately controUmg the temperature and/or

oxidizing conditions in the sample crucible during the first heating step in our procedure. In
addition, earlier results were plagued by variable carbon absorption by, or reaction with,
the metallic RF crucibles.
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In calculating the number of '''C atoms yielded from each sample, it is necessary to
icnow accurately the volume of CO, released by heating the sample. If gases other than CO,
are present, the measured volume will be too large, and thus the '"'C calculation will be
wrong. We found that sulfur, and to a lesser extent, nitrogen compounds were present in
many, but not all of our calibration samples, often in quantities comparable to (or even
significantly exceeding) the carbon dioxide. The amounts of these compounds present in
many of the whole-rock samples were thus often overwhelming the gas cleanup method we
had been using (Zn granules at approximately 70°C to remove sulfur compounds and Cu
granules/Ag wool at approximately 450°C to convert nitrogen compounds to N, and to
remove halogens). We thus switched to a more vigorous gas cleanup procedure which
quantitatively removes contaminant gases and does not isotopically fractionate the CO,.
This involved sublimating the CO, sample one or more times from a trap held at -130°C
with a pentane slush bath, and then passing the sample gas over the Cu/Ag at 450°C.

The second problem led us to set up a prototype 1200°C resistance furnace extraction
system designed after Des Marais (1978; 1983) and Des Marais and Moore (1984). The
advantages of resistance heating over induction heating are threefold: (1) it does not require
a metallic crucible or flux to work, thus eliminating potential carbon absorption by the metal
and a potential source of contaminant '"'CO, or other gases; (2) it allows more strongly
oxidizing atmospheres in the extraction line, promoting complete conversion of CO to CO,
and oxidation of contaminant gases to more easily separable phases and, (3) ftimace
temperatures are extremely reproducible and stable, allowing stringent control of
temperature-sensitive aspects of our procedure. We utilized a hollow quartz tube furnace at
1050°C to oxidize any CO formed during extraction to CO^, instead of the CuO/Pt
oxidation furnace at 450°C in the induction furnace system. Results obtained with this
system generally were as good or better than with the induction furnace system (e.g.,
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Phillips e t a i , 1994), but sporadic reliability problems lingered. A critical analysis of these
problems indicated that (1) we were not adequately preventing extraneous sources of
carbon (such as backstreaming pump oil) from contaminating the line, (2) we were not
consistently oxidizing all CO produced to CO, (in spite of the increased O, pressures in the
line), (3) we were unable to reliably discriminate between atmospheric '"'C and our
cosmogenic signal, and (4) while whole-rock samples were easy to work with, they
presented too many variables at this point in the development of our techniques. It is likely
in our view that (1), (3) and (4) also contributed to the variability of our induction furnace
results.

1.3 NEW EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES

Starting in mid-1994, we embarked upon a complete redesign of the extraction system
that would minimize variability in total carbon yields and '"'C concentrations in both
samples and blanks (Figure I). Our improved techniques described below hold three
distinct advantages over other current approaches: (1) we can identify and quantitatively
eliminate atmospheric '"*C contamination, (2) we can identify the in situ '"'C component
unambiguously without assumptions of '•'CO/'^'COT production proportions within the rock
or equilibria on extraction, and (3) our background '"'C levels are consistently low.

1.3.1 Experimental Approach and Extraction System Design

Our improved experimental approach to in situ '''C extraction from terrestrial silicates
differs from previous approaches in that we now compare stepped combustion analyses of
quartz separates from both surficial samples and samples of similar geologic materials
shielded at depth from cosmic radiation, in concert with selected chemical pretreatments.
The combustions take place in a recirculating ultra-high-purity (UHP) oxygen atmosphere
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(at a pressure of approximately 50 torr) to completely oxidize to CO, any carbon species
released from the sample during each combustion step (Figure 1). We use a resistance
furnace capable of reaching 1700°C, although the approximately 1590°C creep point of the
99.8% pure alumina fiimace tube and sample boat limits its maximum operating
temperature to approximately I550°C. We thus carmot melt pure quartz in our furnace tube,
as pure quartz melts between approximately 1610°C and 1730°C (Deer et al., 1966; Lide,
1994). Other tube materials better able to withstand the highest furnace temperatures were
also considered, but they had potentially more serious drawbacks. For example, zirconia
can be used at higher temperatures, but it is electrically conductive at those temperatures
and is permeable to oxygen (and perhaps other gases) above 6(X)°C. Other high-temperature
ceramics are porous—obviously inappropriate for vacuum systems. Metals such as
molybdenum can withstand high temperatures in vacuum, but oxidize rapidly at those
temperatures in the atmosphere. Furthermore, metals potentially could react with the carbon
released from a sample, thus affecting carbon yields. We thus proceeded under the
assumption (justified below) that we could still quantitatively extract the in situ '"^C from the
quartz via high-temperature diffusion.

The recirculating pump is a two-stage stainless steel bellows pump rurming at
approximately 3100 RPM, with Teflon® gaskets and Viton® seals. Elsewhere in the line we
have minimized the use of Viton®, Teflon®, and Kel-F® components where possible to
minimize potential '•*C memory effects (Appendix A). In addition, all exposed tubing
(except for the CO, and water traps) is covered with heat tape and maintained at
approximately 60-80°C to further mitigate potential gas sorption problems. Furthermore, all
CO, samples are stored in Pyrex® (or equivalent) breakseals. Each breakseal is thoroughly
degassed under vacuum at approximately 400-550°C with a glassblower's

torch

SAMPLE
1700°C Resistance Furnace
w/99.8% Alumina Furnace Tube
Dual-Stage
Stainless Steel
Bellows
Recirculating
Pump

CO2 Trap

1000°C
Quartz-Bead
Combustion
Furnace

Dual
Water Traps

To Known Volume

FIGURE I - Schematic illustration of in situ '''C extraction system. The sample is contained in a 99.8% alumina boat. Heat
tape covers all tubing except for the traps, and is maintained between approximately 60°C and 80°C to minimize gas
sorption in the line. During operation, the line is filled with approximately 50 to 60 torr of UHP O,.
to
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immediately before receiving a sample—again minimizing potential interaction between
sorbed contaminant gases and the sample (Appendix A).

We also redesigned critical portions of our extraction line to prevent future
contamination problems and thoroughly cleaned the remainder of the line. We installed a
molecular sieve foreline trap and associated equipment to mitigate backstreaming oil vapors
from our roughing pump. The trap and roughing pump are isolated periodically and heated
to 250°C for at least 12 hours to desorb trapped pump oil vapors. Furthermore, we installed
a new diffusion pump designed to reduce backstreaming to negligible levels. Even with
these improvements, we do not leave the extraction system open to either the diffiision
pump or roughing pump without liquid nitrogen (LN) on the primary foreline trap between
the extraction system and the pumps. That primary trap is isolated from the line when it is
not cooled by LN. With such changes in operating procedures, these modifications should
effectively eliminate backstreaming problems from future line operation. In addition, we
built a graphitization line dedicated to preparing AMS targets from in situ '"^C samples
(modified after Slota et al. (1987)), with similar protection against backstreaming (i.e. a
molecular sieve foreline trap for the roughing pump and a primary LN-cooled foreline trap
between the pumps and the vacuum line, operated in a manner similar to the extraction
line).

We also now routinely dilute all samples with essentially '"'C-free CO, to sizes which
(1) minimize volume measurement uncertainties, and (2) allow S'^C (using isotope-ratio
mass spectrometry (ERMS)) and AMS measurements on separate splits to eliminate
potential cross-contamination. The graphitization

process and

AMS

measurement

procedures have previously been described in detail (Slota et al., 1987; Jull et al., 1994b;
Linick et al., 1986; Donahue et al., 1990a).
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All measurement uncertainties from all aspects of our extraction and analytical
procedures have been fully propagated through each calculation using the law of
combination of errors, neglecting covariance terms (Bevington and Robinson, 1992)
(Appendix B: Equation (B.2)). Reported uncertainties are all lo* values, except as noted.
When averaging measured values we used weighted means exclusively to ensure
representative results. These were calculated using the following equation (Bevington and
Robinson, 1992):

(1)

where x, is a given value to be averaged and cr, is its uncertainty. The uncertainty in the
weighted mean was calculated using two formulas (Bevington and Robinson, 1992):

(2)

N
(N-1)
N

(3)

where N is the number of measurements (Appendix B: Equations (B.3) to (B.5)). To be
conservative, the larger of (2) or (3) was then taken as the uncertainty in the weighted
mean. Absolute uncertainties in the '"*0 calculations typically scale with the value being
measured—the exceptions are uncertainties in the 8'^C measurements. Thus, all mean
values generated (except 8'^C) were weighted using relative uncertainties to minimize
biases arising from correlated measurements and uncertainties.
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1.3.2 High-Temperature CO. Diffusion in Quartz

Although we were unable to locate any direct measurements of CO, diffusion in SiO, at
temperatures up to 15(X)°C, abundant data is available on oxygen diffusion in quartz (e.g..
Cole and Ohmoto, 1986; Freer, 1993). In a smdy of oxygen diffusion rates in quartz
exchanged with '^O-labeled CO, between 750°C and 900°C, however. Sharp et al. (1991)
found a positive correlation between the diffusion coefficient (D, ranging from about 10"'^
to 10 ''' cmVsec) and CO, pressure (from < 1 bar to 7.27 kbar)—consistent with CO, (or
some associated species) diffusing into the quartz lattice. Thus, Sharp et al. (1991) might
provide an appropriate analog (in reverse) for CO, exttaction from quartz.

One can estimate D as a function of temperature using the well-known Arrhenius
equation
_Q_

D = Doe RT

(4)

where DQ is the pre-exponential (or frequency) factor in cmVsec, Q is the activation energy
in kcal/mol, R is the gas constant in kcal/mol-K, and T is the temperature in Kelvin (e.g..
Cole and Ohmoto, 1986; Faure, 1991). Dg and Q are independent of temperature, but
depend strongly on the diffusing species and crystal composition (Cole and Ohmoto,
1986). Measured values of Q for oxygen diffusion in quartz range generally from about 40
to 60 kcal/mol-K—one can thus solve (4) for Dg, assuming the range of D values measured
by Sharp et al. (1991). Resulting DQ values range over nearly 6 orders of magnitude—from
10'- ® to 10 '*^ cmVsec. It is thus clear that one could generate an extremely wide range of
possible D values at 1500°C for oxygen diffusion—much less for CO, diffusion, for which
Q and Dg have not even been measured.
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Significantly, several other factors would likely favor high-temperature CO, extraction
from SiO, via diffusion as well (Cole and Ohmoto, 1986). First, the quartz sample would
undergo major phase Uransitions from trigonal ^-quartz to hexagonal Pj-tridymite, and
from Pj-tridymite to cubic (B-cristobalite at approximately 870°C and 1470°C, respectively
(Deer et al., 1966). These phase transitions involve breaking Si-O bonds and migration of
Si and O atoms in several directions, resulting in more open structures and perhaps altering
the Q and/or Dg values for CO, diffusion, and thus the diffusion coefficient. Significant
changes in Q for oxygen diffusion have been measured for the much less significant aquartz to (i-quartz transition at 573°C (Giletti and Yund, 1984; Deer et al., 1966). One
might also predict diat in situ '""C would be more likely to be held in lattice defect sites,
since the conversion of an oxygen atom to a carbon atom likely distorts the quartz lattice.
As such, it might diffuse more easily than tightly bound oxygen atoms in the SiO, lattice.
Furthermore, Sharp etal. (1991) found that mixing water vapor with the CO, significantly
enhanced the oxygen diffusion rate—consistent with numerous other studies (Cole and
Ohmoto, 1986). Cole and Ohmoto (1986) suggested that water (I) lowers die activation
energy required for oxygen isotopic exchange, and (2) enhances diffusion rates. Water is a
ubiquitous tiace compound in quartz, either dissolved in the lattice as 0H~ or as the
molecular form in fluid inclusions (Aines and Rossman, 1984; Cole and Ohmoto, 1986)—
it might thus increase CO, diffusion rates during vacuum extraction as well. Finally,
abundant easy diffusion paths (such as grain boundaries, line or edge dislocations, etc.)
would allow more rapid diffusion than would be expected from volume diffusion (e.g..
Cole and Ohmoto, 1986). Decrepitation of fluid inclusions on heating would likely provide
numerous additional paths by which to short-circuit volume diffusion (Roedder, 1984).
Based on these arguments, we thus deemed it likely that we could extract CO, from SiO,
quantitatively via high-temperature diffiision.
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1.4 ANALYTICAL RESULTS - BLANKS

The number of '"^C atoms in the CO^ collected during a given combustion step (N,4) is
given by
F A N V
N„= •" ^ ^ S- B

where

(5)

is the fraction modem (the '"'C/'^C ratio of the sample vs. that of a standard, both

corrected to 8'^C = -25%c VPDB and to A.D. 1950), A,4 is the fractional abundance of '•*€
in "modem" carbon (1.177x10"'' '•*€/'•€), V5 is the volume of CO, in cc STP collected
from the sample in a given combustion step,
STP (Lide, 1994),

is the volume of one mole of CO, in cc

is Avogadro's number, and B is the number of '""C atoms associated

with the corresponding extraction blank (obviously neglected for blank calculations)
(Appendix B: Equations (B.39), (B.40), and (B.42)). The F^ value used is corrected for
the mass-dependent graphitization blank following a procedure modified from Donahue et
al. (1990b) (Appendix B: Equations (B.26) and (B.28)).

Fraction modem values of our graphitization blanks (using dilution gas only) are fit
quite well by an inverse dependence on sample mass, as suggested by Donahue et al.
(1990a; 1990b) (Figure 2) (Appendix B: Equation (B.26)). The product of F^ and the
equivalent carbon mass of the sample (in mg) (Fn,M(;) for our graphitization blanks has a
weighted mean value (0.0008 ± 0.0001 mg) approximately 50-60% less than the dilution
gas

value for the standard graphitization lines used for normal radiocarbon

measurements in the AMS lab. In addition, we have reduced the uncertainty in the
value of our graphitization blanks by approximately 80% over the blank for the AMS lab
graphitization lines. The weighted mean F^M^ value and uncertainty in our graphitization
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blanks are both also approximately 90% less than corresponding values of dilution gas
processed on our older extraction systems and graphitized using the AMS lab graphitization
lines (Appendices A and B; Equation (B.32)). We should note, however, that the standard
AMS lab graphitization lines pose no problem for normal radiocarbon measurements—the
higher

values simply reflect a memory for the higher-level samples processed on

those lines (Appendix A). It is only because we process only very low-level, diluted
samples that our graphitization lines have a significant advantage.
Once the extraction line was completed, we extensively characterized the behavior of
the alumina fiiraace Uibe and alumina sample boats under various opjerating conditions, as
this material had not been rigorously tested in our application (Appendix C: Tables C. 1 to
C.3). We were mainly concerned about water vapor as a contaminant during this phase of
testing. Gas cleanup for approximately the first 2/3 of this phase thus involved sublimating
the blank COj from a urap held at approximately -78.5°C with a conventional dry
ice/isopropanol bath. However, the vapor pressure of water at -78.5°C is approximately 5 x
10"^ torr (Dushman and Lafferty, 1962). Thus, line gases circulated through our two
conventional dry ice/isopropanol traps in series and sublimated with the third dry
ice/isopropanol bath still contained small but potentially significant amounts of water vapor
relative to the sample size. On the other hand, water vapor pressure is an order of
magnitude lower at temperatures between -90°C and -l(X)°C (Dushman and Lafferty,
1962). For the remainder of this phase we thus switched to a gas cleanup procedure in
which we subhmated the blank CO^ from a trap held at approximately -95°C with a dryice/isopropanol slush supercooled with liquid nitrogen (Appendix C; Table C.2).
Throughout this phase, we continued to use the hollow quartz tube fumace to convert CO
to CO,, in spite of our suspicions regarding its effectiveness noted above. We were able to
demonstrate good reproducibility in our blanks for combustion steps between 3(X)°C and
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1600°C (Appendix C; Tables C.l to C.3). Thus, any CO which may have been generated
and not converted to CO, was likely minimal or at least approximately constant at each
temperature step. As such, the quartz tube furnace did not affect our ability to demonstrate
the reliability of our extraction line.
Once we were satisfied that the alumina tube and sample boats behaved predictably in
our system, we conducted experiments to ensure that any CO formed during extraction is
converted completely to CO,. To do this, we added a known amount of high-purity CO to
the line and simulated our extraction procedures. Initial tests confirmed that CO-to-CO,
combustion was incomplete and variable using the hollow-tube design. We thus filled the
quartz tube with 3 mm-diameter quartz beads to increase both the high-temperature surface
area and the tortuosity of the gas flow path. Subsequent tests demonstrated that
temperatures of approximately 10(X)°C in the quartz-bead furnace are necessary for
complete CO-to-CO, conversion. We also confirmed that our extraction line and operating
procedures do not fractionate the gas measurably, and that the Une has no significant
memory for the isotopic composition of the previous sample (Appendix C: Table C.4).

Blank CO, yields from a single series of combustion steps using the new quartz bead
furnace are significandy lower than the earlier measurements, particularly at higher
extraction fumace temperatures (Figure 3; Table I). Based on comparisons to CuO
oxidation furnaces (e.g., Mattey et ai, 1989), we beUeve this reflects the more effective
oxidation of contaminant gases such as NO and NjO (approximately as condensable as
CO3, thus difficult to separate cryogenically) to NO, (more easily condensed than CO,, thus
more easily separable cryogenically). '"'C results from the blanks are correspondingly lower
as well, as the CO, volume is a principal parameter in the calculation of the number of '''C
atoms in the sample. Blank measurements from individual combustion steps range from
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TABLE 1 - Summary of Blank Data With Alumina Sample Boats'^
TEMPERATURE

(°Q
300
500
700
900
1200
1500 (45 min)
1500 (4 hr)
1550 (3 hr)
Extraction Sequence*^
PP-4A
PP-4B
UT-94-019-PM

SAMPLE
NUMBER

BLANK CO2
YIELD
(10 ' cc STP)

RN-503A (AA-20391) 0.0262 ±0.0061
RN-503B (AA-20391) 0.0429 ± 0.0074
RN-503C (AA-20391) 0.0333 ± 0.0088
RN-504A (AA-20392) 0.0854 ± 0.0108
RN-504B (AA-20392) 0.0780 ±0.0134
RN-504C (AA-20392) 0.1887 ±0.0133°
RN-505B (AA-20393)
RN-506A (AA-20394) 0.2980 ±0.0101®
RN-507A (AA-20395)
0.3586 ±0.0136
Estimated*^
CUMULATIVE TOTAL
—
1.3485 ±0.0308
—
1.2204 ± 0.0292
—
0.8618 ±0.0258
CUMULATIVE > 500 °C

BLANK "C
YIELD
(10^ '"^C atoms)
0.2771 ±0.1386
0.2246 ±0.1376
0.1378 ±0.1633
1.3265 ±0.1623
0.8747 ±0.1918
2.1208 ±0.1586®
2.5958 ±0.1795°
3.5816 ±0.1759

12.749 ± 0.4998
11.614 ± 0.4726
8.0324 ± 0.4386

Extraction Sequence^
—
1.2794 ±0.0292
12.247 ± 0.4802
PP-4A
—
1.1513
±0.0276
11.112 ±0.4303
PP-4B
—
0.7927 ± 0.0240
7.5306 ± 0.3927
UT-94-019-PM
All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
Each boat was pre-combusted at 1500°C for 4 hours in UHP O,, then cooled under
vacuum. Each boat then underwent a simulated sample loading'procedure within a
laminar-flow hood, before being replaced in the extraction furnace (preheated to
150°C). Pre-combusted boats were handled using only glass utensils cleaned in
ethanol.
B Weighted mean of two values (see Appendix C: Table C.3)
C Estimated using Equation (B.19)
D Sequences of combustion steps simulating the sequences used for samples PP-4A, PP4B, and UT-094-019-PM.
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(1.38 ± 1.63) X lO-* '•*C atoms at 700°C to (2.60 ± 0.18) x 10^ '''C atoms after 4 hours at
150G°C (Table 1). The cumulative

blanks from the three combinations of combustion

steps used for the sample extractions described below, utilizing different sequences at or
above 1500°C, range from approximately (8.03 ± 0.44) x 10^ to (1.27 ± 0.05) x 10^ ''*C
atoms. These values (and the typical 4% to 6% uncertainties for a given sequence) are up to
70% lower than comparable blanks using the RF induction furnace extraction system.

1.5 LAKE BONNEVILLE CALIBRATION SAMPLES

To develop our in situ '"^C extraction procedures, we first

identified and sampled

pristine, well-dated bedrock surfaces in Utah and southern Idaho associated with
Pleistocene Lake Bonneville (Oviatt et ai, 1992). We focused mainly on wave-cut quartzite
associated with the two highest stands of Lake Bonneville, but also obtained basalt samples
from Tabernacle Hill (Figure 4).

Lake Bonneville cut shorelines deeply into bedrock during several stillstands (Oviatt et
ai, 1992). The chronology of the late Pleistocene lake cycle is constrained by 83
radiocarbon ages and is considered one of the most reUable in the world (Figure 5) (Oviatt
et al., 1992; Benson etal., 1990). This lake cycle began at approximately 30 '"*0 ka, with
levels rising until 22 '"*C ka, when one or more oscillations produced the Stansbury
shoreline. After about 20 ''*C ka, indirect evidence from deep-water sediment cores and
shore-zone deposits suggests 3 lake-level fluctuations of approximately 30-50 m each may
have occurred as the lake filled to its highest level—the Bonneville level (Oviatt, 1997).
However, of five radiocarbon samples used to constrain the age and duration of the
Bonneville level, charcoal regarded as the most reliable sample yielded a date of 15,250 ±
160 '•*€ yr B.P. (Beta-23174, Oviatt etal., 1992), providing a maximum age for cutting of
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FIGURE 4 - Vicinity map showing the maximum extent of Pleistocene Lake Bonneville,
Utah, relative to the Promontory Point and Tabernacle Hill sampling locations and
modem-day remnant lakes. Modified after Oviatt et al. (1992).
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FIGURE 5 - Generalized time-altitude diagram of Lake Bonneville, Utah. Adjusted
altitude approximately removes the effects of differential isostatic rebound in the
Bonneville basin. Modified after Oviatt ex al. (1992).
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the shoreline. This shoreline was abandoned after catastrophic failure of the lake threshold
at Red Rock Pass in southern Idaho dropped the lake level approximately 100 m to the
Provo level. The resulting release of water produced the Bonneville Flood (O'Connor,
1993). Dense tufa collected from the edge of the Tabernacle Hill basalt flow, erupted into
the Provo-level lake, yielded the most rehable age obtained direcdy from the Provo
shoreline—14,320 ± 90 '•*€ yr B.P. (Beta-23803, Oviatt et ai, 1992). Thus, the age of the
flood event is constrained between 15.25 ± 0.16 '"'C ka and 14.32 ± 0.09 '"^C ka, but is
generally thought to be 14.5 '"'C ka (Oviatt et ai, 1992). Oviatt and Nash (1989) place the
eruption age (essentially equal to the exposure age) of the Tabernacle Hill flow between
14.5 ''*C ka and 14.3 '•*€ ka. We thus adopt the 14.5 '''C ka age as the exposure age of the
Bonneville shoreline, and 14.4 ''^C ka as the exposure age of the Tabernacle Hill basalt
flow. The age of abandonment of the Provo level is best constrained by a single date on
mollusks deposited below the shoreline of 13,900 ± 400

yr B.P. (W-899, Oviatt et ai,

1992), and we adopt an age of 14.0 '"*0 ka here.

Primary wave rounding and polishing is still present in all quartzite samples from the
Provo and Bonneville shorelines, demonstrating negligible erosion since their formation.
Quartzite samples were collected from low-lying bedrock outcrops (not reworked boulders)
of the late Precambrian Mutual Formation and the early Cambrian Tintic Quartzite in the
Promontory Mountains at Promontory Point (Table 2), and from the Stansbury Formation
in die Stansbury Mountains (Figure 6) (Stokes, 1963; Hintze, 1980). These shorehnes are
all deeply cut into hillsides, and must have involved tens of meters of erosion (Figure 6).
Deeply shielded samples were also collected from the same formations to quantify levels of
non-cosmogenic '"'C remaining after pretreatment. One sample (UT-94-019-PM) came
from a quarry near Promontory Point and was shielded by at least 50 m of overburden.

FIGURE 6a - Wave-cut bedrock bench at the Bonneville shoreline. Promontory Point,
Utah, looking north. The bedrock knob at left-center is approximately 5-7 m high.

FIGURE 6b - Wave-cut bedrock bench at the Bonneville shoreline. Promontory Point,
Utah. Although the abundant outcrops are angular, their edges are generally rounded,
and their surfaces exhibit a smooth, wave-pohshed patina.

FIGURE 6c - Rounded, wave-polished bedrock outcrop at the Bonneville shore
line, Stansbury Mountains, Utah.

TABLE 2 - Summary of Pertinent Sample Data
SAMPLE NUMBER

PP-4

TH-3B

BOUNDARY
PEAK,
NEVADA

Reference

This Work

Jull et al.
(1994)
38.93
112.52
1,458
866.72

Donahue et al.
(1990)
37.86
118.35
4,006
628.27

Donahue et al.
(1990)
36.48
118.28
4,418
595.30

Donahue et al.
(1990)
37.60
118.21
3,300
688.20

Basalt
2.39 ±0.12
4± 1
1.030 ±0.008
1.000 ±0.104
1.250 ±0.012

Granodiorite
2.75 ±0.15^"
4±2'^
1.035 ±0.018
1.000^ ±0.104
1.135 ±0.023

Granodiorite
2.75 ±0.15^
4 + 2^^
1.035 ±0.018
1.000'' ±0.104
1.135 ±0.023

Granite
2.75 ±0.15^
4 ±2^
1.035 ±0.018
1.000''±0.104
1.111 ±0.024

Site Latitude (°N)
41.26
Site Longitude (°W)
112.48
Site Altitude (m)
1,594
Site Atmospheric Depth
852.37
(g/cm')
Rock Type
Quartzite
2.70
+ 0.10^
Density (g/cm')
Sample Thickness (cm)
9± 1
Thickness Correction 1.078 ±0.011
Shielding Correction
1.002 ±0.104
1.000
SiOj Correction

MOUNT
WHITNEY,
CALIFORNIA

WHITE
MOUNTAIN,
CALIFORNIA

• All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
A Assumed

00

These quartzites are also being used to calibrate "^e production rates over the late
Quaternary (Gosse and Klein, 1996).
Well-preserved primary surface features on the Tabernacle Hill basalt flow in southcentral Utah also demonstrate negUgible erosion since eruption into the Provo level of Lake
Bonneville (Figure 7) (Oviatt et ai, 1992). This site has generated considerable interest as a
calibration point for late Quaternary cosmogenic nuclide production rates. It has been used
to measure ^He (Cerling, 1990; Cerling and Craig, 1994a), "'Ne (Poreda and Ceding,
1992), and ^^Cl (Zredaef a/., 1991; Phillips etal., 1996) production rates. We sampled the
Tabernacle Hill flow at several pristine surface locations and at depth.

1.6 ANALYTICAL RESULTS - QUARTZ SEPARATES

We have analyzed high-purity quartz separates from BonnevQle shoreline surface (PP4A and B) and shielded (UT-94-019-PM) quartzite samples. We have completed one set of
experiments, for the 0.5-1.0 mm size fraction, designed to delineate the temperature ranges
over which (I) the atmospheric ''^C signal is driven off, and (2) the in situ '"'C signal is
released from the quartz. We chose to utilize a relatively coarse size firaction in our initial
analyses to minimize the potential for '"^CO, adsorption from the atmosphere (Barker and
Torkelson, 1975; Graham et ai, 1979; Roman, 1989). Each sample was crushed and
sieved to the appropriate size fraction, then subjected to the following pretreatment: (1)
heated overnight at =70°C in a 6N HCl/0.03% HjO, solution, then rinsed thoroughly in 18
MH deionized water; (2) magnetically separated using a Frantz Isodynamic barrier
separator; (3) sonicated for about 11 hours in a 1% HF/1% HNO, solution at 95°C, then
rinsed thoroughly in 18 MO deionized water; and, (4) sonicated for four hours in 18 MH
deionized water at 95°C to ensure complete removal of HF from the sample (Kohl and

FIGURE 7 - Well-preserved primary pahoehoe surface features at the TH-3 sam
pling site, Tabernacle Hill basalt flow, Utah.
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Nishiizumi, 1992). The remaining high-purity quartz sample was then dried in a vacuum
oven at 95°C, cooled in the oven to room temperature under vacuum and transferred to a
vacuum desiccator, where it was stored under low vacuum until analysis.

Results of our stepped combustion experiments on quartz separates from both surface
and deeply shielded samples demonstrate our ability to separate in situ from atmospheric
'•"C (Table 3). The samples were loaded into alumina boats (pre-combusted at 1500°C for 4
hours in UHP O,) under a laminar-flow hood and heated under vacuum for one hour at
150-160°C to remove surficial contaminants. They were then combusted for one hour in
50-60 torr of recirculating UHP O, at temperatures of 300, 500, 700, 900, and 1200°C
(and an initial 45-minute, 1500°C step for PP-4A). The 300 to 7(X)°C steps were completed
in one day. However, to avoid damaging the heating elements, we cannot run the furnace
for long periods under 800°C without subsequently heating it to well above 800°C for a
significant time. Thus, a new split of the sample was loaded into another pre-combusted
boat on a different day, and the 150 to 900°C and 900 to 1200°C steps (and the initial
1500°C step for PP-4A) were completed. After the CO, was collected from the 1200°C step
(15(X)°C for PP-4A), the sample was then cooled to below the previous temperature step
under vacuum before being sealed overnight in the furnace tube. The next day, UHP O,
was admitted to the line without venting the fijmace tube. The small additional blank this
procedure contributes has been included in our calculations (Appendix C: Table C.3).
Samples were heated at 15(X)°C for four hours on each of two consecutive days. Blank CO,
yields were reached after the second 1500°C step for UT-94-019-PM. Sample PP-4A was
heated for four hours for each of two additional days—blank CO, yields were reached on
the last day. Sample PP-4B was heated for an additional three hours at 1550°C (after the
first eight hours at 1500°C) to ensure that the quartz was completely degassed. We have not

TABLE 3 - Summary of Sample Analytical Data
SAMPLE
NUMBER

SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
MASS''
(°C)
(g)

300
500
700
20.1856
900
PP-4A
(AA-20444)
1200
1500 (0.75 hr)
1500 (4 hr)
1500 (4 hr)
1500 (4 hr)
300
15.1533
PP-4B
(AA-20445)
500
700
15.0943
900
PP-4B
(AA-20514)
1200
1500 (4 hr)
1500 (4 hr)
1550(3 hr)
UT-94-019-PM 15.0082
300
(AA-20515)
500
700
UT-94-019-PM 15.0574
900
(AA-20516)
1200
1500 (4 hr)
1500 (4 hr)
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
A Uncertainty in mass = ± 0.00020 g
PP-4A
(AA-20443)

20.5023

CO^ VOLUME

CARBON YIELD

(lO'ccSTP)

(ppm)

DILUTED
VOLUME
(10 ' cc STP)

0.1819 ± 0.0141
0.7777 ± 0.0145
0.4968 ± 0.0132
1.9265 ± 0.0209
0.3076 ± 0.0187
0.7538 ± 0.0194
0.8529 ± 0.0172
0.4243 ± 0.0202
0.2722 ± 0.0194
0.1539 ± 0.0121
0.3771 ± 0.0111
0.3418 + 0.0104
1.3594 ± 0.0189
0.2354 ± 0.0167
0.8594 ± 0.0197
0.4302 ± 0.0137
0.3844 ± 0.0156
0.1417 ± 0.0141
0.3887 ± 0.0162
0.2990 ± 0.0168
1.2164 + 0.0166
0.3396 ± 0.0155
1.0279 ± 0.0189
0.2715 ± 0.0213

0.3788 ± 0.0505
1.7885 ± 0.0537
1.1282 ± 0.0522
1.2040 ± 0.1194
0.5676 ± 0.0761
1.3969 ± 0.0779
1.3716 ± 0.0659
0.2188 ± 0.0945
0.1079 ± 0.0721
0.4204 ± 0.0446
1.1006 ± 0.0439
1.0160 ± 0.0447
1.6646 + 0.1055
0.5203 ± 0.0708
1.8559 ± 0.0731
0.4371 ± 0.0563
0.0852 ± 0.0685
0.3839 + 0.0509
1.1499 ± 0.0594
0.8833 ± 0.0630
1.3388 + 0.1197
0.8667 ± 0.0680
2.2934 ± 0.0919
0.1561 ± 0.0781

12.034 + 0.0876
12.467 ± 0.0919
12.048 ± 0.0893
13.304 ± 0.0993
14.378 + 0.1101
14.478 + 0.1085
14.386 ± 0.1062
13.849 + 0.1062
13.544 ± 0.1039
13.228 ± 0.0957
13.342 + 0.0969
12.696 + 0.0976
13.557 ± 0.1023
12.331 + 0.0928
12.745 ± 0.0974
12.219 + 0.0901
12.027 ± 0.0891
12.825 + 0.0949
12.904 ± 0.0969
12.660 ± 0.0957
13.420 ± 0.0992
12.240 + 0.0902
12.798 ± 0.0962
11.414 ± 0.0887

TABLE 3 - Summary of Sample Analytical DaVd (Continued)
SAMPLE
NUMBER

TEMPERATURE
(°Q

-14

MEASURED

SAMPLE

{IO

C atoms/g)

300
0.0058 ± 0.0007 0.3860 ±0.0541 0.0606 ± 0.2535
0.0215 + 0.0010 0.3443 ±0.0172 2.1626 ±0.2588
500
0.0148 ±0.0013 0.3577 ±0.0321 2.2512 ±0.2769
700
0.0410 ±0.0016 0.2828 ±0.0117 2.3546 ± 0.6065^
PP-4A
900
0.0128 ± 0.0012 0.5970 ± 0.0653 2.1309 ±0.3228
(AA-20444)
1200
0.0618 ± 0.0016 1.1873 ± 0.0440 10.892 ± 0.4422
1500 (0.75 hr)
0.1023 ±0.0023 1.7260 ±0.0535 19.076 ±0.5773
1500 (4 hr)
0.0255 ±0.0010 0.8330 ±0.0515 3.4486 ±0.3105
1500 (4 hr)
0.0104 ± 0.0007 0.5174 ± 0.0501 0.7261 ±0.2530
1500 (4 hr)
300
PP-4B
0.0072 ± 0.0009 0.6218 ±0.0889 0.8642 ±0.3218
500
(AA-20445)
0.0098 ± 0.0007 0.3459 ± 0.0262 0.8128 ±0.2649
0.0106 ± 0.0007 0.3954 ± 0.0282 2.3011 ±0.2511
700
0.0305 ± 0.0008 0.3037 ± 0.0090 2.7352 ± 0.5885''
900
PP-4B
1200
(AA-20514)
0.0086 ± 0.0006 0.4501 ± 0.0444 1.3727 ±0.2685
1500 (4 hr)
0.0881 ±0.0016 1.3069 ±0.0392 19.081 ±0.5127
1500 (4 hr)
0.0436 ± 0.0014 1.2372 ±0.0559 8.6227 ± 0.4026
1550(3 hr)
0.0329 ± 0.0008 1.0296 ±0.0489 5.3057 ± 0.2959
300
UT-94-019-PM
0.0040 ± 0.0008 0.3587 ± 0.0780 0.8127 ±0.2140
(AA-20515)
500
0.0068 ± 0.0006 0.2260 ±0.0217 1.5740 ±0.1750
0.0013 ± 0.0004 0.0556 ±0.0180 0.2345 ±0.1506
700
UT-94-019-PM
0.0107 ± 0.0008 0.1179 ±0.0087 0.4622 ± 0.2311'^
900
(AA-20516)
1200
0.0029 ± 0.0006 0.1048 ± 0.0217 0.1149 ±0.1896
1500 (4 hr)
0.0134 ± 0.0008 0.1665 ±0.0102 1.1134 ±0.2630
1500 (4hr)
0.0079 ± 0.0007 0.3326 ± 0.0390 0.0421 ±0.1946
All quoted uncertainties are ± Icr.
'•*0 concentrations from the 300°C, 500°C, and 700°C steps have been subtracted from the total measured '""C concentration
for this step, since it involves a new quartz sample aliquot heated from 150° to 900°C.
PP-4A
(AA-20443)

u>
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run a blank at 1550°C, but the CO, yield was consistent with what we estimated the blank
yield should be based on the following relation:

V,55. =(0.75)[(V„) + O.5{V,_„ - V,.,,)]

where V,;,

(6)

and Vj.ij, are the CO, yields in cc STP associated with blank runs at

15(X)°C (held at 1500°C for 4 hours with a sample boat), 30C)-16(X)°C (held at 1600°C for
45 minutes without a sample boat), and 3(X)-1500°C (held at 1500°C for 45 minutes
without a sample boat), respectively (Appendix B: Equation (B.19); Appendix C: Tables
C.2 and C.3). Our derivation of this relation assumes that the difference between

and

Vj.,, is an approximation to the blank yield between 1500°C and 16(X)°C. The factor of 0.5
then scales that blank to between I500°C and I550°C (assuming that the blank between
1500°C and 1600°C is a linear function of temperature). This should be a reasonable
approximation to the 4-hour blank at 1550°C, since most of the 4-hour blank at 15(X)°C is
generated in the first 45 minutes (Appendix C: Table C.3). The factor of 0.75 then converts
the 4-hour blank at 1550°C to an estimate of the 3-hour blank at that temperature.

Our initial stepped combustion experiment on PP-4A indicated that pure quartz
separates can contain significant contaminant gases such as SO, and nitrous oxides—
probably mostly in fluid inclusions, but perhaps trapped in the lattice as well. We thus
reverted from the supercooled dry ice/isopropanol slush sublimation to a more vigorous
sample cleanup procedure to remove these contaminant gases quantitatively from the
sample CO,. Our current procedure involves a CO, sublimation at -130°C using a pentane
slush (to remove SO, and water vapor), passage of the gas through a Cu granule/Ag wool
furnace at 600°C (to convert NO^ to N,, and to remove halogens), and then a second
sublimation at -130°C. The procedure is extremely effective at contaminant removal, as
demonstrated by our graphitization times. Graphitization of the CO, collected from the
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initial series of heating steps took more than twice as long as graphitization of our blanks or
our dilution gas. However, our new cleanup procedure on both PP-4B and UT-94-019-PM
reduced graphitization times back to levels comparable to our blanks. The total carbon yield
(the mass of carbon equivalent to the CO, yield, normalized to the sample mass, in ppm)
from PP-4B was about 13% less than the total carbon yield based on the volume of CO,
(more dian a 2a- difference) and contaminant gas collected from PP-4A (Appendix B:
Equations (B.2I) to (B.24)). Total carbon yields from both PP-4B and UT-94-019-PM
using our new cleanup procedures differ by less than 1%, although details of the thermal
release patterns differ slighdy between samples (Figure 8). This is expected because both
samples are from similar, superposed formations and thus have similar geologic and
geochemical histories. The amount of CO, associated solely with in situ '"'C cannot be
measured, as it is many orders of magnitude lower than our minimum CO, measurement
capabilities. Thus, this agreement demonstrates the exceptional reproducibility in yield that
we have achieved with our extraction system.
AMS results indicate that stepped combustion is a very powerful tool for discriminating
between ''*C sources. The ''*C concentration in the CO, collected from a sample during a
given combustion step (C, J, in atoms/gram, was calculated using the following formula;

where M is the mass of the sample in grams (Jull et ai, 1989a) (Appendix B: Equadon
(B.42)). The total ''^C concentration in a sample is thus the sum of the concentrations from
each combustion step. Comparison of the '"^C release patterns of both surface samples and
the shielded sample demonstrates that the in situ '"'C component is released above 500°C
(Figures 9 and 10; Table 3). The total carbon and '•*C yields above 500°C for PP-4B are
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FIGURE 8 - Cumulative carbon yield in ppm C vs. extraction temperature. Total
carbon yield from PP-4B was about 13% less than from PP-4A, due to more vigorous
cleanup procedures implemented for the latter. Total carbon yields from both PP-4B and
UT-94-019-PM using our new cleanup procedures differ by less than 1%, although
details of the thermal release patterns differ slightly.
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FIGURE 9 - '"^C concentration vs. extraction temperature. Comparison of surface and
shielded samples clearly demonstrates that in situ '"'C is released above 500°C.
Approximately 87% of the in situ '^C is released above 1200°C.
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FIGURE 10 - Cumulative ''*C concentration vs. cumulative carbon yield. Again, this
clearly demonstrates that in situ '"^C is released above the second (500°C) combustion
step. Total '"'C yields above 500°C for the surface samples agree to within la
measurement uncertainty.

approximately 7% and 3.5% less than for PP-4A, respectively. Fully propagated
uncertainties of about 2.7% on each cumulative '"'C yield measurement above 5(X)°C
indicate that the in situ '"^C components of the surface splits do not differ significantly
(Appendix B: Equation (B.43)). Samples PP-4A, PP-4B and UT-94-019-PM yield
comparable concentrations of '""C at die 3(X)°C and 5(X)°C steps, yet their yields diverge at
temperatures above that. Fraction modem results follow a similar pattern (Figure 11).
These results suggest that the

released at and below 500°C is due to atmospheric

contamination. '^C concentrations in UT-94-019-PM drop to near detection limits from
700°C through 12(X)°C, rise only slightly after four hours at 15(X)°C, then drop back to near
detection limits in the subsequent 15(X)°C step. However, '"^C concentrations in PP-4A &
PP-4B rise slowly between 7(X)°C and 9(X)°C, then drop again at 12(K)°C. A sharp increase
in '•'C concentration occurs in the surface samples at 15CK)°C, followed by progressively
less '•'C in subsequent 15(X)°C and 1550°C combustion steps. In fact, approximately 87%
of the

released above 5(X)°C (in atoms/g) occurs above 12(X)°C in both surface samples.

However, the '"'C concentration at 1550°C was still above blank levels estimated by
substituting into (6) the number of ''^C atoms corresponding to each blank CO, yield value
(Appendix B: Equation (B.19)).
Because they took longer to remm to blank levels of CO,, it appears that the carbon in
PP-4A and PP-4B was bound much more tightly than that in UT-94-019-PM. However,
we believe that each series of combustion steps extracted essentially all the CO, contained
in each sample. Brown et al. (1984) and others suggest it is necessary to melt the sample to
extract the spallogenic component completely. However, those conclusions are based only
on samples which have melted, not on samples brought to within 1(X)°C of their melting
point. Our results indicate that after heating sample PP-4A at 1500°C for nearly nine hours,
a subsequent four-hour reheat at 1500°C yielded blank levels of CO, (even without our
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FIGURE 11 - Sample fraction modem vs. extraction temperature. Note that the
temperature release pattern is similar to that of '^C concentration in Figure 8.
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more vigorous gas cleanup). The statistically indistinguishable

yields of PP-4A (1500°

maximum temperature) and PP-4B (1550°C maximum temperature) also support this
conclusion, as do the nearly identical total CO, yields of samples PP-4B and UT-94-019PM.
Unfortunately, equipment problems have prevented subsequent replication of these
measurements. Shortly after these measurements were made, the alumina furnace tube
collapsed under vacuum at 1550°C while preparing to measure the blank '''C yield at that
temperature and subsequently failed to hold vacuum. Apparently this is due to a strainsoftening phenomenon, as the tube had been subjected to temperatures of approximately
1600°C (slightly above its 1590°C creep point) during our initial characterization of its
vacuum behavior. Replacement tubes have been plagued by low yield problems, and to
date we have been unsuccessful in our attempts to maintain a high yield. Resolving these
problems and replicating our measurements on a variety of Lake Bonneville shoreline
samples is thus our top priority in upcoming research. Still, we are confident enough in the
quality of our new data that we are comfortable in using it for a revised production rate
estimate for in situ

1.7 IN SITU '^C PRODUCTION RATE ESTIMATES

Accurate estimates of production rates are critical to any application involving in situ
cosmogenic nuclides. As such, we have focused our efforts in this research on controlling
as many variables as possible that could potentially affect the accuracy of in situ '"*C
production rate estimates. However, we have also sought to assess and incorporate realistic
uncertainties in these estimates. In the following discussion, we compare new ''*C sampling
site production rate estimates based on our replicate analyses of quartz separated from
Bonneville shoreline sample PP-4 (PP-4A and PP-4B) to previously published site
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production rate estimates based on whole-rock analyses of Tabernacle Hill basalt (Jull et
ai, 1994b) and high-altitude granitic samples (Donahue et al., 1990a). We then compare
sea-level, high (>60°) geomagnetic latitude production rate estimates derived from

the

sampling site estimates using various latitude and altitude scaling models.

1.7.1 Sampling Site Production Rate Estimates

The concentration of a cosmogenic radionuclide in rock materials exposed at the Earth's
surface is governed by

^^^ = ->.C(x,t) + P(x,t)
dt

(8)

where C(x,t) is the measured nuclide concentration in atoms/g as a function of depth below
ground surface, x, and exposure time, t, P(x,t) is the nuclide production rate as a fianction
of x and t in atoms/g/yr, and X. is the radioactive decay constant ((In 2)/radionuchde halflife). We can rule out the effects of erosion (which would lower the measured
concentration, decreasing the production rate estimate) for our wave-polished calibration
samples—thus the appropriate solution to (8) is

C(x,t) = C o (x,t)e- ^ + ^ 4 — (9)
A,

(Lai, 1991), where Pg is the nuclide production rate at the ground surface integrated over
the exposure time t, CQ is the radionuclide concentration inherited from some prior
exposure history which is present in the sample at the start of the most recent exposure (t =
0), and fx is the mass attenuation coefficient describing how in situ cosmogenic nucUde
production attenuates with depth in the rock mass. The mass attenuation coefficient is
defined as the sample density in g/cm^ (p) divided by the effective attenuation length in rock
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(A(j) for production of a given in situ cosmogenic nuclide in g/cm' (Appendix B: Equation
(B.46)). The effective attenuation length is the distance (projected onto a vertical axis, and
thus somewhat less than the true attenuation length) over which the quantity of interest (in
this case, in situ nuclide production) decreases by a factor of e. Solving (9) for Pg yields

(10)

As t reaches an exposure age of approximately 3 to 5 half-lives, assuming a constant timeintegrated production rate and steady-state exposure conditions, C approaches a timeinvariant secular equihbrium or "saturated" state in which production equals decay. In this
situation, the age terms in (10) vanish, leaving

PQ =

(II)

The production rate estimates for the Bonneville shoreline quartzites, and the Tabernacle
Hill production rate estimates of Ml et al. (1994b), were calculated using (10), while the
production rate estimates of Donahue et al. (1990a) assumed a saturated state (and
negligible erosion), and were derived using (11) (Appendix B: Equations (B.67) and
(B.69)).

In estimating integrated production rates for in situ '•*€, we have adopted the
convention of caUbrating the radiocarbon ages of our sampled surfaces (all of which are
beyond the range of the tree-ring chronology) using the Barbados coral U-Th chronology
of Bard et al. (1990a; 1990b) (Gosse et al., 1995; Gosse et al., 1996). We used the
program CALIBRATE (rev. 3.0.3c) to calibrate our adopted ages for the Lake Bonneville
chronology (Stuiver and Reimer, 1993). We set the program to use the bidecadal tree-ring
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dataset extended to 20,000 cal yr BP using the coral data of Bard et al. (1990a; 1990b),
with no smoothing. Oviatt et al. (1992) report the precision of the Lake Bonneville
chronology as approximately ± 250 years, based on the scatter in ages among multiple
samples from a given stratigraphic interval. Taking this as a conservative 2a estimate on
any given age, we assumed a la uncertainty on our shoreline ages of ± 125 yr, with no
laboratory error multipliers. The intercept method and the probability distribution method
yielded essentially identical calibrated ages. Calibrated ages thus derived for the Bonneville
and Provo shorelines, and for Tabernacle Hill, are 17,370 ± 170, 16,790 ± 180, and
17,260 ± 170 cal yr BP, respectively. We should note that the uncertainties in the Bard et
al. (1990a; 1990b) calibration will likely grow as higher-resolution coral data become
available. Our quoted calibrated age uncertainties are thus minimum values.
The presence of an inherited component (CQ) complicates the interpretation of
cosmogenic nuclide concentrations, and potentially can render such data unusable.
Anderson et al. (1996) developed techniques which explicitly consider Cg in surface
exposure age estimates, but such techniques are currently limited to sedimentary settings.
Thus, we took great care in selecting our samphng localities to minimize the potential for an
inherited cosmogenic signal.

Lake Bonneville was the deepest and most extensive of known Quaternary lakes in the
Bonneville basin (Oviatt et al., 1992). Thus, we consider the possibihty for prior erosion
and exposure during an earlier lake cycle as unlikely—particularly at the Bonneville
shoreline. In our judgment, the only significant potential prior exposure at our sampling
sites could have occurred during the Lake Bonneville transgression following the
Stansbury Oscillation (Figure 5). We surveyed the difference in altitude between the
Bonneville shoreline sample sites and adjacent fine-grained

estuarine deposits providing
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evidence of the Bonneville high water level and found it to be at least 17 m. Oviatt et al.
(1992) and Oviatt (1997) indicate that the lake rose to within approximately 15 m of its
highest level by about 15.5 '"'C ka. In addition, the most recent of the lake-level
fluctuations suggested by Oviatt (1997) may have occurred between approximately 16 and
15.5 '"^C ka. However, it is not clear that it reached the altitude of our Bonneville shoreline
sample sites. Still, these data suggest the possibility that erosion (and potential subaerial
exposure) of the Bonneville shoreline at our sampling site may have begun prior to 15.5
'•'C ka. However, the wave-poUshed shoreline rocks were covered by at least 17 m of
water by approximately 15 '"^C ka (Oviatt et al., 1992). Assuming the exponential depth
dependence of cosmogenic nuclide production rates given in (9), a water density of l.O
g/cm^ and an effective attenuation length for high-energy cosmic-ray neutron production in
water of 160 g/cm\ shielding by 1 m and 17 m of water would reduce production rates at
the shoreline surface by about 50% and 5 orders of magnitude, respectively. Thus, any
prior subaerial exposure was likely too brief to produce a significant inherited component.
Most significantly, this potential prior exposure took place nearly 3 '"*C half-lives (5,730
yr) ago—any inherited component would thus be largely decayed away by now. A similar
argument could be made for the Provo shoreline, which could have begun forming even
earlier based on its lower altitude, during the transgressive phase between 18-20 '"*€ ka
(Figure 5) (Oviatt et al., 1992; Oviatt, 1997). Thus, we can safely neglect any potential
inherited component in our production rate calculations.

1.7.1.1 Normalization of In Situ '"'C Concentrations

'•*C concentrations were normalized to the top surface of the quartzite

previously

published samples by integrating the depth dependence of '''C production over the sample
thickness, using appropriate rock densities and an assumed AR for in situ '"*€ production at
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our sites of 160 ± 10 g/cm' (Appendix B: Equation (B.48)). This value of the production
attenuation length is consistent with measured and modeled values for rock at mid-latitude
sites (Nishiizumi et al, 1994; Ceding and Craig, 1994b; Lai, 1991; Masarik and Reedy,
1995). Deeply shielded samples were not corrected for sample thickness. No correction
was made for potential snow cover for any of our samples.

Topographic shielding corrections followed the sin^0 angular dependence model of
Nishiizumi et al. (1989), where 0 is the angle of the line-of-sight between the sample
surface and the top of a topographic obstruction on the horizon, measured from die
horizontal and integrated over azimuth (Appendix B: Equations (B.50) to (B.54)).
Nishiizumi et al. (1989) utilized a value of z = 2.3, which apparently was averaged from
the measured zenith angle dependence of 60-750 MeV protons at 3,500 m altitude by
Conversi and Rothwell (1954). However, Heidbreder et al. (1971) argue that the
assumption made by Conversi and Rothwell (1954) that the proton and neutron zenithangle dependence are similar is a questionable simphfication which could lead to unreported
systematic uncertainties in their value of z. Heidbreder et al. (1971) measured the zenith
angle distribution of 80-300 MeV neutrons directly, and found z = 3.5 ± 1.2—we adopt
that value here. Shielding corrections for the Promontory Point shoreline samples were less
than 1% but were included for completeness (Table 2). No shielding correction was
necessary for the Tabernacle Hill samples, and we assumed that this was also the case for
the older granitic samples—however, we still propagated the nonzero shielding correction
uncertainties for these samples (Appendix B: Equations (B.52) and (B.54)).

In situ cosmogenic '"'C concentrations were also normalized to a pure quartz
composition. To do this for our older whole-rock Tabernacle Hill samples we utilized an
average elemental oxide composition for the basalt flow derived from Oviatt and Nash
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(1989). For the previously published granite and granodiorite samples (Donahue et ai,
1990a), we utilized average elemental oxide compositions for these rock types given in
Hyndman (1972). The total weight percent of oxygen in each rock type was calculated by
summing the weight percent of oxygen contributed by each oxide and normalizing the
results to a 100% total oxide composition. We then derived an oxygen content correction
factor for each rock type by dividing the weight percent of oxygen in SiO, (53.25%) by the
rock type oxygen content (Appendix B: Equation (B.57)). We also corrected the Si content
of each rock type to that of SiO^, since Si is also a target atom for '"^C production, albeit of
much less significance than oxygen. To do this, we utilized proton production crosssections for ''*C in Si and SiO^ from Sisterson et al. (1994) and the differential fast neutron
flux spectrum derived from Figure 7 of Lai and Peters (1967). Although proton production
cross-sections are not directly applicable to neutron-induced reactions such as those which
dominate in situ '•*€ production, we assumed that the relative cross-sections for '"^C
production in Si and SiO^ were similar for both protons and neutrons (Reedy and Arnold,
1972; Roman, 1989; Imamuraera/., 1990). We multiplied the proton cross-section for '""C
production from both Si and O at energy levels from 50 to 446 MeV and 31 to 447 MeV,
respectively, by the corresponding fast neutron flux, and integrated the results over the
entire energy range (Appendix B: Equation (B.59)). We then derived a correction factor for
the Si weight percent for each rock type (again normalized to 100% total oxide
composition) to that of pure SiO, (46.75%) as for oxygen content, and multiplied the result
by the ratio of the Si to O cross-section-flux integrals (Appendix B: Equations (B.61) and
(B.63)). The resulting Si correction factor amounted to approximately 2-3% of the oxygen
correction factor for each rock type. This was then added to the oxygen correction factor to
give the total SiO, correction factor for each rock type (Table 2).
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Using the calibrated ages and only the

derived from combustion above 500°C for

samples PP-4A & PP-4B (less inherited contributions per the shielded UT-94-019-PM),
we calculate a weighted mean integrated late Quatemary production rate for in situ '''C at the
Promontory Point site of 59.8 ± 4.6 ('"*€ atoms/g SiO^Vyr (Figure 12; Table 4). Our
previously published production rate estimates were derived from melting whole-rock
Tabemacle Hill basaltic and high-altitude granitic samples, respectively, with an induction
furnace (Jull etai, 1994b; Donahue et ai, 1990a). The published production rate estimate
at Tabemacle Hill of 51 ± 9 ('"*€ atoms/g SiO^Vyr (Jull et al., 1994b) was based on a
calibrated age for Tabemacle Hill of 17,870 ± 120 cal yr BP, taken from Cerling and Craig
(1994a). The production rate estimates of Donahue et al. (1990a) for granitic samples from
between approximately 3.3 to 4.4 km altinade (Table 2), ranged from 145 ± 12 to 421 ± 5
('•^C atoms/g Si02)/yr. Recalculating these production rate estimates using more refined
blank estimates, the normalizations and calibrations described above, and our current data
reduction codes, yields sampling site production rate estimates for Tabemacle Hill and the
high-altitude granitic rocks which are approximately 24% greater and 15% to 17% greater,
respectively, than the previously published estimates (although still within 2o- of the
original estimates) (Figure 12; Table 4). The increased estimate for Tabemacle Hill is due
primarily to the better blank estimate and the different age calibration, while the increase in
the high-altimde estimates arises principally from the normalization to SiO^ composition
(Donahue et al. (1990a) normalized their reported values solely to SiO^ oxygen content in a
subsequent calculation). Currently quoted uncertainties for the high-altitude samples are
significantly larger than those previously published because the previous values were based
primarily on counting statistics—current values are more reahstic (Appendix B: Equation
(B.70)). The Promontory Point site production rate estimate thus lies within la of the
revised Tabemacle Hill estimate (not too surprising, since the altitudinal difference between
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FIGURE \1 - In situ
sampling site production rate estimates. Weighted mean
production rate estimates for the Promontory and Tabernacle Hill sites agree to within
1 or. Recalculating the previously published production rate estimates using more refined
blank estimates, the normalizations and calibrations described above, and our current
data reduction codes, yields sampling site production rate estimates for Tabernacle Hill
and the high-altitude granitic rocks which are approximately 24% greater and 15% to
17% greater, respectively, than the previously published estimates (although still within
2o- of the original estimates). Currently quoted uncertainties for the high-altitude
samples are significantly larger than those previously published because the previous
values were based primarily on counting statistics—current values are more realistic.
Error bars indicate Ict uncertainties.
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TABLE 4 - Summary of In Situ '•*€ Site Production Rate Data
SAMPLE

C^^
NORMALIZED C,/
Pq AT SITE
(10^ '""C atoms/g) (10^ '"*0 atoms/g SiOj) ('"'C atoms/g SiO^Vyr

4.0880 ±0.1113®
4.4163 ± 0.4776
60.9 ±6.6
PP-4A
3.9418 ± 0.0997®
4.2584 ± 0.4585
58.7 ± 6.3
PP-4B
Weighted Mean
—
—
59.8 ± 4.6
3.9028 ± 0.1466
5.0237 ± 0.5587
69.4 ± 7.7
TH-3B-l-S04'^
TH-3B-1''
3.1728 ± 0.1346
4.0840 ± 0.4613
56.4 ± 6.4
Weighted Mean
—
—
63.0 ± 6.5
Boundary Pk., NV*^ 22.900 ± 0.400
26.897 ± 2.8839
325.4 ± 34.9
Mt. Whimey, CA'^
34.800 ± 0.400
40.873 ± 4.3495
494.4 ± 52.6
White Mtn., CA^
12.000 ± 1.000
13.807 ± 1.8594
167.0 ± 22.5
• All quoted uncertainties are ± Ict.
A Normalized to sample thickness and topographic shielding, and normalized to SiO,
composition.
B Total '"^C concentrations from all combustion steps above 500°C, less inherited
contributions from UT-94-019-PM.
C No correction for an inherited, non-cosmogenic '"^C component, if present.
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the Promontory Point site and the Tabemacle Hill site is only 136 m), but is slightly lower
and more precise (Figure 12; Table 4). This reflects our success in reducing contaminant
'•*C and other sources of variability in our results.

1.7.2 Sea-Level. High Latitude Production Rate Estimates

For comparison to production rates of other cosmogenic radionuclides, the measured
production rate is typically scaled to a value at sea level and high (> 60°) geomagnetic
latitudes (e.g.. Ceding and Craig, 1994b; Bierman, 1994). This is because the cosmic-ray
flux essentially depends only on altitude at geomagnetic latitudes greater than approximately
60°, and as such is unaffected by changes in geomagnetic field strength (e.g., Lai, 1991).
The most common means of scaling production rates currently is to use the third-order
polynomials which Lai (1991) fitted to the altitude-latitude variation of atmospheric nuclear
disintegration rates he derived earlier (Lai, 1958; Lai and Peters, 1967; Bierman, 1994).
However, there is considerable uncertainty regarding which of several models (including
Lai (1991)) provides the most accurate altimde and latitude scaling factors for in situ
cosmogenic nuclide production rates (e.g., Gosse et al., 1996; Zreda et al., 1991). As
such, we analyzed the assumptions made and data used in constructing the original
altimde/latitude scaling curves of Lai (1958) and other commonly cited scaling models
(Yokoyama er a/., 1977; Lingenfelter, 1963). We then compared sea-level, high (> 60°)
geomagnetic latitude production rate estimates for in situ '""C using scaling factors derived
from Lai (1991), Yokoyama et al. (1977), Lingenfelter (1963), and other scaling models to
derive more realistic uncertainties in our preferred production rate estimate.
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1.7.2.1 Latitude/Altitude Scaling Model Assumptions and Derivations

Although in situ '"^C can be produced by several nuclear reactions, the dominant
reactions in the upper 2 meters of the Earth's surface involve spallation of '®0 by highenergy (> 30 MeV) neutrons: '®0(n,2pn)''*C and '®0(n,^He)''*C (Fabryka-Martin, 1988;
Roman, 1989; Reedy and Arnold, 1972). However, the most extensive measurements of
latitudinal and altitudinal variation in neutron intensity are for low-energy (< 30 MeV)
neutrons (equivalent to the "slow" neutrons of Lai (1958)). Unfortunately, these data are
not directly applicable to the in situ '"^C spallation reactions, since the reaction crosssections decrease to zero at energies of approximately 15 MeV (Imamura et ai, 1990).

It is observed, though, that at atmospheric depths greater than approximately 200 g/cmr
(< 12.0 km altitude) (1) the cosmic-ray neutron energy spectrum is essentially invariant
(e.g., Hess et al., 1959; Armstrong et al., 1973), and (2) the nuclear disintegration rate
(associated with high-energy (> 30 MeV) nucleons) is proportional to the fast (0.1 to 30
MeV), epithermal (0.5 eV to 0.1 MeV), and thermal or slow (< 0.5 eV) neutron intensity
(Simpson, 1951; Simpson et al., 1951; Yuan, 1951; Lord, 1951; Hess et ai, 1959;
Armstrong era/., 1973; Yamashita e/a/., 1966). Furthermore, Conversi (1950) found that
the intensity of protons of energy < 500 MeV varied with geomagnetic latitude and altitude
in a manner similar to the observed nuclear disintegration rates and fast neutron intensities.
This correspondence between atmospheric nuclear disintegration rates and low- and highenergy proton and neutron intensities is evidence of an equilibrium between neutron
production and absorption between sea level and approximately 200 g/cm' atmospheric
depth (< 12.0 km altitude) (e.g., Lingenfelter, 1963; Lai and Peters, 1967). Within this
equilibrium region, therefore, one can infer the relative latitudinal and altitudinal variation in
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high-energy neutron intensity from the corresponding measured variation in low-energy
neutron intensity.

The scaling models thus utilized published curves of the latitudinal variation in lowenergy neutron intensity at various altitudes (Rose et al., 1956; Simpson, 1951; Simpson
and Fagot, 1953; Merker et al., 1973; Light et ai, 1973) along with assumptions about
how the effective atmospheric attenuation length (A^) for cosmic-ray neutron production
and/or nuclear disintegrations varies with altitude and latitude (Soberman, 1956; Simpson
and Fagot, 1953; Mabuchi etai, 1971). The resulting relative variation functions were then
normalized to measured absolute nuclear disintegration rates (Lai, 1958), in situ
cosmogenic nucUde production rates (Yokoyama et ai, 1977), or absolute neutron
production rates (Lingenfelter, 1963). Others have also used relative latitudinal variation
data together with assumed

values to derive their own relative altitude/latitude scaling

factors (e.g.. Brown etai, 1991).

It is important to note that none of the latitude/altitude scaling models published to date
has addressed the potential implications of the observed longitudinal variation in cosmic-ray
intensity (e.g., Rose etai., 1956; Simpson etai, 1956; Katz etai, 1958; Pomerantz et ai,
1960). During the 1954 solar minimum (a period of high cosmic-ray intensity), Katz et al.
(1958) measured the minimum cosmic-ray intensity along 12 latimde transects at
approximately 5.5 km altitude (515 g/cm" atmospheric depth). They observed a strikingly
symmetrical (nearly sinusoidal) deviation from the mean intensity at the cosmic-ray equator
(the line connecting points of minimum intensity around the earth), with an amplitude of
approximately ± 13%. The observed maximum and minimum intensities at the cosmic-ray
equator were nearly 180° apart, with approximately equal areas under the two halves of the
curve. This longitude effect corresponds approximately in space and in amplitude with the

observed magnetic equator as defined by the maxima in effective vertical cutoff rigidity
(hereinafter referred to as cutoff rigidity, R) calculated for the 1980.0 Geomagnetic Epoch
by Shea and Smart (1983). R is defined as the minimum rigidity (momentum per unit
charge) in GV that a vertically incident cosmic-ray particle may possess and still be able to
interact with the atmosphere at a given location (AUkofer and Grieder, 1984; Masarik and
Reedy, 1995). These two effects are thus likely directly related, and probably include
effects of the non-dipole (higher-order) component of the geomagnetic field (Katz et al.,
1958; Butler, 1992).

The longimde effect is therefore a potentially significant source of error in the published
latitude/altitude scaling models. However, the above data are associated with the current
geomagnetic field. A fundamental hypothesis of paleomagnetism is that the geomagnetic
field averages over time to a geocentric axial dipolar field (the field generated by a magnetic
dipole at the center of the Earth aligned with the rotation axis) (Butler, 1992). It has been
demonstrated that secular variation in the geomagnetic field

tends to average the

geomagnetic pole position to within about 5° to 10° of that of the geographic pole for time
periods exceeding approximately 2,000 years (Champion, 1980; Ohno and Hamano, 1992;
Sternberg, 1996). However, second-order effects of the non-dipole field are still resolvable
over the past few million years (Butler, 1992). Further study is needed to delineate the
potential nature and extent of a time-averaged longitude effect (although Ukely secondorder) on latimde/altitude scaling models for various geomorphic applications. Pending
such future research, we have thus neglected the longitude effect in the following analysis.
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1.7.2.2 Latitudinal Variation of Low-Energy Neutron Intensity

We first analyzed the variation of low-energy neutron intensity along latiuide transects
at altitudes ranging from sea level (1,033 g/cm") to approximately 10.6 km (244 g/cm')
(Merker era/., 1973; Simpson, 195I;Lal, 1991; Simpson and Fagot, 1953; Pomerantz and
Agarwal, 1962; Yokoyama et al., 1977; Rose et ai, 1956; Carmichael and Bercovitch,
1969; Moraal et al., 1989; Lingenfelter, 1963). Direct quantitative comparison of these data
is difficult because they were collected during different phases of various solar cycles,
often using different coordinate systems (e.g., Carmichael and Bercovitch, 1969). For
example, Simpson (1951) collected data during the 1948-49 solar maximum, a period of
minimum cosmic-ray intensity. The scaling factors of Lai (1958; 1991) are referenced to
this period as well. Simpson and Fagot (1953) and Pomerantz and Agarwal (1962)
collected data during periods of intermediate cosmic-ray intensity, although Pomerantz and
Agarwal (1962) also included some data from the 1958 solar maximum. The sea-level data,
on the other hand (except for Lai (1991)), were collected during three solar minima, when
maximum cosmic-ray intensities were observed, as was the high-altitude data of Merker et
al. (1973). We thus minimized the effects of differences in coordinate systems by limiting
our analysis to the ratio of the relative neutron intensity at the geomagnetic pole to that at the
geomagnetic equator (hereinafter referred to as the latitude ratio) for different altitudes. Lai
and Peters (1962; 1967) suggest that, while the absolute magnitude of the latitude ratio at a
given altitude should vary with the solar cycle, the relative magnitudes of latitude ratios at
atmospheric depths > 200 g/cm" (< 12.0 km altitude) should remain essentially unchanged.
Nonetheless, differences in the latimde ratio at a given altitude arising from solar cycle
effects during different studies were minimized by focusing on data collected during similar
phases of their respective solar cycles.
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Measured latitude ratios decreased monotonically with increasing atmospheric depth
from approximately 5.6 at 244 g/cm" (10.6 km altitude) to approximately 1.7 at 1,033
g/cm" (sea level) (Table 5). Where more than one relative latitude variation curve was
considered at a given altitude, the measured latitude ratios were quite consistent—even with
the aforementioned differences in coordinate systems and/or solar modulation. For
example, the data of Simpson and Fagot (1953) and Pomerantz and Agarwal (1962) both
yielded similar latitude ratios at 680 g/cm" (3.4 km altitude), even though Lai and Peters
(1962; 1967) indicate the solar modulation amplitude at that atmospheric depth from the
1954 solar minimum to the 1958 solar maximum ranged from 25% at low cutoff rigidities
to about 7% at the geomagnetic equator. Furthermore, the solar minimum sea-level latitude
ratios of Rose et al. (1956) and Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969) are both approximately
1.7-1.8. The sea-level latitude ratio of Moraal et al. (1989) is slighdy higher due to the
greater range of cutoff rigidities sampled in their study—a manifestation of the longiuide
effect. However, this difference is insignificant in terms of the resulting scaUng factors
from the cutoff rigidities of our sample sites to cutoff rigidities < 1 GV (geomagnetic
latitudes > 60°). Truncating the range of cutoff rigidities of Moraal et al. (1989) to one
similar to those covered by Rose et al. (1956) and Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969)
eliminates any discrepancy.
Latitude ratios derived from the Lai (1991) polynomials and the Lingenfelter (1963)
solar maximum and solar minimum neutron production rate scaling graphs also correspond
quite well with the measured data (Table 5). This is not surprising considering that the data
of Simpson (1951), Simpson and Fagot (1953), and Rose et al. (1956) were used to
generate both scaling models. However, Yokoyama et al. (1977) utilized a latitude ratio of
3.3 applied uniformly below 8 km altitude—an assumption inconsistent with the
measurements. The main conclusion one can thus reach from the monotonic decrease in the
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TABLE 5 - Variation of Neutron Intensity with Geomagnetic Latitude (Cutoff Rigidity)
REFERENCE

ATMOSPHERIC
DEPTH
(g/cm-)

LATITUDE
RATIO^

MEASUREMENTS
244
5.6 ± 0.9
Merker et al. (1973)°
Simpson (1951)*^
310
3.2 ± 0.1
680
Simpson and Fagot (1953)
2.6 ± 0.1
680
Pomerantz and Agarwal (1962)
2.6 ± 0.1
1033
1.7 + 0.1
Rose et al. (1956)®
Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969)®
1033
1.7 + 0.1
1033
2.1
± 0.1
Moraal etal. (1989)®
SYNTF[ESES
Lingenfelter (1963)®
310
4.1 + 0.2
680
2.7 ± 0.1
1033
1.7 + 0.1
Lingenfelter (1963)^^
310
3.3 ± 0.2
680
2.2 ± 0.1
1033
1.4 + 0.1
640
3.3 ± 0.2"^
Yokoyama et al. (1977)
310
3.1 ±0.2
L^ 0991^
640
2.6 ± 0.2
680
2.5 ± 0.2
1033
1.7 ±0.1
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
A Ratio of the neutron counting rate (intensity) at the geomagnetic pole to that at the
geomagnetic equator. Uncertainties for the Merker et al. (1973), Simpson (1951),
Simpson and Fagot (1953), and Lingenfelter (1963) latitude ratios are based on
propagated uncertainties in intensity as estimated from graphs of their data. Intensity
data for Rose et al. (1956), Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969), and Moraal et al. (1989)
were binned, and uncertainties in the latitude ratios were based on the propagated
standard error of die mean for each bin. Uncertainties for the Lai (1991) data were
based on a propagated 5% uncertainty in each polynomial coefficient. The uncertainty
in the Yokoyama et al. (1977) latitude ratio was based on the uncertainty in the Ld
(1991) latitude ratio for the same atmospheric depth.
B Solar minimum.
C Solar maximum.
D Applied to entire atmosphere below 8 km altitude (360 g/cm' atmospheric depth).

latitude ratio with altitude is that

must vary with latitude, and perhaps altitude, over the

entire altitude range considered.

1.7.2.3 Altitudinal and Latitudinal Variation of

Numerous measurements of A^ for neutrons and nuclear disintegrations have been
made between atmospheric depths of 200 and 700 g/cm* (approximately 12.0 ion to 3.2 km
altitude) over the full range of cutoff rigidities and under various solar modulation
conditions (e.g., Simpson, 1951; Simpson et ai, 1951; Simpson and Fagot, 1953;
Soberman, 1956; Merker efa/., 1973; Lord, 1951; Yuan, 1951; Mendell and Korff, 1963;
Hess et al., 1959). Results consistently range from approximately 150 to 160 g/cm~ at
cutoff rigidities < 1 GV (> 60° latitude) to between 210 and 220 g/cm' near the geomagnetic
equator—in agreement with geomagnetic theory (Lai, 1991).

However, Simpson and Fagot (1953) subdivided this altitude interval at high,
intermediate and low cutoff rigidities and found that A^ for each subinterval appeared to
decrease toward a latitudinaUy and altitudinally invariant value of approximately 140 g/cm"
at atmospheric depths greater than 600 to 700 g/cm" (below approximately 4.4 to 3.2 km
altitude) (Figure 13). This was inconsistent with the observed difference in latitude ratio
between 680 and 1,033 g/cm" (3.4 km and sea level, respectively). However, it was
consistent with measured values of A^ for nuclear disintegrations (e.g. Brown, 1954) and
with the barometric pressure attenuation coefficient ((3) for neutron production, both at
atmospheric depths greater than 700 g/cm" (3.2 km altitude).

Bachelet et al. (1965) and Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969), though, found that A^
(converted from P) in fact is not invariant with cutoff rigidity and atmospheric depth below
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FIGURE 13 - Variation in effective atmospheric attenuation length (A^) for cosmic-ray
neutron production with both altitude and cutoff rigidity (R), as measured by Simpson
and Fagot (1953) (S&F) and Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969) (C&B). The integral A^
of Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969) is that value of A^ required to scale the measured
low-energy neutron intensity from the altitude of the measurement to sea level. The
differential A^ of Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969) is the derivative with respect to
altitude of the integral values, while the derivative values of Simpson and Fagot (1953)
apply to the altitudinal range indicated by the horizontal gray error bars.
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600 to 800 g/cm" (about 2.0 to 4.4 km altitude) but actually increases with increasing
atmospheric depth and cutoff rigidity (Figure 13). Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969)
showed that the main factor producing the observed minimum in

may be a geometric

effect related to the omnidirectional nature of the incident cosmic radiation.

However, the

values derived by Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969, Figure 3)

ranged from approximately 135 to 155 g/cm* at cutoff rigidities from < 2 to 13 GV (> 55°
to approximately 18° geomagnetic latimde)—significantly lower than those measured by
others (e.g., Soberman, 1956; Simpson and Fagot, 1953). This may be due in part to the
manner in which the A^ values were calculated. The A^ values of Carmichael and
Bercovitch (1969) are based on the values of P required to scale their measured neutron
intensity data to sea level. On the other hand, the A^ values of Soberman (1956) were
derived between 200 and 700 g/cm" (approximately 12.0 km to 3.2 km), while those of
Simpson and Fagot (1953), were derived over even shorter atmospheric depth intervals
(Figure 13).

Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969) thus differentiated A^ with respect to altitude
(differential A^), leading to a quantity comparable to that measured by Simpson and Fagot
(1953) (Figure 13). These differential A^ estimates ranged from approximately 130 to 175
g/cm"—a wider range than the aforementioned A^ estimates of Carmichael and Bercovitch
(1969) (hereinafter termed integral A^), but still inconsistent with the high-altimde A^
values of Soberman (1956) and Simpson and Fagot (1953) (Figure 13).

Lai (1991), however, states that atmospheric A^ values for nuclear disintegrations are
up to 30% lower than those for low-energy neutrons, with a narrower range of 140 to 175
g/cm", in agreement with the differential A^ range of Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969).
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The

variation adopted by Lai (1991), though, is one of monotonic decrease with

increasing atmospheric depth. It appears from his scaling factor derivation (Lai, 1958,
Appendix A) that this range of values results primarily from his choice for the A^ used in
the derivation—the variation in A^ with altitude for low-energy neutron production given
by Simpson and Fagot (1953) (= 140 to 175 g/cm" as well) for 41°N geomagnetic latitude
(R = 5.2 GV) (Figure 13). This variation in A^ may then have been modified somewhat by
the normalization used to convert relative to absolute nuclear disintegration rates (Lai,
1958, Appendix A).

Measurements of in situ nuclide production and nuclear disintegration rates as a
function of altitude further constrain A^ values at atmospheric depths > 625 g/cm" (< 4 km
altitude). Mabuchi et al. (1971) and Zreda et al. (1991) report A^ values of 160 ± 5 and
= 152 g/cm* at rigidities

of approximately 10.5 and 12.5 GV (geomagnetic latitudes of

approximately 26° and 20°), respectively. These values are generally consistent with both
Lai (1991) and the differential A^ values of Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969). However,
because these A^ values apply from about 4 km to sea level, they are more analogous to the
integral A^ values of Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969). Surprisingly, when we fit
exponentials to the data of Mabuchi et al. (1971) and Zreda et al. (1991) (weighted with
relative uncertainties), we derived A^ values of approximately 145 to 150 and 136 g/cm%
respectively—more in line with the integral A^ values of Carmichael and Bercovitch
(1969). We are uncertain as to the origin of this discrepancy. Brown (1954) measured
nuclear disintegration rates in a cloud chamber at atmospheric depths of 1,033 and 690
g/cm" (sea level and 3.3 km altitude, respectively) and found A^ = 132 ± 4 g/cm" at
intermediate cutoff rigidities—providing

further support for the integral A^ of Carmichael
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and Bercovitch (1969). These data thus confirm the correlation between high- and lowenergy nucleon intensities at large atmospheric depths.

1.7.2.4 Effects of Discrepancies in

on Production Rate Scaling

While independent data thus support the integral

altitude/latitude variation model of

Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969), discrepancies remain between that model, the solely
high-altitude A^ determinations of Soberman (1956), and the synthesized A^ values of Lai
(1958; 1991). We thus investigated the effects of these discrepancies on the latitudinal and
altitudinal scaling of our production rate data. In addition to the scaling model of Lai
(1991), we tested scaling models derived by combining the sea-level, low-energy neutron
intensity variation with cutoff rigidity of Rose et al. (1956) with the A^ models of both
Soberman (1956) and Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969). We also tested the effect on our
data of altitude and latitude scaling factors derived from Yokoyama et al. (1977) and
Lingenfelter (1963).
Site production rates were scaled to sea level and high geomagnetic latitudes (> 60°)
(cutoff rigidities < 1 GV) in one step using both the Lai (1991) and Lingenfelter (1963)
models. Nuclear disintegration rates at each sampling site and at sea level and high
geomagnetic latitudes were estimated from the polynomials presented in Lai (1991). We
used the site geographic latitude to estimate the nuclear disintegration rates instead of the
geomagnetic latitude because the geomagnetic pole position averages essentially to the
geographic pole for time periods exceeding about 2,000 years (Champion, 1980; Ohno and
Hamano, 1992). Site polynomial coefficients were then linearly interpolated from the lOP
latitude intervals given in Lai (1991). A 5% uncertainty in each coefficient of the Lai (1991)
polynomials was propagated through the calculations (Appendix B: Equation (B.76)). The

scaling factor was thus the ratio of the nuclear disintegration rate at sea level and low cutoff
rigidity to that at the sampling site. Graphs of neutron production rate variation with altitude
and geomagnetic latitude for both solar minimum and maximum were used to derive scaling
factors from Lingenfelter (1963). We derived scaling factors from the site location to sea
level and high geomagnetic latitude from each graph and then averaged the results. We
propagated a 5% uncertainty in the neutron production rates estimated from die graphs
(Appendix B: following the form of Equation (B.47)).

We utilized a two-step scaling procedure for the other scaling models in which

was

utilized explicitly. We fu-st corrected our site production rates to sea level utilizing the
approximately exponential attenuation of cosmic radiation with increasing atmospheric
depth observed at depths greater than approximately 200 g/cm" (< 12.0 km) (e.g.,
Soberman, 1956; Simpson, 1951; Mendell and Korff, 1963; Yuan, 1951; Lingenfelter,
1963; Yokoyama etai, 1977; Allkofer and Grieder, 1984). This was done using

(H-1033 23)

PsL = Pse

where

(12)

is the sea-level cosmogenic nuclide production rate in (atoms/g Si02)/yr, Pg is

the cosmogenic nuclide production rate at the sampling site in (atoms/g Si02)/yr, H is the
atmospheric depth of the sample location in g/cm" and 1033.23 g/cm" is the atmospheric
depth at sea level, both given by the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration et ai, 1976) (Appendix B: Equation (B.71)). Values of A^
were estimated from a fifth-order polynomial fit to the data of Soberman (1956) (Appendix
B: Equation (B.75)), and from Figure 3 of Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969). The A^
value for the Yokoyama et al. (1977) model was assumed for the entire atmosphere. We
propagated an assumed 2.5% uncertainty in the

values from Carmichael and Bercovitch
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(1969) and Yokoyama et al. (1977), and in the polynomial coefficients for Soberman
(1956) (Appendix B: Equation (B.76)).

We used R rather than geomagnetic latitude for our curve fits because it is more closely
tied to variation in cosmic-ray particle trajectories (e.g.. Shea et ai, 1987; AUkofer and
Grieder, 1984). R was estimated from geomagnetic latitude when necessary in our analysis
using the method of Shea et al. (1987).

The sea-level data derived using Soberman (1956) and Carmichael and Bercovitch
(1969) was scaled to low cutoff rigidities using a sixth-order polynomial fit to the sea-level
latitude variation data of Rose etal. (1956) (Appendix B: Equation (B.75)). The Yokoyama
et al. (1977) sea-level data was scaled to low cutoff rigidities using a fourth-order
polynomial fit to their latitude scaling factors (Appendix B; Equation (B.75)). The order of
the polynomial was chosen to achieve the most realistic fit in each case. A 5% uncertainty
was propagated in the polynomial coefficients for the Rose et al. (1956) and Yokoyama et
al. (1977) latitude variation data (Appendix B: Equation (B.76)).

We tested the acceptability of the resulting production rate estimates with an
independent in situ '^C production rate estimate based on the relationship between in situ
'•^C and '°Be production rates (Figure 14; Table 6). We used a sea-level, low-cutoff-rigidity
production rate estimate of 5.7 ± 0.6 ('°Be atoms/g Si02)/yr (Gosse and Klein, 1996),
derived firom a similar quartzite on a Provo-level shoreline and corrected to our age estimate
for shoreline abandonment. This is statistically indistinguishable from the revised
production rate of 5.8 ('°Be atoms/g SiO,)/yr of Nishiizumi et al. (1996), based on
glacially polished rocks of the Sierra Nevada (Nishiizumi et ai, 1989) . Unfortunately,
these '°Be production rate estimates may be somewhat biased because both estimates were
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corrected to sea level and low cutoff rigidity using the Lai (1991) scaling factors. We then
derived the independent '"'C production rate estimate of 18.4 ± 2.3 ('""C atoms/g Si02)/yr
by multiplying the Gosse and Klein (1996) '°Be production rate estimate by an
experimentally determined '•*C/'°Be production ratio of 3.26 ± 0.17 in SiO, measured from
irradiated sihca targets (Reedy et al., 1994) (Appendix B: Equation (B.73)). However,
Nishiizumi et al. (1996) note that the spallation neutron spectrum used to irradiate the
targets was softer than that of the atmospheric cosmic-ray neutrons—thus this ratio may
also be biased somewhat. At any rate, we accepted or rejected our in situ

production

rate estimates for the various scaling factors based on whether the uncertainty in each
estimate overlapped the Gosse and Klein (1996)/Reedy et al. (1994) estimate at the 2olevel.

Results of this analysis indicate that the scaling factors of Lai (1991), and those we
derived using Rose et al. (1956)/Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969) yield acceptable sealevel, low rigidity in situ

production rate estimates for all of our current and previous

production rate samples (Figure 14; Table 6). However, the scaling factors derived using
Rose et al. (1956)/Soberman (1956) yielded an acceptable production rate estimate only for
the Promontory Point samples, while those based on the Tabernacle Hill and high-altitude
samples were too high. The Lingenfelter (1963) scaUng factors yielded somewhat better
results than our Rose et al. (1956)/Soberman (1956) values, but still failed to bring the
high-altitude samples into agreement with the others. The Lingenfelter (1963) and Rose et
al. (1956)/Soberman (1956) scaling factors performed similarly because Lingenfelter
(1963) also used Soberman (1956) as his model of latitudinal variation in A^. We thus
reject the use of the Rose et al. (l956)/Soberman (1956) and Lingenfelter (1963) scaling
factors. In addition, the scaling factors derived from Yokoyama et al. (1977) were rejected
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FIGURE 14 - Effects of various latitude/altitude scaling models on weighted mean sealevel, low cutoff rigidity in situ '''C production rate estimates. Only the scaling models
in which
varies as a function of both altitude and latitude yield sea-level, low cutoff
rigidity production rate estimates for all samples which are consistent at the 2a level
with an independent production rate estimate based on the '"Be production rate of Gosse
and Klein (1996) and an experimental measurement of the '''C/"'Be production ratio. All
uncertainties are at the 2a (95% confidence) level.

TABLE 6 - Comparison of Various Altitude and Latitude Scaling Models
P„ SCALED TO SEA LEVEL AND LOW CUTOFF RIGIDITY
('•'C atoms/g Si02)/yr
SAMPLE NUMBER

Lai (1991)

Rose et al. (1956)
Soberman (1956)'^

Rose et al. (1956)
Carmichael &
Bercovitch (1969)^^

Yokoyama et al. Lingenfelter
(1963)
(1977)

25.2 ±3.4 (177)
18.8 ±2.6 (138)
29.4 ± 4.9
PP-4A
17.4 ± 2.1
22.5 ± 2.7
18.2 ±2.5 (138)
PP-4B
16.8 ± 2.0 24.2 ±3.3 (177)
28.3 ± 4.7
21.7 ± 2.6
24.7 ± 2.4
18.5 ± 1.8
Weighted Mean*^
17.1 ± 1.4
28.9 ± 3.4
22.1 ± 1.9
25.0 ±3.5 (139)
TH-3B-1-S04
23.7 ± 2.9 33.1 ±4.7 (182)
40.7 ± 7.9
29.7 ± 3.6
20.3 ± 2.9 (139)
TH-3B-1
19.3 ± 2.4
26.9 ±3.8 (182)
33.1 ± 6.4
24.1 ± 3.0
Weighted Mean''
21.5 ± 2.2
30.0 ± 3.1
22.7 ± 2.3
36.9 ±5.1
26.9 ± 2.8
Boundary Pk., NV 22.4 ± 2.6 43.7 ±7.0 (184)
21.0± 3.2 (138)
45.1 ±9.7
36.9 ± 4.4
Mt. Whitney, CA
28.4 ± 3.3 59.0 ± 10.1 (187)
26.4 ±4.2 (139)
59.4 ± 14.6
50.2 ± 5.9
White Mtn., CA
17.2 ± 2.5 31.4 ± 5.5 (185)
34.1 ± 7.9
27.2 ± 3.9
16.7 ± 2.9 (138)
Weighted Mean®
23.3 ± 3.1
44.9 ± 7.8
21.6 ± 2.7
45.7 ± 7.0
39.4 ± 6.5
• All quoted uncertainties are ± Ict.
A Numbers in parentheses are the
values used to correct P„ to sea level.
B Underlined numbers indicate values which overlap at the 2a level the '^C production rate (18.4 ± 2.3 (la) ('""C atoms/g
Si02)/yr) predicted by the product of the experimental '•'C/'°Be of Reedy et al. (1994) (3.26 ± 0.17) and the sea-level, high
geomagnetic latitude '"Be production rate of Gosse and Klein (1996) (corrected to our age estimate for Provo shoreline
abandonment; 5.66 ± 0.63 ('°Be atoms/g Si02)/yr).
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for yielding sea-level, low rigidity production rate estimates which were significantly too
large for the Tabernacle Hill and high-altitude samples. We believe that the failure of the
Lingenfelter (1963) and Yokoyama et al. (1977) scaling factors to bring all of the older
samples into agreement with the current ones supports the conclusion that

must vary

with BOTH altitude and latitude at atmospheric depths greater than 200 g/cm", per
Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969) and Lai (1991).

Acceptable weighted mean production rate estimates based on PP-4A and PP-4B thus
range from 17.1 ± 1.4 ('"^C atoms/g Si02)/yr using the Lai (1991) polynomials to 18.5 ±
1.8 ('"^C atoms/g SiO,)/yr using the Rose et al. (1956)/Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969)
scaling model (Figure 14; Table 6). Interestingly, Lai (1991) suggests that multiplying his
nuclear disintegration rate estimate at a given latitude and altitude by 0.031 will give the '""C
production rate at that location. At sea level and high latitude, this yields a production rate
estimate of 17.5 ± 0.9 ('"*€ atoms/g Si02)/yr—statistically indistinguishable from the
estimates based on our data. Considered together, these estimates yield a lex range of
possible in situ '"^C production rates of 14.2 to 22.1 (''*C atoms/g Si02)/yr at sea level and
low rigidity. This range lies completely within the 2(t range of the Gosse and Klein
(1996)/Reedy et al. (1994) production rate estimate—13.9 to 23.0 ('"'C atoms/g Si02)/yr.
Given the potential biases in the Gosse and Klein (1996)/Reedy et al. (1994) production
rate estimate, we prefer our pooled value of 18.2 ± 2.0 ('"^C atoms/g Si02)/yr) as our best
estimate of the late Quaternary in situ '''C production rate integrated over approximately the
last 17,000 years.

Our previously pubhshed sea-level production rate estimates of 20 ± 4 ('•*€ atoms/g
SiO,)/yr (scaled to R < 1 GV (> 60° geomagnetic latitude), Jull et al., 1994b) and 21 ± 2
('"*€ atoms/g SiOO/yr (R < 4 GV (> 45° geomagnetic latitude), Donahue et al., 1990a).
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were scaled to sea level using (12), with values for

of 160 and 150 g/cm", respectively.

Jull etal. (1994b) scaled the sea-level production rate to high latitudes (>60°) using the Lai
(1991) polynomials, while Donahue et al. (1990a) did not scale their sea-level production
rate to > 60° latitudes.
We pooled the revised sea-level, low-cutoff-rigidity production rate estimates for
Tabernacle Hill and the high-altitude granitic samples, respectively, based on the Lai (1991)
and Rose et al. (1956)/Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969) scaling factors. This yields a 2cr
range of allowable sea-level, low cutoff rigidity (< 1 GV) production rates of 17.1 to 27.3
('•^C atoms/g Si02)/yr for Tabemacle Hill and 16.1 to 29.6 (''*C atoms/g Si02)/yr for the
high-altitude granitic rocks, respectively (Figure 14; Table 6). Our revised production rate
estimates for these previously published samples ranged from 22.2 ± 2.6 ('''C atoms/g
Si02)/yr for Tabemacle Hill to 22.9 ± 3.4 ('"*€ atoms/g Si02)/yr for the high-altitude
granitics. Our preferred production rate estimate is approximately 18% and 21% lower than
these revised earlier estimates, respectively, and more precise, although all three estimates
overlap at the Icr level.

1.8 CONCLUSIONS

We have made significant progress in developing reliable equipment and techniques for
extracting in situ '""C from terrestrial materials. Steps taken to minimize variability in our
results have yielded stable '"*0 blank values with uncertainties on the order of 4-6%. Taking
the 2cr uncertainty on our '"'C blank as the lower limit of detection for in situ '''C with our
extraction system, we estimate conservatively that we should be able to detect in situ '"*0 in
a 15 g sample after approximately 500 years of exposure at sea level and low cutoff
rigidities.
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The use of pairs of exposed and shielded samples has allowed unambiguous
identification of the in situ

component. In our view, this approach would be extremely

useful for other in situ cosmogenic nuclides as well—particularly ones potentially subject to
contamination by an atmospheric component, such as '°Be, or those with other, noncosmogenic production mechanisms such as "'Ne. In general, the routine analysis of one or
more shielded samples per sample location would serve as a useful quality control
measure—even in situations where it would not be needed specifically to identify the in situ
component.

It is clear from our data that the in situ '"^C component in quartz is released significantly
above 500°C, while the atmospheric '"'C component is removed at and below 500°C.
Furthermore, our results suggest that essentially all of the CO, contained in a quartz sample
can be extracted without total fusion. The definitive test of '""C extraction efficiency from
unfused quartz samples would be to compare CO2 and '"'C release patterns from both
surface and shielded whole-rock granitic samples vs. quartz separates from the same
samples. Such a test is planned for the near-future.

We find close agreement between sea-level, low cutoff rigidity in situ '•*C production
rate estimates derived using (1) the altitude and latitude scaling factors of Lai (1991) applied
to our data, (2) Lai's (1991) scaling factors alone, and (3) alternate altitude and latitude
scaling factors based on Rose et al. (1956) and Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969). This
suggests that each means of scaling in situ cosmogenic nuclide production rates is
reasonably accurate over the limited range of cutoff rigidities and altitudes to which we
have applied them. Differences between these scaling methods depend on uncertainties in
the effective atmospheric attenuation length for in situ nuclide production, and probably to a
lesser extent, whether the data used to generate the scaling factors was measured during
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periods of high (Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969)/Rose et al. (1956)) or low (Lai (1991))
cosmic-ray activity (solar minimum or maximum, respectively).

Taken together, the Lai (1991) and Carmichael and Bercovitch (1969)/Rose et al.
(1956) scaling methods yield sea-level, low cutoff rigidity

in situ '"'C production rate

estimates for our Lake Bonneville calibration samples ranging from 14.2 to 21.1 ('''C
atoms/g Si02)/yr (at the 2a level). This range of production rates is wholly contained
within the 2(r uncertainty of an independent in situ '""C production rate estimate derived
from measured '°Be production rates from similar Lake Bonneville sites and an
experimentally determined '•*C/"^e production ratio. Our preferred late Quaternary in situ
'•*C production rate estimate is thus 18.2 ± 2.0 (la) ('"*0 atoms/g Si02)/yr (based on our
pooled 2a range), since it is free of die potential biases in the independent estimate. Still,
we take the excellent agreement between our data and the independent production rate
estimate as further evidence that we extracted essentially all of the in situ '"^C from each
quartz sample without fusion. Significantly, revised production rate estimates based on our
earlier published data but using our current data reduction codes, better blank estimates,
and the above altitude/latitude scaling models, overlap our preferred estimate at the la
level. These revised estimates are higher than that based on our current data, with greater
uncertainties. We thus conclude that our improved techniques have been successful in
reducing contaminant

and other sources of variability in our data. After we solve the

yield problems of our furnace tube and replicate our results with other Lake Bonneville
samples, in situ '"^C should be ready for widespread application in process-oriented
cosmogenic nuclide surface studies.
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APPENDIX A

IMPLICATIONS OF VTTON® AND KEL-F® DEGASSING IN CO, SAMPLE VESSELS
FOR 6''C, 8''0, AND '"C ANALYSES
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A.l INTRODUCTION

COj samples extracted from quartz for in situ cosmogenic '"^C analyses (using a stepped
combustion procedure) are routinely diluted by factors ranging between approximately 10
and 100 with essentially '"'C-free CO,. Sample dilution minimizes volume measurement
uncertainties, and allows 6'^C and '""C measurements on separate splits (using isotope-ratio
mass spectrometry (CRMS) and accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS), respectively) to
eliminate potential cross-contamination. System blanks are diluted similarly by factors
ranging from approximately 50 to 500. These dilution techniques thus require that the
isotopic composition of the dilution gas be known as accurately as possible.

However, results from an initial group of samples intended to characterize the dilution
gas isotopic composition revealed significant isotopic enrichments in both 8'^C and 6'®0 in
some of the samples. These isotopic changes appeared to result from storage in glass
sample vessels with O-ring-sealed stopcocks for longer than 2 days. Revesz and Coplen
(1991) also observed significant isotopic shifts in 8'®0 for samples stored in stopcock
sample vessels similar to ours—corresponding 6'^C measurements did not display
significant shifts, however. We thus began a long-term experiment to ascertain the source
or sources of our observed isotopic shifts, and to evaluate their potential effects on our '•*€
blanks.

Below we thus present: (1) the methods employed in characterizing the dilution gas
isotopic composition of both the initial set of samples and the samples involved in the longterm experiment, (2) AMS and IRMS results from our initial group of samples, (3) results
from the long-term experiment confirming that sample storage in the O-ring-sealed sample
vessels can lead to significant shifts in isotopic compositions, (4) a discussion of the

potential source(s) of these shifts, and (5) implications of these shifts for the precision and
accuracy of 8'^C, 8'®0, and

analyses.

A.2 METHODS

To determine the dilution CO, isotopic composition, aliquots were split into samples for
stable isotopic and '"^C analysis and stored in 6 mm o.d. Pyrex® (or equivalent) glass
breakseals until analysis. Each breakseal had been degassed under vacuum immediately
prior to receiving the sample by heating with a glassblower's torch to between
approximately 4(X)-550°C, until the pressure returned to approximately the value observed
before heating. This range was chosen because most of the gases sorbed on Pyrex® are
released below those temperatures, while gases dissolved in the glass begin to diffuse out
at higher temperatures (Figure A.l) (Harris and Schumacher, 1923; Dushman and Lafferty,
1962). The breakseals were allowed to cool to room temperature before sample transfer. To
minimize the inclusion of water vapor with the CO, during transfer into the breakseals, the
gas was first frozen into the tip of a cold finger on our vacuum line using liquid nitrogen
(LN), and subsequently sublimated at -78°C using a dry ice/isopropanol bath.

A.2.1 Initial Samples

The sizes of the initial group of samples ranged fi^om approximately 480 to 664 p-g C
(40 to 55 |xmol CO^) for the AMS splits (Table A.l) and 124 to 173 (xg C (10 to 14 ixmol
COO for the stable isotope splits (Table A.2). The AMS splits were stored in the breakseals
from 4 to 46 days before graphitization, while most of the stable isotope splits spent
between 35 to 48 days in the breakseals. The AMS splits were transferred directly from the
breakseals into the graphitization lines for conversion to graphite. However, the stable
isotope splits were transferred into 9 mm o.d. sample vessels from 1 to 8 days before
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FIGURE A. 1 - Pyrex® glass degassing curve, modified after Harris and Schumacher
(1923). Most of the gases adsorbed on Pyrex® are released below approximately
500°C, while gases dissolved in the glass begin to diffuse out at higher temperatures.

TABLE A. 1 - Radiocarbon Sample Data
SAMPLE
NUMBER
RN-410 (AA-16954)
RN-411 (AA-16955)
RN-412 (AA-16956)
RN-413 (AA-16957)
RN-416 (AA-16960)
RN-417 (AA-16961)
RN-418 (AA-16962)
RN-420(AA-16964)
RN-421 (AA-16965)
RN-434 (AA-17296)
RN-435 (AA-17297)
RN-436(AA-17298)

RN-438(AA-I7431)
RN-439 (AA-17432)
RN-440(AA-17433)

DAYS IN
DAYS IN
BREAKSEAL VESSEL
10
10
10
10
41
41
41
40
46
6
5
4

P^
(torr)

P^,,
(torr)

T^
(°C)

COj VOLUME"
(lO 'cc STP)

INITIAL BREAKSEAL SAMPLES
0.19 ± 0.07 51.51 ± 0.33 29.25 13.312 ±0.1378
0.19 ± 0.07 51.31 ± 0.33 29.25 13.261 ±0.1373
0.19 ± 0.08 50.64 ± 0.33 29.75 13.065 ±0.1366
0.19 ± 0.08 50.10 ± 0.33 30.00 12.915 ±0.1358
0.00 ± 0.06 47.79 ± 0.29 27.50 12.469 ±0.1254
0.00 ± 0.07 47.24 ± 0.29 28.50 12.285 ±0.1257
0.00 ± 0.07 46.76 ± 0.29 28.50 12.160 ±0.1245
0.01 ± 0.07 45.58 ± 0.28 28.50 11.850 ±0.1214
0.02 ± 0.07 45.10 ± 0.29 29.25 11.694 ±0.1216
0.08 ± 0.07 38.13 ± 0.25 29.25 9.8702 ±0.1037
0.09 ± 0.06 37.47 ± 0.23 27.50 9.7528 ±0.0991
0.11 ± 0.06 37.01 ± 0.23 27.75 9.6196 ±0.0983
LONG-TERM STOPCOCK VESSEL EXPERIMENT
Kontes Vessels
25
0.10 + 0.07 36.17 10.23 28.50 9.3798 ±0.0974
48
0.10 ±0.07 35.71 ±0.23 28.50 9.2602 ± 0.0963
48
0.10 ± 0.07 35.33 ± 0.23 28.75 9.1538 ± 0.0958
Chemglass® Vessels
18
0.09 ±0.06 34.74 ±0.22 28.00 9.0255 ±0.0930
41
0.09 ±0.07 34.42 ±0.22 29.00 8.9126 ± 0.0939
54
0.10 ±0.08 34.07 ±0.23 29.50 8.8046 ± 0.0939
54
0.13 ±0.08 33.70 ±0.23 30.00 8.6865 ± 0.0939
—

—

—

—
—

—
—
—
—

—

—

—

MASSC
(10 ' mg)
6.6426 ± 0.0688
6.6167 ±0.0685
6.5192 ±0.0682
6.4441 ±0.0677
6.2217 ±0.0626
6.1297 ±0.0627
6.0675 ±0.0621
5.9130 ±0.0606
5.8350 ± 0.0607
4.9250 ±0.0518
4.8665 ± 0.0495
4.8000 ± 0.0491

4.6803 ± 0.0486
4.6207 ± 0.0480
4.5676 ± 0.0478

RN-441 (AA-17434)
4.5036 ± 0.0464
RN-442 (AA-17435)
4.4472 ± 0.0469
4.3933 ± 0.0469
RN-443 (AA-17436)
4.3344 ± 0.0468
RN-444 (AA-17437)
• All quoted uncertainties are + la
A Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C
B RN-410 to RN-445 calculated using a known volume (V^) of 20.337 ± 0.161 cc. RN-446 to RN-469 calculated using a V^
of 20.397 ±0.187 cc.

TABLE A.l - Radiocarbon Sample Dsxld (Continued)
SAMPLE
NUMBER

DAYS IN
DAYS IN
BREAKSEAL VESSEL

•y»A
' C02

(torr)

(torr)

(°C)

CO, VOLUME"
(10 'cc STP)

MASSC
(10 ' mg)

BREA ICSEAL SAMPLES w/ GLASS STOPCOCK BARRELS ON GRAPHITIZATION LINE
0.12±0.07 63.18 ±0.40 29.00 16.371 ± 0.1675 8.1690 + 0.0836
RN-445A (AA-18330)
63
0.13 ± 0.08 53.68 ± 0.35 29.50 13.879 ± 0.1440 6.9255 ± 0.0719
RN-445B (AA-18330)
63
5
0.00 ±0.08 56.26 ±0.37 30.00 14.601 ± 0.1664 7.2858 ± 0.0830
RN-446A (AA-18331)
0.01 ±0.08 20.01 ± 0.16 30.50 5.1821 ± 0.0662 2.5858 ± 0.0330
5
RN-446B (AA-18331)
6
0.01 ±0.09 11.67 ± 0.12 31.00 3.0162 ± 0.0472 1.5050 ± 0.0235
RN-446C (AA-18331)
0.01 ±0.08 8.79 ±0.10 30.50 2.2750 ± 0.0403 1.1352 ± 0.0201
6
RN-446D (AA-18331)
0.02 ± 0.09 7.54 ± 0.10 31.00 1.9453 ± 0.0392 0.9707 ± 0.0196
RN-446E (AA-18331)
6
RN-447A (AA-18332)
5
0.00 ± 0.08 99.65 ± 0.66 30.50 25.820 ± 0.2930 12.884 ± 0.1462
RN-448A (AA-18333)
6
0.00 ±0.09 27.32 ± 0.20 30.75 7.0730 ± 0.0861 3.5293 ± 0.0430
0.00 ±0.09 4.40 ±0.10 31.25 1.1373 ± 0.0355 0.5675 ± 0.0177
6
RN-448B (AA-18333)
RN-448C (AA-18333)
0.00 ±0.08 2.78 ±0.08 30.00 0.7215 ± 0.0307 0.3600 ± 0.0153
6
RN-449A (AA-18334)
0.00 ±0.08 34.02 ±0.24 30.50 8.8148 ± 0.1042 4.3984 ± 0.0520
6
222
0.00 ±0.09 33.70 ±0.24 30.75 8.7247 ± 0.1038 4.3535 ± 0.0518
RN-450A (AA-18335)
5
0.02 ±0.08 97.24 ±0.63 30.00 25.232 ± 0.2844 12.590 ± 0.1419
RN-465A (AA-18563)
5
0.02 ±0.08 82.66 ±0.55 30.50 21.413 ± 0.2436 10.684 ± 0.1216
RN-465B (AA-18563)
5
0.02 ±0.09 73.95 ±0.50 30.75 19.140 ± 0.2190 9.5505 ± 0.1093
RN-466A (AA-18564)
RN-466B (AA-18564)
5
0.03 ±0.07 67.41 ±0.42 29.00 17.545 ± 0.1961 8.7547 ± 0.0979
RN-469A (AA-18759)
0.01 ± 0.05 39.72 ± 0.23 26.50 10.426 ± 0.1142 5.2026 ± 0.0570
14
0.02 ±0.06 47.01 ±0.28 27.00 12.317 ± 0.1351 6.1461 ± 0.0674
RN-469B (AA-18759)
14
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la
A Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C
B RN-410 to RN-445 calculated using a V^ of 20.337 ±0.161 cc. RN-446 to RN-469 calculated using a V,^ of 20.397 ±
0.187 cc.

TABLE A.2 - Stable Isotope Sample Data
DAYS IN
DAYS IN
SAMPLE
NUMBER BREAKSEAL VESSEL

'0
(torr)

• C02

(torr)

•yA
(°C)

COj VOLUME"
(10 ' cc STP)

MASSC
(10 ' mg)

INITIAL STOPCOCK VESSEL SAMPLES
Kontes Vessels
0.08
RN-410
35
0.19
13.59 ±0.11 29.50 3.4731 ± 0.0453 1.7316 ± 0.0226
1
±
35
RN-411
0.19 ± 0.08 13.51 ±0.11 29.50 3.4524 ± 0.0451 1.7212 ± 0.0225
1
35
0.19 ± 0.08 13.35 ±0.12 30.00 3.4053 ± 0.0458 1.6977 ± 0.0229
RN-412
1
0.19 ± 0.08 13.22 ± 0.12 30.50 3.3661 ± 0.0467 1.6782 ± 0.0233
RN-413
35
1
47
0.00 ± 0.06 12.44 ± 0.10 27.75 3.2430 ± 0.0396 1.6169 ± 0.0198
RN-416
2
RN-417
47
0.00 ± 0.07 12.29 ± 0.10 28.50 3.1960 ± 0.0408 1.5934 ± 0.0204
2
RN-418
48
0.00 ± 0.07 12.18±0.10 29.00 3.1621 ± 0.0416 1.5765 ± 0.0208
1
RN-420
47
0.02 ± 0.07 11.87 ±0.11 29.25 3.0739 ± 0.0415 1.5325 ± 0.0207
1
RN-421
47
0.02 ± 0.07 11.75 ±0.10 29.25 3.0428 ± 0.0413 1.5170 ± 0.0206
1
0.08 ± 0.07 9.94 ±0.10
29.00 2.5598 ± 0.0372 1.2762 ± 0.0186
RN-434
8
RN-435
0.09 ± 0.06 9.78 ± 0.09
27.75 2.5261 ± 0.0342 1.2594 ± 0.0171
7
RN-436
0.11 ± 0.07 9.69 ± 0.09
28.25 2.4933 ± 0.0351 1.2431 ± 0.0175
7
0.09 ± 0.07 45.92 ± 0.28 28.25 11.928 ± 0.1217 5.9468 ± 0.0607
RN-437
LONG-TERM STOPCOCK VESSEL EXPERIMENT
Kontes® Vessels
25
0.10 ±0.07 9.48 ±0.09
28.25 2.4413 ± 0.0347 1.2171 ±0.0173
RN-438
48
0.10 ±0.07 9.35 ±0.09
28.75 2.4034 ± 0.0356 1.1983 ±0.0177
RN-439
48
0.10 ±0.07 9.24 ±0.09
28.75 2.3748 ± 0.0354 1.1840 ±0.0176
RN-440
• All quoted uncertainties are ± 1a
A Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C
B RN-410 to RN-444 calculated using a V^ of 20.337 ± 0.161 cc. RN-451 to RN-455 calculated using a V^ of 20.397 ±
0.187 cc.
—

—
—

—

—

00

00

TABLE A.2 - Stable Isotope Sample Data {Continued)
DAYS IN
DAYS IN
SAMPLE
NUMBER BREAKSEAL VESSEL

p

Po

* C02

(torr)

(torr)

T'A
(°C)

CO2 VOLUME"
(10 ' cc STP)

MASSC
(10"' mg)

LONG-TERM STOPCOCK VESSEL EXPERIMENT (Continued)
Chemglass® Vessels
0.09 ± 0.06 9.07 ± 0.08
28.00 2.3391 ±0.0334 1.1662 ±0.0167
RN-441
18
0.09 ± 0.07 8.98 ± 0.09
28.50 2.3118 ±0.0343 1.1526 ±0.0171
RN-442
42
0.10 ±0.08 8.90 ±0.10
29.75 2.2790 ± 0.0371 1.1362 ±0.0185
RN-443
54
55
0.13 ± 0.08 8.84 ±0.10
29.75 2.2557 ± 0.0370 1,1246 ±0.0184
RN-444
BREAKSEAL IRMS SAMPLES
0.00 ± 0.06 12.47 ± 0.09 27.25 3.2660 ±0.0416 1.6297 ± 0.0208
RN-451A
3
0.00 ± 0.06 9.88 ± 0.08
RN-45 IB
3
27.25 2.5877 ± 0.0356 1.2912 ±0.0178
RN-45 IC
0.01 ± 0.06 15.88 ±0.11 27.75 4.1496 ± 0.0509 2.0706 ± 0.0254
3
0.01 ±0.06 12.00 ±0.09 27.75 3.1351 ± 0.0414 1.5643 ± 0.0206
RN-45 ID
38
RN-45 IE
0.01 ±0.07 10.26 ± 0.09 28.25 2.6757 ± 0.0383 1.3351 ±0.0191
36
0.01 ± 0.06 32.44 ± 0.20 27.50 8.4867 ±0.0951 4.2347 ± 0.0475
RN-452A
2
0.01 ± 0.06 12.09 ±0.09 27.25 3.1639 ± 0.0407 1.5787 ±0.0203
RN-453A
37
RN-453B
37
0.01 ±0.06 25.08 ±0.16 27.75 6.5552 ± 0.0753 3.2709 ± 0.0376
RN-453C
0.02 ± 0.07 21.43 ± 0.14 28.25 5.5889 ± 0.0661 2.7887 ± 0.0330
35
0.00 ± 0.06 31.38 ± 0.20 28.00 8.1983 ±0.0929 4.0908 ± 0.0463
RN-454A
34
RN-455A
0.00 ± 0.06 12.87 ±0.10 27.75 3.3652 ± 0.0435 1.6792 ±0.0217
34
RN-455B
0.01 ± 0.06 9.68 ± 0.08
27.75 2.5285 ±0.0361 1.2617 ±0.0180
36
0.01 ± 0.06 8.27 ± 0.08
RN-455C
36
28.00 2.1580 ±0.0336 1.0768 ±0.0168
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la
A Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C
B RN-410 to RN-444 calculated using a
of 20.337 ±0.161 cc. RN-451 to RN-455 calculated using a
of 20.397 ±
0.187 cc.
—
—
—

—

—
—
—
—

—

—
—
—
—
—

—
—

—

00
vO
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analysis with a VG (now Micromass) Optima isotope-ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS)
(Table A.2). The sample vessels were constructed from new Kontes® Hi-Vac® stopcocks
with Kel-F® (chlorotrifluoroethylene, or CTFE) stopcock barrels sealed with Viton® Orings. The vessels were degassed as described above prior to loading the samples, but care
was taken to prevent melting the 0-rings and the Kel-F'® stopcocks—thus those
components were probably not degassed fully. While transferring the samples to the
stopcock vessels, the sample volumes were remeasured using the known volume on our
vacuum line, frozen into a cold fmger with LN, and sublimated again with a dry
ice/isopropanol bath to minimize the simultaneous transfer of water vapor.

A.2.2 Long-Term Storage Experiment

For the long-term experiment, we split 7 dilution gas aliquots into pairs of AMS and
stable isotope samples, ranging in size from approximately 433 to 468 (xg C (36 to 39
fjumol COj) (Table A. 1) and approximately 112 to 122 |xg C (9 to 10 jxmol CO,),
respectively (Table A.2). As we wanted to constrain any potential role the Kel-F® barrels
may have played in the isotopic changes, we compared 3 sample pairs stored in degassed 9
mm o.d. Kontes® stopcock sample vessels with Kel-F® barrels, to 4 pairs kept in similar
degassed 9 mm o.d. Chemglass® stopcock sample vessels with glass barrels. The
Chemglass® vessels had been used previously to store samples for radiocarbon analysis by
the NSF-Arizona Accelerator Mass Spectrometry Facility at the University of Arizona. The
Chemglass® vessels had been stored open to air before beginning this experiment, as were
the Kontes® vessels before being used for the first group of dilution gas stable isotope
analyses. AMS and stable isotopic sample storage times ranged from 25 to 48 days in the
Kontes® vessels and 18 to 55 days in the Chemglass® vessels. We used the nonparametric
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Spearman rank-correlation coefficient (R,) to analyze resulting correlations in the data since
it is free of assumptions regarding the distributions of the variables.

A.2.3 Estimates of Precision

Our quoted measurement precisions for 6'^C and 8'^0 using the Optima are based on
the external reproducibility of daily measurements of CO, produced from NBS "old" oxalic
acid (SRM 4990 B) (OX-I) (Donahue et al., 1990b). Repeated measurements of OX-I
interspersed with other samples throughout a given day have consistently yielded
uncertainties on the weighted means for 8'^C and 8'®0 of better than 0.015 %c and 0.030 %c,
respectively (Table A.3; Appendix B: Equations (B.4) and (B.5)) (Bevington and
Robinson, 1992). Furthermore, the square root of the weighted average variance
(Bevington and Robinson, 1992) (the weighted analogue of the standard deviation) of the
repeated OX-I analyses is consistently below 0.030%c and 0.060%c for 8'^C and S'^O,
respectively—we thus adopt those conservative values as the estimated external precision
for an individual measurement (Appendix B: Equation (B.5)). If the actual measurement
precision for a given sample is poorer, however, we report that value. In addition, the
external precisions for OX-I 8''C and 8'®0 analyses are less than the long-term weighted
average variances in the OX-I stable isotopic values during the study period—particularly
for 8'®0. All stable isotope results were thus normalized to the long-term weighted mean
8'^C and 8'®0 values for OX-I using the daily mean OX-I values (Appendix B: Equation
(B.35)).

Absolute uncertainties in the '''C calculations generally scale with the value being
measured. Those in the stable isotopic analyses do not, however. Thus, all mean '"^C
values generated were weighted using relative uncertainties to minimize potendal biases
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TABLE A.3 - OX-I Daily External Precision
ANALYZED 8/29/95
6'^C^
19.015 ±0.002
•18.993 ±0.006
•18.988 ±0.006
•18.995 ± 0.003
•18.988 ±0.008
•19.006 ±0.008
•18.972 ±0.005

1.850 ±0.011
1.859 ±0.004
1.882 ±0.006
1.870 ± 0.003
1.861 ±0.008
1.849 ±0.017
1.897 ±0.013

Weighted Mean
-19.003 ± 0.006 1.867 ± 0.004
(Weighted Average Variance) 1/2
0.015
0.010
ANALYZED 10/19/95
8''C
6"0

ANALYZED 9/20/95
8''C
6'®0
-19.037
-19.037
-19.019
-19.006
•19.021
-19.050
-18.996
-19.052
-18.999
-19.072

±0.009
±0.004
±0.003
±0.005
±0.007
±0.010
±0.009

1.871 ±0.011
1.906 ± 0.007
1.891 ±0.010
1.893 ±0.011
1.852 ±0.012
1.823 ±0.012
1.903 ±0.010
±0.008 1.795 ± 0.007
±0.011 1.859 ±0.010
±0.002 1.796 ± 0.005
Weighted Mean
-19.045 ± 0.009 1.845 ±0.016
(Weighted Average Variance) 1/2
0.028
0.049
ANALYZED 11/15/95
8'^C

8'^0

-19.047 ±0.008 2.207 ± 0.004 -19.039 ±0.005 2.242 ± 0.009
-19.056 ±0.008 2.186 ±0.007 -19.067 ± 0.007 2.199 ±0.007
-19.041 ±0.009 2.180 ±0.005 -19.039 ±0.007 2.269 ±0.014
-19.062 ±0.006 2.143 ±0.002 -19.054 ±0.005 2.232 ± 0.020
-19.062 ±0.005 2.157 ± 0.021 -19.035 ±0.008 2.183 ±0.008
-19.032 ±0.004 2.238 ±0.011 -19.049 ± 0.004 2.195 ±0.012
-19.088 ±0.006 1.983 ± 0.027 -19.032 ±0.008 2.184 ±0.025
-19.065 ±0.004 2.083 ±0.011 -19.040 ±0.010 2.221 ±0.019
-19.034 ±0.005 2.158 ±0.020 -19.075 ±0.007 2.121 ±0.007
-19.082 ±0.009 2.047 ±0.010 -19.074 ±0.005 2.099 ± 0.008
Weighted Mean
Weighted Mean
-19.054 ±0.006 2.157 ±0.012 -19.052 ±0.005 2.176 ±0.017
(Weighted Average Variance) 1/2
(Weighted Average Variance) 1/2
0.019
0.037
0.015
0.055
• All quoted uncertainties are ± Ict
A Reported uncertainties are internal precisions calculated by the isotope-ratio mass
spectrometer (standard error on the mean isotopic ratio, based on 5 measurement
cycles)
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arising from correlated measurements and uncertainties. Mean sample stable isotopic
values, on the other hand, were weighted using quadratic sums of (1) the internal precision
of the IRMS measurement (the standard error on the mean isotope ratio, based on 5
measurement cycles—calculated by the IRMS), or the extemal precision for a given
measurement, whichever was greater, (2) the uncertainty in the long-term weighted OX-I
mean, and (3) the uncertainty in the weighted mean of all OX-I measurements on the
sample analysis date. All measurement uncertainties from all aspects of our extraction and
analytical procedures have been fiilly propagated through each calculation using the law of
combination of errors, neglecting covariance terms (Bevington and Robinson, 1992)
(Appendix B: Equation (B.2)). Reported uncertainties are all la values, unless otherwise
indicated.
A.3 INITIAL RESULTS

A.3.1 Stable Isotopes

Stable isotope results from the initial group of 12 samples showed significant
enrichments in 8'^C (A8'^C) and 8'®0 (A6'^0) (relative to the weighted mean of 13 dilution
gas samples subsequently analyzed directly from breakseals) only in the three samples
stored in the vessels longer than I to 2 days (RN-434 to RN-436) (Figures A.2 to A.4;
Table A.4). A6'^C values for these three samples ranged from

approximately 0.15 to

0.28 %c, while the corresponding A8'®0 values ranged from approximately 1.1 to 1.2 %c.
Interestingly, those three samples were not stored in breakseals, but were placed directly
into the sample vessels. We thus checked whether the long-term storage in the breakseals
may have affected the sample isotopic composition by analyzing a single dilution gas
aliquot on the day it was collected. This analysis (RN-437) yielded 8'^C results statistically
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FIGURE A.2 - Deviation in OX-I-normalized 8'^C (A8'^C) vs. storage time in
Kontes® and Chemglass® stopcock vessels, relative to the weighted mean 8'^C of 13
dilution gas samples stored in breakseals: -37.18 +/- 0.01 %c VPDB. la error bars are
smaller than the symbols, except as indicated. The large isotopic enrichments
observed for the Chemglass® samples are largely due to measurement interferences
from water vapor degassed from the stopcock components, as evidenced by sample
RN-444.
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FIGURE A.3 - A8'^C vs. storage time in Kontes® stopcock vessels only. Note the
rapid enrichment in 6'^C in the first 7 to 8 days of storage, followed by little, if any
change.
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FIGURE A.4 - Deviation in OX-I-normalized 8'^0 (A6'^0) vs. storage time in
Kontes® and Chemglass® stopcock vessels, relative to the weighted mean 8'^0 of 13
dilution gas samples stored in breakseals: -18.99 +/- 0.02 %c VPDB. Again note the
rapid enrichment in 6'^0 in the first 7 to 8 day, followed here by a slower, but still
significant, rate of change. The lower A8'®0 values for the Chemglass® samples are
again largely due to measurement interferences from degassed water vapor, as
evidenced by sample RN-444.

TABLE A.4 - Stable Isotope Results
SAMPLE
NUMBER

OX-INORMAT,I7F,n
5'^C
(%c VPDB)

OX-INORMAUZED
6"0
( % C VPDB)

ESTIMATED
MASS 18
CURRENT

INITIAL STOPCOCK VESSEL SAMPLES
Kontes® Vessels
-37.152
±0.035
-19.289 ± 0.213
RN-410
1.03E-11
-37.156 ±0.035
-19.326 ± 0.213
RN-411
l.OlE-11
RN-412
-37.204 ± 0.035
-19.246 ±0.213
6.39E-12
RN-413
-37.227 ± 0.035
-19.413 ±0.213
4.35E-12
-37.154 ±0.037
RN-416
-18.638 ±0.077
2.87E-12
RN-417
-37.150 ±0.037
-18.642 ± 0.077
3.64E-12
RN-418
-37.163 ±0.037
-18.847 ±0.077
3.13E-12
RN-420
-37.154 ±0.037
-18.795 ±0.077
3.42E-12
-37.181 ±0.037
-19.011 ±0.077
RN-421
2.85E-12
RN-434
-36.898 ± 0.037
-17.780 ±0.077
1.63E-11
RN-435
-36.960 ± 0.037
-17.850 ±0.077
1.82E-11
RN-436
-37.028 ± 0.037
-17.840 ±0.106
1.18E-11
RN-437
-37.183 ±0.037
-19.313 ±0.106
4.66E-12
Weighted Mean'^
-37.173 ±0.011
-18.879 ±0.079
(<3 days only)
LONG-TERM STOPCOCK VESSEL EXPERIMENT
Kontes® Vessels
RN-438
-36.893 ± 0.037
-16.525 ±0.113
1.44E-11
RN-439
-36.840 ± 0.037
-15.401 ±0.077
1.68E-11
RN-440
-36.900 ± 0.037
-14.978 ±0.077
1.59E-11
Chemglass® Vessels
RN-441
-36.333 ± 0.037
-17.506 ±0.113
2.62E-11
RN-442
-36.154 ±0.037
-16.280 ±0.077
2.65E-11
RN-443
-31.731 ±0.082
-15.668 ±0.077
4.7 IE-11
(Air° -h H,0)
RN-443
-31.734 ±0.093
-15.657 ±0.077
4.14E-11
(H,0)
RN-444
-37.046 ± 0.044
-14.679 ±0.071
4.36E-12
(Air)
RN-444
-37.010 ±0.044
-14.622 ± 0.071
4.49E-12
(No Air or H-,0)
RN-444"
-31.220 ±0.048
-15.260 ±0.071
1.09E-10
(HP)
—

• All quoted uncertainties are ± Icr
A Includes RN-410 through RN-421, and RN-437
B "Air" refers to any gases incondensible in liquid nitrogen
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TABLE A.4 - Stable Isotope Results (Continued)
SAMPLE
NUMBER

OX-INORMAUZED
8'^C
(%c VPDB)

OX-INORMAUZED
5'®0
(%c VPDB)

BREAKSEAL IRMS SAMPLES
-18.973 ±0.071
RN-451A
-37.179 ±0.034
-37.169 + 0.034
-18.927 ±0.071
RN-451B
-18.850 ±0.071
RN-451C
-37.161 ±0.034
-18.971 ±0.073
RN-451D
-37.213 ±0.035
RN-451E
-18.887 ±0.067
-37.165 ±0.032
RN-452A
-18.962 ±0.071
-37.162 ±0.034
RN-453A
-19.035 ±0.073
-37.203 ± 0.035
-19.024 ±0.073
RN-453B
-37.201 ±0.035
RN-453C
-19.033 ± 0.067
-37.161 ±0.032
RN-454A
-19.047 ±0.067
-37.143 ± 0.032
RN-455A
-19.067 ±0.067
-37.181 ±0.032
RN-455B
-18.992 ±0.073
-37.166 ±0.035
RN-455C
-19.072 ±0.073
-37.213 ±0.035
Weighted Mean
-18.988 ±0.019
-37.177 ±0.009
• All quoted uncertainties are ± Icr

ESTIMATED
MASS 18
CURRENT
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indistinguishable from those of (1) the samples from the breakseals, and (2) the samples
kept in vessels for 1 to 2 days. Storage in the breakseals, or for short periods in the
Kontes® vessels, thus did not affect the sample isotopic composition significantly (Figures
A.2 and A.3). On the other hand, the 6'®0 value of that aliquot suggested that the 8'^0
values of the samples stored in vessels for 1 to 2 days were enriched in '®0 by up to
approximately 0.7%o relative to RN-437 (Figiare A.4). However, the weighted mean 8'®0
value of all samples stored in vessels for 2 days or less is indistinguishable from the
breakseal value.

A.3.2 Radiocarbon

Results of the AMS '"^C analyses from the initial group of 12 dilution gas samples
stored in breakseals indicate fraction modem (F^ =

ratio of the sample vs. that of a

standard, both corrected to 6'^C = -25.0%c VPDB and to A.D. 1950) values ranging from
0.0046 ± 0.0(X)8 to 0.0019 ± 0.0003 (Table A.5). F^ values for '""C blanks typically
exhibit an inverse dependence on equivalent carbon mass of the sample (M^, in mg C)
(Table A.5; Appendix B: Equation (B.26)) (Donahue et ai, 1990a; 1990b). Normalizing
these results to die equivalent carbon mass of the sample (F^M^) thus yields a weighted
mean value of 0.0015 ± 0.0001 mg C (Table A.5). The assumption that the dilution CO^
contains no measurable '''C suggests diat the equivalent of approximately 1.5 ^lg of a
"modem" carbon contaminant is added to the sample by degassing from the graphitization
line during the conversion to graphite for AMS analysis.
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TABLE A.5 - Radiocarbon Results
SAMPLE
NUMBER

Fm^

F^Mc
m ^
(mg)

INmAL BREAKSEAL SAMPLES
0.0045 ± 0.0029 0.0030 ± 0.0020
RN-410
0.0046 ± 0.0008 0.0030 + 0.0005
RN-411
0.0020 ± 0.0004 0.0013 ± 0.0003
RN-412
0.0029 ± 0.0003 0.0019 ± 0.0002
RN-413
0.0022 ± 0.0003 0.0014 ± 0.0002
RN-416
0.0022 ± 0.0003 0.0014 ± 0.0002
RN-417
0.0021 ± 0.0002 0.0013 ± 0.0001
RN-418
0.0021 ± 0.0002 0.0013 ± 0.0001
RN-420
0.0023 ± 0.0004 0.0014 ± 0.0002
RN-421
0.0019 ± 0.0003 0.0009 ± 0.0001
RN-434
0.0033 ± 0.0003 0.0016 ± 0.0001
RN-435
0.0030 ± 0.0005 0.0015 ± 0.0002
RN-436
—
0.0015 ± 0.0001
Weighted Mean
LONG-TERM STOPCOCK VESSEL EXPERIMENT
Kontes® Vessels
0.0021 ± 0.0002 0.0010 ± 0.0001
RN-438
0.0032 ± 0.0004 0.0015 ± 0.0002
RN-439
0.0022 ± 0.0004 0.0010 ± 0.0002
RN-440
Chemglass® Vessels
0.0048 ± 0.0004 0.0021 ± 0.0002
RN-441
0.0087 ± 0.0004 0.0039 ± 0.0002
RN-442
0.0048 ± 0.0003 0.0021 ± 0.0001
RN-443
0.0023 ± 0.0002 0.0010 ± 0.0001
RN-444
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la
A Normalized to 8"C = -25.(Mc VPDB and age-corrected to A.D. 1950
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TABLE A.5 - Radiocarbon Results (Continued)
SAMPLE
NUMBER

Fm^

F.Mc
(mg)

BREAKSEAL SAMPLES
w/ GLASS STOPCOCK BARRELS ON
GRAPHTTIZATION LINE
RN-445A
0.0017 ± 0.0003 0.0014 ± 0.0002
0.0013 ± 0.0002 0.0009 ± 0.0001
RN-445B
RN-446A
0.0013 ± 0.0002 0.0009 ± 0.0001
RN-446B
0.0025 ± 0.0003 0.0007 + 0.0001
RN-446C
0.0036 ± 0.0004 0.0005 ± 0.0001
RN-446D
0.0062 + 0.0007 0.0007 ± 0.0001
0.0057 ± 0.0007 0.0005 ± 0.0001
RN-446E
RN-447A
0.0009 ± 0.0002 0.0011 + 0.0003
RN-448A
0.0015 ± 0.0002 0.0005 + 0.0001
RN-448B
0.0081 ± 0.0007 0.0005 ± <0.0001
RN-448C
0.0122 ± 0.0013 0.0004 ± <0.0001
RN-449A
0.0017 ± 0.0005 0.0007 ± 0.0002
RN-450A
0.0019 ± 0.0003 0.0008 ± 0.0001
RN-465A
0.0007 ± 0.0002 0.0009 ± 0.0002
RN-465B
0.0012 ± 0.0001 0.0013 ± 0.0001
RN-466A
0.0006 ± 0.0002 0.0006 ± 0.0002
RN-466B
0.0008 ± 0.0002 0.0007 ± 0.0002
RN-469A
0.0012 ± 0.0004 0.0006 + 0.0002
RN-469B
0.0019 ± 0.0004 0.0012 + 0.0002
Weighted Mean
0.0008 ± 0.0001
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la
A Normalized to 6'^C = -25.0%c VPDB and age-corrected to A.D. 1950
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A.4 LONG-TERM STORAGE EXPERIMENT RESULTS

A.4.1 Stable Isotopes

Significant enrichments in both 6'^C and 8'®0 were observed during the course of the
experiment (Figures A.2 to A.4; Table A.4). Analyses of samples stored in the Kontes®
vessels showed 6'^C enrichments of up to approximately 0.34%o relative to the breakseal
results, while those stored in the Chemglass® vessels displayed 6''C enrichments of up to
approximately 6.0%c relative to the breakseal data. The 5'^C enrichments observed in
samples stored in the Chemglass® vessels were consistently larger than those of samples in
the Kontes® vessels (Figure A.2). Furthermore, the magnitude of the enrichments increased
with storage time for the samples in the Chemglass® vessels. The samples in the Kontes®
vessels, however, showed a rapid increase in enrichment in the first 7 to 8 days, followed
by an approximately constant or very slowly increasing enrichment after that (Figure A.3).
Overall, the 8'^C enrichment with storage time for both types of vessels yielded an R^ of
0.83, significant at much greater than a 99% confidence level (Table A.6).

In contrast, the samples in the Kontes® vessels showed uniformly greater enrichments
in 6'®0 than did those in the Chemglass® vessels (Figure A.4; Table A.4). Furthermore,
isotopic enrichment in the Kontes® samples again increased most rapidly during the first 8
days, followed by a slower, but still significant, rate of increase. The Chemglass® samples
also showed a similar rate of increasing enrichment after 8 days. The overall correlation
between storage time and 6'^0 enrichment (R^ = 0.96) is even more significant than that for
8'-'C (Table A.6).

We also monitored the relative water and air contents in each sample, estimated during
each analysis as the measured ion beam currents at masses 18 (primarily water) and 40
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TABLE A.6 - Rank-Correlation Statistics
VARIABLE 1

Days in Vessel
Days in Vessel
Days in Vessel
Days in Vessel
A8"C
A8'®0
A6''C

VARIABLE 2

Rs

N

STAB LE ISOTOPES
0.831 23
A8'^C
0.899 16
A8''C (Kontes®)
0.963 23
A8''0
0.596 23
Estimated Mass 18
0.848 23
Estimated Mass 18
Estimated Mass 18
0.505 23
A8'®0
0.788 23

RADIOCARBON
Days in Vessel
-0.283 7
0.500
3
Days in Vessel
AF^Mc (Kontes®)
Days in Vessel AF^Mc (Chemglass®) -0.632 4
7
Prior Gas
0.605
AF^Me
7
0-Ring Mass
0.605
AF^Mc
0.605
7
Stopcock Barrel
AF^Me
Composition

STUDENT'S
T

2-TAILED
CONFIDENCE
LEVEL

6.846
7.681
16.375
3.401
7.332
2.681
5.865

>99%
>99%
>99%
>99%
>99%
98-99%
>99%

-0.660
0.577
-1.153
1.699
1.699
1.699

<60%
<60%
60-80%
80-90%
80-90%
80-90%
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(argon in air), respectively. After analyzing the samples, however, we discovered that the
automated peak jumping routine in the Optima had slowly drifted off the center of the mass
18 peak and completely off of the mass 40 peak over the previous few months. While the
mass 40 data was unusable, we verified that any incondensibles present had not had a
significant effect on the measured isotopic compositions of two Chemglass® samples (RN443 and RN-444). Neither 8'^C nor 6'®0 results changed significandy for either sample
between analyses with any incondensible gases present and after pumping such gases away
(Figures A.2 and A.4; Table A.4).
We tried to recover the mass 18 data by comparing the mass 18 current in 7 CO,
samples with various water contents, measured using both the peak jumping routine as in
our dilution gas analyses and manual peak centering. Of these samples, two had been
stored in degassed breakseals, and two others were OX-I analyses. The ratio of the two
readings for each of the 7 samples was reasonably well correlated with the corresponding
peak jumping measurements (R^ = -0.79, significant at the 95-98% confidence level). In
fact, 6 of the 7 measurements could be fit very well by a 2nd-order polynomial (R' =
0.99). Unformnately, the 7 peak jumping mass 18 values covered only a small range of the
comparable dilution gas mass 18 measurements—and thus we did not extrapolate the
regression to correct our data. However, the significant rank correlation suggested that we
could at least use the dilution gas data for relative mass 18 variation among samples. We
thus calculated the mean (unweighted) uncentered mass 18 value for 27 degassed breakseal
and OX-I samples analyzed over a time period overlapping that of the dilution gas samples.
The ratio of the mean (unweighted) value of the centered mass 18 current readings for the 4
breakseal and OX-I samples, relative to the mean (unweighted) uncentered current reading
of the 27 other samples, was then used to correct the mass 18 current readings from the
dilution gas analyses. While the mass 18 values thus calculated are likely not accurate, they
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should still indicate the relative variation in, and approximate order of magnitude of, water
content among analyses.
The variation in mass 18 current with storage time shows patterns for both the Kontes®
and Chemglass® vessels which are surprisingly similar to those for 8'^C (Figure A.5).
Again, a combined R, of 0.60 indicates a significant positive correlation between mass 18
current and storage time at greater than the 99% confidence level (Table A.6). Not
surprisingly, then, the mass 18 current is also highly correlated with 8'^C (Figure A.6;
Table A.6). The mass 18 current is less highly correlated with 8'^0, although the
correlation is still highly significant (Figure A.7; Table A.6).

It is well known that water vapor in a mass spectrometer can seriously degrade 8' ^C
and 6"^0 measurement accuracy in a way that is difficult, if not impossible, to correct for.
This effect arises in the ionization source for the mass spectrometer, where H"" ions
produced from the water vapor can combine with CO, molecules, altering the measured
currents at masses 44, 45, and 46 (and hence the calculated isotopic ratios). To ascertain
what proportion of the observed isotopic enrichments could be attributed to this effect, we
also tested sample RN-444 for the effects of water vapor on its measured isotopic
composition. We did this by first ft'eezing

the sample in the vessel with LN, followed by

sublimation at -78°C with an isopropanol/dry ice bath. We then analyzed the sample both
with and without incondensibie gases present as described above. Results indicate an actual
8'^C enrichment of approximately 0.17 ± 0.05 7cc for the analysis without water or
incondensibles (Figure A.2). This result is statistically distinct at the 2g level from the
weighted mean breakseal value, but overlaps the apparent enrichments for all but one of the
long-term Kontes® samples at the 2a level.
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FIGURE A.5 - Estimated mass 18 current (relative water vapor content) vs. storage
time in Kontes® and Chemglass® stopcock vessels. Note the patterns similar to those
in Figure A.2 for A8'^C.
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FIGURE A.7 - A8'®0 vs. estimated mass 18 current for Kontes® and Chemglass®
stopcock vessels.
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When we admitted the water vapor remaining in the RN-444 vessel into the mass
spectrometer, the apparent enrichment increased to nearly 6%c—similar to the apparent
enrichment observed in RN-443. Thus, it appears that the apparent enrichments in 6'-^C for
the other samples in the Chemglass* vessels were Ukely significantly affected by degassed
water vapor. As such, any actual enrichment would more Ukely be on ±e order of that
observed for RN-444 without water vapor and incondensibles. It is not clear how much of
the apparent 8'^C enrichment observed in the Kontes® samples is due to this effect.
However, based on the overall pattern of rapid, early degassing followed by relative
stability observed for the Kontes® vessels, and the general agreement between the actual
5''C enrichment for RN-444 and the apparent enrichments of the Kontes® samples, we
believe that comparable actual enrichments can be inferred for the Kontes® samples.
Oxygen isotopic results for RN-444 also indicate a significant effect from water vapor,
although smaller and opposite in sense to that observed for 8'^C (Figure A.4). Removal of
the water vapor from the sample yielded a 6'®0 value in line with the trend of the Kontes®
sample vessels. This suggests that the 6'®0 enrichments of the Kontes® samples were
relatively insensitive to the amounts of water vapor present in those vessels. Another
mechanism must thus be operating to produce the observed shifts in 5'^0. Again, the
general agreement between the RN-444 analysis without water vapor and incondensible
gases and those of the Kontes® samples suggests to us that the isotopic changes observed
in the Kontes® samples are indeed real, and that actual enrichments in the Chemglass®
samples were of similar magnitude.
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A.4.2 Radiocarbon

In contrast to the stable isotope analyses,

data for the long-term storage of

dilution gas samples in the Kontes® sample vessels suggest either no enrichment or slight
depletion relative to the breakseal AMS results (AF^M^) (Figure A.8; Table A.5). AF^M^
data for 3 of the 4 samples stored in the Chemglass® vessels, however, indicate
enrichments ranging from approximately 0.6 |xg to approximately 2.4 |xg of "modem"
carbon relative to the breakseal results. However, no strong trend with respect to storage
time is observed for either type of vessel. This is evidenced by

values of 0.5 (significant

only at a <60% confidence level), 0.63 (significant at a 60 to 80% confidence level), and 0.28 (significant only at a <60% confidence level) for Kontes® vessels, Chemglass®
vessels, and both types combined, respectively (Table A.6). However, correlations are
somewhat better between the AF^M^ values and the type of gas to which the vessels were
exposed immediately prior to this experiment (R, = 0.61, significant at an 80 to 90%
confidence level) (Table A.6). This suggests that the vessels may retain a memory for the
previous sample or samples. Although identical correlations are also observed between
AF^Mc and 0-ring size, and between AF^M^ and stopcock barrel material, we believe the
greater variability in AF^M^ for the Chemglass® samples Ukely reflects a memory for the
variety of '"'C contents to which those vessels were exposed during their use at the NSFArizona AMS Facility.

On completion of the long-term sample vessel experiment, we replaced the Kontes®
Kel-F® barrels on our graphitization lines with Kontes® glass barrels to minimize potential
memory effects from the Kel-F®. Subsequent AMS analyses of 19 graphitization blanks
stored in breakseais, with equivalent carbon masses ranging from approximately 36 yug C
to 1.29 mg C (approximately 3 ixmol C to 107 (jimol C), indicate a weighted mean F^M,-
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FIGURE A.8 - Deviation in F^^Mq (AF^jMc) vs. storage time in Kontes® and
Chemglass® stopcock vessels, relative to the weighted mean F^M^ of 12 dilution gas
samples stored in breakseals; 1.5 ± 0.1 tJLg C. Kel-F® stopcock barrels were used on
the graphitization lines when these analyses were made.
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value of 0.0008 ± 0.0001 mg C—nearly 50% less than the breakseal results using the KelF® barrels on the lines (Table A.5). This suggests that the Kel-F® barrels may have played a
significant role in the observed isotopic shifts in the Kontes® vessels.

A.5 DISCUSSION

There are three potential sources for the observed stable isotopic and '"^C enrichments:
(1) air leaks; (2) fractionation of the sample gas via sorption on the walls of the vessel, in
the stopcock 0-rings, and/or on the stopcock barrel itself, and/or (3) degassing from the Orings and/or the stopcock barrel and valve seat. One can discount air leaks as significant
possibilities for three reasons. First, sample pressures measured within the mass
spectrometer and on the graphitization lines were entirely consistent with pressures
measured for samples of similar size introduced directly from breakseals. Furthermore, we
would not be able to measure the effects of the typical amount of CO^ in a volume of air
comparable in size to each sample. Finally, atmospheric oxygen is not in isotopic
equilibrium with atmospheric CO, (the Dole effect) (Kyser, 1987). Thus, if any
atmospheric oxygen leaked into the vessel, one would not expect it to exchange
significantly with the CO,.

Revesz and Coplen (1991) attributed their observed 8'®0 shifts (which were an order of
magnimde smaller than ours for their 10 ixmol CO^ samples) to fractionation resulting from
absorption by the stopcock O-rings of their sample vessels. However, while either sources
(2) or (3) could have produced our observed isotopic shifts, we believe our stable isotope
and radiocarbon data support (3) as the most likely cause.

The strong positive correlations in our data between measured isotopic composition,
water vapor content, and storage time—even though significant care was taken to eliminate
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water vapor from the samples—suggest that a source of water vapor exists within the
stopcock vessels themselves. The most likely sources of this water vapor are the Viton® Oring at the barrel tip, the tip of the barrel itself, and the glass comprising and immediately
inside of the valve seat, as the rest of the glass in each vessel should have been largely
degassed during our thermal pretreatment. We believe that the tip O-ring and, in the case of
the Kontes® vessels, the Kel-F® barrel tip are the major sources of water vapor in the
vessels. Hablanian (1990) indicates that a typical quantity of water sorbed on elastomers or
plastics is 0.1% (by weight), although this may vary by a factor of 10 or more. A typical
size 5-105 Viton® O-ring on the tip of a Kontes® stopcock barrel weighs approximately 46
mg, while a typical size 007 O-ring from a Chemglass® barrel tip weighs approximately 95
mg—thus suggesting a typical sorbed water content of 46 to 95 |xg H,0, respectively.
Elastomers and plastics also outgas at rates up to 1000 times those of Pyrex® or metals
(Dayton, 1995; Hablanian, 1990), and often exhibit enhanced absorption for water relative
to He due to microporosity in their structures.

As the most commonly adsorbed molecules on glass surfaces are water and CO,
(Harris and Schumacher, 1923; Dushman and Lafferty, 1962), we postulate that CO, might
also be sorbed on Viton® and Kel-F® surfaces, or perhaps dissolved in sorbed "liquid"
layers of water molecules (Hablanian, 1990). The decrease in our weighted mean
graphitization blank after changing from Kel-F® to glass barrels suggests that Kel-F® does
indeed contain sorbed CO,.

The water vapor may thus have affected the actual isotopic compositions in two ways
(measurement interferences notwithstanding). First, the water vapor may have carried some
sorbed or dissolved CO, of differing isotopic composition, which could then either
exchange carbon and/or oxygen isotopes with the sample (if it remained sorbed or
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dissolved) or simply become incorporated into the sample. Second, oxygen isotopes in the
water vapor could have exchanged with oxygen in the CO,, further altering the sample
isotopic composition. We believe that both of these mechanisms were operating in the
sample vessels to varying degrees.
We used simple mixing relationships to develop an internally consistent model to
explain the observed isotopic shifts. We modeled the observed 8'^C enrichment in RN-444
with the following relation:

V
+v
*D ^ *S

where 5"C,^ is the measured (but unaffected by water vapor) 8'^C value, 8'"^Cp and

are

the assumed 8'^C value and volume (in cc STP) of the degassed contaminant CO, phase,
respectively, and

and

are the true 8''C value and volume of the sample CO,,

respectively. Modeling a mixture of the dilution gas and contaminant CO, of atmospheric
8'-^C composition (-7.8%c VPDB) for sample RN-444, we calculate an apparent
contaminant CO, volume (V^) of approximately 1.3 x 10"^ cc STP (= 0.6 |xg C, or =0.05
|xmol CO,) (Table A.7). The radiocarbon results for the Chemglass® samples also support
an atmospheric CO, contaminant of at least this magnitude. Our data thus support the
interpretation that a small but significant amount of CO, was added to RN-444 during
storage in the sample vessel—suggesting degassing as the probable source of the observed
isotopic shifts. Although the slight depletions observed in the '"^C data for the Kontes®
samples could be due to absorption by the 0-ring or Kel-F® barrel, we believe this
interpretation is unlikely given the observed '""C enrichments and depletions in the
Chemglass® vessels, which were handled similarly, and (2) the correlation between the '''C
shifts and the type of gas stored previously in the vessels.

TABLE A.7 - Stable Isotope Mixing Model Results
SAMPLE
NUMBER

APPARENT
DEGASSED CO^
VOLUME^
(10 'cc STP)

APPARENT
DEGASSED
MASS C
(jjug)

APPARENT
APPARENT
APPARENT
EXCHANGED EXCHANGED EXCHANGED
MASSC
CO2 VOLUME
MASS H,0
(10-^ccSTP)
(M-g)
(M-g)

RN-434
RN-435
RN-436

INITIAL STOPCOCK VESSEL SAMPLES
Konte.s® Ves.sels
1.2064
1.2457
6.2160
2.4178
0.9200
1.2148
6.0614
1.8438
0.6201
1.2938
6.4558
1.2428

18.632
18.169
19.351

RN-438
RN-439
RN-440

LONG-TERM STOPCOCK VESSEL EXPERIMENT
Konte.s® Vessels
1.1720
2.7711
13.827
2.3488
2.7566
1.3755
4.0718
20.317
1.1120
4.6085
22.995
2.2285

41.447
60.901
68.928

Chemglass® Vessels
0.6310
4.9011

73.306

RN-444
(No Air or H2O)

1.2645
—_ u.

24.456

—:

B Assumed an atmospheric 8"*0 composition for the degassed COj of +9.84%o VPDB (+41.0%o VSMOW). Also assumed an
atmospheric composition for the exchangeable water vapor in the vessels (-45.46%o VPDB, or -I6%o VSMOW). Assuming a
8'*0 fractionation factor between CO^ and water vapor at 28°C of approximately 1.0481 yields an equilibrium S'^O value for
the exchanged CO^ of approximately +0.48%© VPDB (+31.35%o VSMOW).
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A two-stage model was required to explain the change in the rate of 6'®0 enrichment
exhibited by the Kontes® samples and RN-444. The initially rapid enrichment in 8'®0 can
be explained with a degassing model parallel to Equation (A.I) in which loosely sorbed
CO, is rapidly evolved. However, the subsequent slower rate of S'^O enrichment suggests
either (1) continued degassing of water vapor without further degassing of or exchange
with COj, or (2) continued diffusive exchange of oxygen isotopes between the CO, and
water vapor without further degassing. The mass 18 data for the Kontes® vessels supports
the latter mechanism, while the mass 18 data for the Chemglass® vessels suggests both
mechanisms could

be operating. Since the RN-444 analysis without

water or

incondensibles was consistent with the Kontes® data, we favored the second mechanism.

The simplest scenario in which the second mechanism could operate involves rapid
degassing of water vapor from the stopcock barrel and O-ring surfaces until a saturated
water vapor partial pressure was reached in the vessel. This could then be followed by
slow, diffusive exchange between the sample and the water vapor remaining in the O-ring
microporosity. We estimated an average temperature of 28°C in the laboratory where the
samples were stored during the course of the experiment. The saturated vapor pressure for
water at that temperature is approximately 25 torr (Lide, 1994). Given a volume for each
vessel of between 5 cc and 6 cc, this implies the outgassing of approximately 0.16 to 0.20
cc STP of water vapor, probably primarily from the O-ring. While this amount of water
vapor is consistent with typical O-ring water contents of 0.1% to 0.3% by weight, the
volume ranges from 50% to 90% of the stable isotope sample volumes. This volume of
water would produce major isotope-ratio measurement interferences, which were not
observed for most samples. Thus, it is not likely that equilibrium partial pressures of water
vapor were reached throughout the vessel.
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Instead, we believe that saturated water vapor pressures were reached only in the
immediate vicinity of the stopcock barrel and 0-ring. While one might expect saturated
conditions throughout a vessel under molecular flow conditions (pressures less than 10 '
torr to 10 " torr) where all molecules act independently, sample pressures within the vessels
ranged from about 30 torr to 50 torr. Thus, the outgassing water molecules would be
subject to a very high collision frequency and would largely remain in the immediate
vicinity of the stopcock barrel (Hablanian, 1990). The resulting small volume could reach
saturated conditions with respect to water quite rapidly, with subsequent diffusive
exchange between the small amount of water vapor in that volume and (1) the sample gas,
and (2) the water vapor held in the 0-ring microporosity or remaining on the stopcock
component surfaces. Any degassed CO^ molecules in that volume could also either
exchange with the sample during storage or be mixed with the sample when expanded into
the IRMS for analysis—supporting our 8'^C mixing model. The generally slow increase in
mass 18 current with time (Figure A.5) suggests that the water vapor (and degassed CO^)
may also diffuse slowly into the main vessel volume.

We thus modeled the slower, long-term 8'^0 enrichment using the equation

S-O = 5"O.VE+8"OnV,. + 5"0,(V;-V,)
V„ + V3

where 8'®0^, is the measured S'^O value, and 5'^Og and Vg are the assumed 5'^0 value and
volume, respectively, of that portion of the sample CO, which has exchanged O isotopes
with the water vapor.

V^,

and

are the respective 5'®0 values and volumes

corresponding to the degassed CO, (derived from Equation (A.l)) and the sample CO,.
Because the apparent volume of degassed CO, from the 6'^C data was very small
(generally less than 1%) relative to the sample volume, we neglected any oxygen exchange
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effects on the contaminant gas. We assumed an atmospheric 6'®0 composition for the
degassed COj of +9.84%o VPDB (+41.0%o VSMOW, using the conversion relation of
Friedman and O'Neil (1977)) (Kyser, 1987). We also assumed that the exchangeable water
vapor in the vessels had the same composition as that measured for water vapor in the
Tucson, Arizona, area during June/July 1995: -45.46%c VPDB (-I6%c VSMOW) (Austin
Long, 1995, personal communication). The corresponding 8'®0 firactionation factor
between COT and water vapor at 28°C is approximately 1.0481 (Kyser, 1987). This yields
an equilibrium 6'®0 value for the exchanged CO, of approximately +0.48%c VPDB
(+31.35%c VSMOW) (Kyser, 1987). Modeling results suggested that approximately 0.049
cc STP of the sample CO, (=24.5 |xg C, or 2.0 (jimol CO,) had exchanged with
approximately 73.3 jjig of water vapor (4.1 |xmol) in RN-444 (Table A.7). This amount of
water vapor is quite consistent with a 0.1% water content for the Chemglass® 0-ring.
Model results for the Kontes® samples also suggest masses of exchanged water vapor
consistent with 0.1 % to 0.2% 0-ring water contents (Table A.7).

While the observed effects are significant for the samples in this study, it is clear from
the mixing models that these effects can vary significantly as a function of sample and
contaminant

isotopic compositions, and sample size.

Assuming

an

atmospheric

contaminant, model results for 6''C suggest potential isotopic shifts of up to 0.1 to 0.5%c
for samples less than 250 |xg C (approximately 21 txmol CO,), assuming sample 6'^C
values within approximately 40%c of the contaminant 8'^C value (Figure A.9). For sample
sizes 500 jjig C and larger, however, the predicted isotopic changes are within our quoted
2a measurement precision over the entire range of assumed sample compositions.
Predicted 8'^0 changes are much more significant, however (Figures A. 10 and A. 11).
Model results predict isotopic changes of up to nearly 7%c and 25%c for storage times of 7
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FIGURE A.9 - Mixing calculations for A6'^C vs. assumed sample 8'^C and sample
mass after 1 week in a stopcock vessel. The assumed degassed atmospheric CO, 8'^C
= -7.8%c VPDB, and the apparent mass of degassed COj = 0.6 |xg C. For sample sizes
of 500 |xg C and larger, predicted isotopic changes are within our 2a measurement
precision over the entire range of assumed sample compositions.
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FIGURE A. 10 - Mixing calculations for A8'^0 vs. assumed sample S'^O and sample
mass after 1 week in a stopcock vessel. The assumed degassed atmospheric COt
8'^0 = +9.84%o VPDB, the apparent mass of degassed COt = 0.6 fjig C, the assumed
8'®0 of exchanged CO, = +0.48%c VPDB, and the apparent volume of CO,
exchanged with water vapor = 0.01 cc. The modeled A8'®0 exceeds our 2ct
measurement precision for a 1000 jjig sample at sample compositions more than
approximately 20%c different than that of the water vapor.
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FIGURE A.l 1 - Mixing calculations for AS'^0 vs. assumed sample 8'®0 and sample
mass after 55 days in a stopcock vessel. The assumed degassed atmospheric COj 6'®0
= +9.84^0 VPDB, the apparent mass of degassed CO^ = 0.6 |xg C, the assumed 5'®0
of exchanged CO, = +0.48%c VPDB, and the apparent volume of COi exchanged with
water vapor = 0.05 cc. The modeled A8'®0 exceeds our Icr measurement precision for
a 1000 fjLg sample at sample compositions more than approximately 6%c different than
that of the water vapor.
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and 55 days, respectively, for sample masses less than 250 jjig C and assuming sample
8'®0 values within approximately

50%c

of the water vapor 8'*0 value. Even at a sample

size of 1000 (jug C, however, predicted 8'®0 changes after 7 and 55 days of storage exceed
our

2(t

precision for sample compositions more than 20%o and 6%c different than that of the

water vapor, respectively.
A.6 CONCLUSIONS

These results thus indicate a much more complicated and potentially more serious
problem for stable isotope analyses in general and 8'®0 analyses in particular than was
presented by Revesz and Coplen (1991), although our results agree qualitatively with
theirs. Our stable isotopic and radiocarbon analytical results, however, do not support their
assertion that their observed isotopic enrichments reflected fractionation resulting from
absorption by the Viton® O-rings. Our 8'^C and '"'C data support a model of relatively rapid
outgassing of CO, and water vapor to equiUbrium vapor pressures in the volume
immediately adjacent to the stopcock tip and O-ring over the first 7 to 8 days of storage in
stopcock sample vessels sealed with Viton® O-rings. This is then followed by a period of
relative stability. However, a two-phase model is required to explain our 8'®0 results. Like
the carbon isotopic data, the 8'®0 results suggest rapid outgassing of water over the first 7
to 8 days of storage in the stopcock vessels. However, continued slow, diffusive exchange
is suggested between the water vapor in the zone of equilibrium vapor pressure and (1) the
CO, sample, and (2) the water sorbed in the O-ring microporosity or remaining on the
stopcock component surfaces. Modeling results constrained with the measured data suggest
that both the accuracy (and likely precision as well) of 8''C data for sample masses less
than 500 |xg C can be degraded significantly by these effects. A corresponding model of
the effects of H,0 degassing and exchange on measured 8'®0 values suggests reductions in
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accuracy and precision of up to one to two orders of magnitude greater than the 8'^C
modeling predictions for sample masses less than 500 |xg C. The 8'®0 model even predicts
significantly reduced accuracy and precision for 1000 |xg C samples over a wide range of
sample compositions.
Furthermore, our radiocarbon results suggest sample memory effects for Kel-F® and
Viton® which potentially could be large enough to affect the magnitude of and/or the
uncertainty in the

blank, and thus, the detection hmits. However, our results indicate

generally negligible effects on AMS '"*C results for samples with

values significantly

above detection limits.

These problems can be eliminated, or at least reduced to negligible levels, by using only
thoroughly degassed breakseals for CO, sample storage. We thus advocate storing all CO,
samples for stable isotopic and radiocarbon analyses in this manner. We also suggest
minimizing the use of Kel-F®, Viton®, and other elastomers and plastics throughout
vacuum systems used for CO, analyses to reduce potential memory effects.
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APPENDIX B

RELEVANT FORMULAS
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B.l INTRODUCTION

Presented below are all relevant, non-trivial formulas used in this dissertation. Each
formula is presented with its corresponding uncertainty equation. Given

x = f(u,v,...)

(B.l)

with corresponding uncertainties in each variable, Au, Av, etc., the approximation for the
uncertainty in x (Ax) can be found using the Law of Combination of Errors (i.e. the error
propagation formula), neglecting covariance terms (Bevington and Robinson, 1992):

(B.2)

The derivation of each uncertainty formula was accomplished using Theorist® v. 2.01
software for the Apple® Power Macintosh® (Waterloo Maple Software), with further
manual simplification to the final form presented here. Formulas without a reference were
derived by the author.

B.2 FORMULAS

B.2.1 Weighted Mean

Weighted Mean:

(B.3)
(Bevington and Robinson, 1992)
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General Formula for Uncertainty in the Weighted Mean:

(Bevington and Robinson, 1992)

Weighted Average Variance:

N
X

(N-1)
N

(B.5)

(Bevington and Robinson, 1992)
(jl:

Weighted mean of a set of measurements

X,:

A given value to be averaged

o-.:

Uncertainty in x,

N:

Number of measurements

a.

Uncertainty in the weighted mean

Note:

The larger of (B.4) or (B.5) was taken as the uncertainty in the weighted mean.

B.2.2 Uncertainty in MDC Baratron*^ Capacitance Manometer Reading

AP = ^ (5x 10*'P)' + [8x 10-'(Tc - 20)PM^xr +[4x 10^(Tc - 20)p]'
Coefficients provided by MDC
P:
MAX-

Tj-:

Measured gas pressure in torr
Full-scale pressure reading (100 torr for our instrument)
Measured temperature in °C

(B.6)
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B.2.3 Known Volume Calibration

Calibration of the known volume on the in situ '"'C extraction line first required the
accurate measurement of the volume of a stopcock-sealed glass sample vessel. To do this,
the vessel was first weighed empty. It was then filled with distilled water to the valve seat
such that no air remained when the valve was closed, and allowed to attain thermal
equilibrium overnight. The water-filled vessel was then weighed the following day.

Water Mass:

(B.7)

-Mv

Uncertainty in Water Mass:

(B.8)

Water Density:

(B.9)

Uncertainty in Water Density:

^Pw ~

- T)

"^[(P:

Pi)^'^M]

(B. 10)
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Calibration Vessel Volume:

V
_
*v ~

(B.ll)
Pw

Uncertainty in Calibration Vessel Volume:

^ApwM
4V, = —,)(AM^)' +
V
rw
Pw

^

(B.12)

y

Net Pressure:
(B.13)

P»=:?^(Ps-Pz)

Uncertainty in Net Pressure:

AP„

(APs)'+{AP,)'

(^M

)

(B.14)

Known Volume Measurement;

(B.15)
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Uncertainty in Known Volume Measurement:

AP'Pk P^V, y ^jp^^vAP.r
1

AV,=
f

P
1-^
P3y

(B.16)
^
P ^
1-^ P, [(AV,P,)'+(AP,Vvf
P.y

Mw:

Mass of water in grams used to determine calibration vessel volume

M^:

Mass of empty calibration vessel in grams. Measurement uncertainty is ±0.001
grams.

Mv+w

Mass of calibration vessel filled with water in grams. Measurement uncertainty is
±0.001 grams.

T
'm-•

Measured room temperature in °C, with an uncertainty of 0.5°C

T,. T,:

Temperatures bracketing T^, in tables giving the standard density of water
(Standard Mean Ocean Water, or SMOW) as a function of temperature (°C) in
Lide(I994)

Pi' P:

Standard water densities (SMOW) in g/cm' at temperatures T, and T,,
respectively, from Lide (1994). Uncertainty in each assumed to be ± 5 x 10"'
g/cm'.

Pw-

Calculated density of water in the calibradon vessel at

Vv:

Calculated volume of the calibration vessel in cc

Pn:

Net pressure in torr of an aliquot of CO, as measured with the capacitance
manometer

Pz:
s' std*

Capacitance manometer background pressure reading in torr
Measured sample CO, pressure in torr
Standard temperature of 293.15 K (20°C)
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Standard sea-level pressure of 760 torr. The capacitance manometer normalizes its
reading from ambient pressure to sea-level pressure using a sealed reference
volume—no additional correction is necessary.
T
'm-•

Measured ambient temperature adjacent to known volume, in K. Measurement
uncertainty = ± 0.25 K.

Vk:

Known volume in cc on the in situ '"'C extraction line

Pk^

Net pressure in torr of an aliquot of CO^ in

P„ P,;

Net pressures in torr of the CO, aliquot when expanded into unknown volumes
V, and V,, respectively, of Figure B.l

B.2.4 Calculation of CO. Volume

COT Volume:

V

(PS-PZ)VKTSid

(B.17)

Ps,dT„

Uncertainty in CO, Volume:

[(P,

+(V^APs)-+(V,APj=

^v - JliiiL
P T .,\ + (Ps - Pz )AT„VK
'Sid^M

Vj:

Measured sample CO, volume in cc STP

(B.18)
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MDC Baratron®
Capacitance Manometer

Vacuum

Vacuum

Cold
Fingers

Gas Vessel Port
Q j

Known Volume
'Calibration Vessel
(V,)

EXPLANATION
Cajon® Ultra-Torr®
Compression Fitting

@

0-Ring-Sealed
StopcocK

FIGURE B.l - Schematic of the apparatus used to determine the known volume used
for measuring CO, sample sizes. V(^ is the primary known volume used for this
measurement. V, is the volume between the left stopcock of V^. and the stopcock on V,
(the calibration volume).
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B.2.5 1550°C Blank Estimate

1550°C Blank Estimate:

=0.75[B „+0.5(B ,.,.-B,.„)]

(B.19)

Uncertainty in Blank Estimate:

AB,55O= 0.75^ AB?5 + (0.5AB3_,J' +(0.5AB,_,5)'
B,55O:

(B.20)

Estimated extraction line blank value of interest (either CO^ volume in cc STP or
number of '"^C atoms (see below)) at 1550°C for 3 hours, with a sample boat

Bij:

Measured extraction line blank value of interest (corresponding to 6,550) ^
15(X)°C for 4 hours, with a sample boat

Bj.,^:

Measured extraction line blank value of interest (corresponding to 8,550) at
1600°C for 45 minutes, without a sample boat

Bj.,5:

Measured extraction line blank value of interest (corresponding to 6,550) ^
1500°C for 45 minutes, without a sample boat

B.2.6 Calculation of Carbon Yield

Blank Correction to CO, Yield:

V
=V
-V
*BC
*S

(8.21)
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Uncertainty in Blank Correction:

AV3^ = VAVS-+AV3-

(B.22)

Carbon Yield:

U=

(B.23)
MV,

Uncertainty in Carbon Yield:

M =

^I

(av

MV,

I

M

J

Vgj-:

Blank-corrected sample volume in cc STP

V3:

Volume of blank CO^ in cc STP

U:

Carbon yield in ppm C

M^:

Mass of one mole of C atoms = 12.01 g

V^:

Volume of one mole of CO^ = 24,069 cc STP (Lide, 1994)

B.2.7 Uncertainty in Measured ''*C/'-^C Ratio

Uncertainty in '"'C/'^C Ratio:

AF_. =

AF.RME
100

(George Burr, 1997, personal communication)

4-AF,Slat

(B.25)
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Fmeas-

MeasuTcd ratio of '"'C/'^C in a sample relative to that in a standard which has been
normalized to 8'^C = -25.0%c VPDB and A.D. 1950. The standards used at the
NSF-Arizona AMS Facility are NBS "old" oxalic acid (NBS SRM 4990B, or
OX-I) and NBS "new" oxalic acid (NBS SRM 4990C, or OX-II) (Donahue et
ai, 1990a).

AFS,3,;

Uncertainty in F^ due to counting statistics

AFrme^

Uncertainty in F^ due to random machine error (beyond counting statistics), in
% of F^j^. Calculated using the weighted average variance in the measured ratio
of ''*C/'^Cox.[i to '•'C/'^Cox.i on the analysis date, or the long-term weighted
average variance in this ratio, whichever is larger.

B.2.8 Mass Correction for Graphitization Blank

Graphitization Blank:
(Based on a weighted least-squares fit to 19 data points (Appendix A: Table A.5))

f =^+
M^

(B.26)

(Donahue etal., 1990b)

Uncertainty in Graphitization Blank:

Af =

^Af,1 mg ^

AMcf,I mg

Mc

M^

+ Af:

(B.27)
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f:

Mass-dependent graphitization blank (ratio of

in an essentially '"'C-free

sample relative to that in a standard, corrected to 8''C =

-25.Q%c

VPDB—see

below)
f,

Graphitization blank for a CO, sample equivalent in mass to 1 mg of C. Used a
value of 0.0004 ± 0.0001 from the weighted least-squares fit.

f„:

Graphitization blank for an infinite mass of C. Used a value of 0.0009 ± 0.0002
from the weighted least-squares fit.

M^-;

Equivalent mass of C for a CO^ sample, in mg

B.2.9 Graphitization Blank Correction for Measured '•*(!!/'-^C Ratio

Graphitization Blank Correction:

F=

I + - -f

(B.28)

(George Burr, 1997, personal communication)

Uncertainty in Blank Correction:

AF =

AFmeas|11 + -^
^ ^ -H Afl fssas. _

(B.29)

F:

'•"C/'^C ratio of sample relative to that in a standard, corrected to A.D. 1950

r:

Ratio of current atmospheric '"^C activity to that in 1950, before atmospheric
nuclear testing. Value in 1996 = 1.12
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B.2.10 Correction of F to 8'

= -25.0 %c

6'^C Correction:

(1000 - 25.0)

(B.30)

(lOOO + 5'^Cs)

(Donahue et al, 1990b)

Uncertainty in 5'^C Correction:

975

[ /\F I I

1000 + 6"Cs"J^ '
Fm,.25,:

f

A6'^C,J

(B.31)

[(lOOO + 5'^Cs)

Fraction modem of a sample (i.e. the '"'C/'^C ratio of the sample relative to that in
a standard, both corrected to 8'^C = -25.0%c VPDB, and to A.D. 1950)

S'^Cj:

Measured sample 8'^C in %c VPDB. If F was measured on a diluted sample, the
diluted 8'^C was used.

B.2.11 Uncertaintv in the Product of F,,, and Equivalent Carbon Mass of a CO. Sample

(B.32)
M^:

Equivalent carbon mass of a CO^ sample, in mg
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B.2.12 Calculation of Actual Sample F,^, from Diluted Sample F,

Actual Sample F^:

p

Fm(D) VD

'7'J\

( d . JJ )

^m(A) ~

Uncertainty in Actual Sample F^ :

(B.34)
Vs
F^,^,:

Calculated actual (undiluted) sample fraction modem

Pm(D)-

Diluted sample fraction modem

V^:

Diluted sample volume in cc STP

Vs

y

B.2.13 Normalization of Measured Sample 5' ^C (8' ^0) to Long-Term Weighted Mean
QX-I8'^C (8"0^

OX-I-Normalized Sample 8'^C (8'®0)

5"C, = 6'^C,, - (5'^Co,_, - 6'^Co,.,)

(B.35)

Uncertainty in OX-I-Normalized Sample 8'^C (8'®0)

A5»C, = ^(A8"C„)'+(A8"Co,.„)'+(A5"C„.,.J'
8'^C,^:

OX-I-normalized sample 8'^C (8'®0) in %c VPDB

(B.36)
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8'^C„:

Measured sample 8'^C (or 6'®0) in %c VPDB

8'^Cox.d- Weighted mean of OX-I 6'^C (or 6'®0) measurements on the sample analysis
date, in %c VPDB
S'^Cqx-l^ Long-term weighted mean of OX-I 5'^C (or 5'®0) measurements for the OX-I
CO, batch in use on the sample analysis date, in %c VPDB

B.2.14 Calculation of Actual Sample A'

f A' ^O) from Diluted Sample 5'

(5' ^O)

Actual Sample 6'^C (8'*0):

3,3^^

V^5'^C,^ + VS'^C,^ + V,S'^C,

(B.37)

Uncertainty in Actual Sample 8'^C (8'®0);

(B.38)

8''Cs:

Calculated actual (undiluted) OX-I-normalized sample 8'^C (8'^0) in %c VPDB

8"C,,jo; OX-I-normalized 8'^C (or S'^O) of diluted sample in %c VPDB
8"CD:

OX-I-normalized 8''C (or 8'®0) of dilution CO, in %c VPDB
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B.2.15 Number of '"*C Atoms From a Given Combustion Step

Number of '""C Atoms:

N„=KF„V3-B

where

K=

(B.39)

40)
V.

(JuII et at, 1989a)

Uncertainty in Number of '"^C Atoms;

AN„ = ^(KAVsF„)>(KV5AF„)'+AB-

(B.41)

N,^:

Number of '"^C atoms measured from a given combustion step

A^_^:

Fractional abundance of ''*C in "modem" carbon (1.177x10 '" '•*€/''€)

N^:

Avogadro's number (6.0221 x 10^) (Lide, 1994)

B:

Number of '"^C atoms associated with the corresponding extraction blank
(obviously neglected for the blank calculation itself)

B.2.16 ' "^C Concentration From a Given Combustion Step

•'C Concentration:

C u = ^
M
(Jull etal., 1989a)

(B.42)
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Uncertainty in ''*C Concentration:

C,4:

Concentration of '"'C collected from the sample during a given combustion step,
in atoms/gram

M:

Mass of quartz sample in grams

Note:

'•'C concentrations from the 300°C, 500°C, and 700°C steps are subtracted from
the total measured '"'C concentration for 900°C step, since it involves a new quartz
sample aliquot heated from 150° to 900°C. Corresponding uncertainties are added
quadratically to the 900°C uncertainty. The total '"^C concentration in a sample is
the sum of the '"'C concentrations from each combustion step. The uncertainty in
the total '•'C concentration is the quadratic sum of the individual uncertainties.

B.2.17 Sample Bulk Density

Sample Bulk Density:

p=

M

^

(B.44)

Uncertainty in Bulk Density:

Ap =

p:

AM: +

M„
L P WP TP

Sample bulk density in g/cm^

(AL.WJ, + L „AW,T, + L „W,AT,)

(B.45)
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Mpi

Mass of bulk density sample (trimmed to a rectangular block), in grams

Lpi

Length of the sample block (long axis) in cm

Wpi

Width of die sample block (intermediate axis) in cm

Tp!

Thickness of the sample block (short axis) in cm

B.2.18 Mass Attenuation Coefficient

Mass Attenuation Coefficient:

(B.46)
a"

(e.g., Lai, 1991)

Uncertainty in Mass Attenuation Coefficient:

AN„ =

(B.47)

,1 (Ap)' +
\

J

M-:

Mass attenuation coefficient in 1/cm

Ar:

Effective attenuation length in rock for production of a given in situ cosmogenic
nuchde, in g/cm"

B.2.19 Sample Thickness Normalization Factor

Thickness Normalization Factor:
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Uncertainty in Thickness Normalization Factor:

[xA^i(l-e "^-^ixe "Ml
AT =

T:

(B.49)

Sample thickness normalization factor, normalizing the measured in situ nucUde
concentration to a hypothetical concentration at the upper surface of a sample of
zero thickness

x:

Mean sample thickness in cm (a positive, non-zero value)

B.2.20 Topographic Shielding Normalization

Analytical Formula:

1
s = f f- sin^0cos0d0d0
Jo Je(«)
•)

(B.50)

(Nishiizumi eta/., 1989)

This formula was solved numerically by dividing the sky into i azimuthal intervals,
calculating the shielding effect for each interval (given below), and summing the results.

Numerical Solution for ith Azimuthal Interval:

(l-sin^^'0i)(5<Oj
z +1
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Uncertainty in Numerical Solution for ith Azimuthal Interval:

[(l-sin'"'0j)A5(l)i]" +

As, =•
z + 1,

|(l - sin""^' 0,) + In(sin 0; )(z + l)sin^^' 0^ |6<j)i Az
(B.52)
z +1
+ [(z + l)50i sin'0| cos0jA0i ]'

Shielding Normalization Factor;

X^o,.
S =^

(B.53)

Is.
1=1

Uncertainty in Shielding Normalization Factor:

AS= ^ l(As.)' +

SnAS

(B.54)

V s J
S:

Topographic shielding normalization factor, normalizing the measured in situ
nucUde concentration to a hypothetical concentration corresponding to open-sky
{Itt exposure) conditions

s:

Azimuthally integrated sample exposure geometry parameter, accounting for
topographic shielding effects

84)^:

The ith azimuthal interval, in radians
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Bj:

Angle of the line-of-sight between the sample surface and the top of a topographic
obstruction on the horizon, measured from the horizontal in radians, and
appropriate to the ith azimuthal interval

z:

Angular dependence exponent for high-energy cosmic-ray neutrons

n:

Number of azimuthal intervals

S Q:

Azimuthally integrated sample exposure geometry parameter, for the unshielded
case (2tt exposure), calculated numerically using (B.51)

Note:

Total uncertainty for each numerical solution was calculated by the quadratic sum
of the individual uncertainties for each ith azimuthal interval

B.2.21 Combined Normalization for Sample Thickness and Topographic Shielding

Combined Thickness/Shielding Normalization;

Co=C^,TS

(B.55)

Uncertainty in Combined Thickness/Shielding Correction:

ACo =^(AC„TS)-+(ATC„S)- -h(ASC„T)C Q:

Concentration of in situ

(B.56)

(atoms/gram) in a surficial sample of mean thickness

x, corrected to the upper surface of a hypothetical sample of zero thickness with
no topographic shielding
C^,:

Concentration of in situ '"'C (atoms/gram) measured in the sample
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B.2.22 Oxygen Content Normalization Factor

Oxygen Content Normalization Factor;

Qo, = ^
Fox-s

(B.57)

Uncertainty in Oxygen Content Normalization Factor:

AQox=^^%^^^
F6x-s

(B.58)

Oxygen content normalization factor
^ox-Q-

Weight fraction of oxygen in quartz (SiOO

Fox-s-

Weight fraction of oxygen in a sample, calculated from elemental oxide
compositions by summing the weight fraction

of oxygen contributed by each

oxide and normalizing the results to a 100% total oxide composition. Uncertainty
in the total oxide composition was calculated using a quadratic sum of an assumed
2% uncertainty in each oxide fraction.

B.2.23 Silicon Content Normalization Factor

Cross-Section-Flux Integral Formula:

'K = TS(E,„-E,)(FX, + FX,.,)
^ 1 =1

(B.59)
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Uncertainty at Each Energy Level:

aifx,,.,,

=

(B.60)

Ratio of Cross-Section-Flux Integrals for Si vs. O:

Rfx = ^

(B-61)

^FX-O

ARpx —

l('^FX-Si)

AI
I
^FX-o'^FX-Si

+

(B.62)

'FX-0

'FX-O

Silicon Content Normalization Factor;

Qs, = %2^

(B.63)

^Si-S

Uncertainty in Silicon Normalization Factor:

AQs,

+
^si-s y

FX,:

(B.64)
V

si-s

^

Product of '""C proton production cross-section (Sisterson et ai, 1994) with the
differential fast neutron flux (Lai and Peters, 1967), at the ith energy level.
Uncertainty in each product was calculated with a quadratic sum of the crosssection measurement uncertainty and an assumed 10% uncertainty in the fast
neutron flux values.
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E,:

The ith energy level

Ip^:

Total integral of FX over the measured energy range (31 to 447 MeV for oxygen
and 50 to 446 MeV for silicon) (Sisterson et al., 1994). Total uncertainty in
was calculated with a quadratic sum of all individual uncertainties AIpx,i+,,.

Rp^:

Ratio of Ip^ for silicon to that of oxygen

Qs,;

Silicon content normalization factor

Fsi-Q-

Weight fraction of silicon in quartz (SiO,)

Fsi s-

Weight fraction of silicon in a sample, calculated from elemental oxide
compositions using the weight fraction of silicon contributed by SiO, and
normalizing the results to a 100% total oxide composition. Uncertainty in the total
oxide composition was calculated using an assumed 2% uncertainty in SiO,
fraction

B.2.24 Normalization to SiO. Composition

SiOj Normalization:

Co = Co(Qo, + Qs.)

(B.65)

Uncertainty in SiO, Normahzation:

ACQ =

CQ.

^Co(Qox+Qsi)] "•"(^QoxQ) +{^Qsi^Q)

(3.66)

Concentration of in situ '''C (atoms/gram) in a hypothetical surface sample of zero
thickness with no topographic shielding, corrected to pure quartz (SiO^)
composition
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B.2.25 Production Rate for a Sample of Known Age
(Assumes no inherited cosmogenic component and negligible erosion)

Production Rate:

p. = 7^
1 —e

(B-67)

(Lai, 1991)

Uncertainty in Production Rate:

AtXCQe-^'V
^« = I77trJ(AC,)
P^;

1l-e'"
C

(B.68)

y

Exposure time-integrated in situ '•*€ production rate at the ground surface in pure
quartz with no topographic shielding, no inherited cosmogenic component, and
negligible erosion, in (atoms/gram SiOi)/year
'•*€ radioactive decay constant in 1/years ((In 2)/C'*C half-life), where '"*0 half-life
= 5,730 years)

t

Exposure time to cosmic radiation in years

B.2.26 Production Rate for a Sample at Secular Equilibrium
(Assumes an erosion rate too low (i.e., « 10"* cm/yr) to be detected by in situ '"'C)
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Production Rate;

Po=XCQ

(B.69)

APo = XACq

(B.70)

(Lai, 1991)

Uncertainty in Production Rate;

B.2.27 Exponential Sea-Level Correction

Sea-Level Correction;

(H-SL)

PsL = Pse

(B.71)

(e.g., Jull et ai, 1992)

Uncertainty in Sea-Level Correction;

-•2

AA^(H-SL)'
^SL ~ PsLV '^A /

PsL-

fAPs]

(B.72)

I Ps J

Sea-level in situ '"'C production rate, corrected to the ground surface. It :
exposure, and SiO, composition, in (atoms/gram Si02)/year

Ps:

Site in situ '"'C production rate, corrected to the ground surface, 2-17 exposure, and
SiOi composition, in (atoms/gram Si03)/year
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H:

Site atmospheric depth in g/cm', given by the U.S. Standard Atmosphere
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration et al., 1976). Assumed an
uncertainty in H of ± 1 g/cm^.

SL:

Sea-level atmospheric depth = 1033.23 g/cm" (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration era/., 1976)

A^:

Effective attenuation length in air for production of cosmic-ray neutrons, nuclear
disintegrations, or a given in situ cosmogenic nuclide, in g/cm"

B.2.28 Independent In Situ '''C Production Rate Estimate

Production Rate:

^14 ~ fio^uno

(B.73)

^14 ~ ^/(^lO ^14/10 )""^(^^14/lofloy"

(B.74)

Uncertainty in Production Rate:

Pi4, P|(j: Surface-, shielding-, and composition-corrected production rate estimates of in
situ cosmogenic '"^C and '®Be, respectively, in (atoms/gram Si02)/year

R,4/,O:

Production ratio of '"*C to '°Be

B.2.29 Various Polvnomial Curve Fits

Polynomial Curve Fit:

p = a -i- bq + cq" + dq^ + eq'*

(B.75)
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Uncertainty in Polynomial Curve Fit:

[(b + 2cq+3dq' + 4eq^)Aqj +(Aa)'
Ap =

(B.76)
ij + (Abq)'+ (Acq" )*+ (Adq^)"+ (Aeq'*)"

Note:

The 4th-order polynomial is used as an example only. Polynomials of different
orders utilized {B.76), modified to the appropriate order.

APPENDIX C

BLANK AND SAMPLE DATA

TABLE C. la - Initial Alumina Tube Bakeout: CO, Yields
SAMPLE NUMBER

TIME AT 1600°C
(hnmin)

Po
(torr)

p

•pA

^ C02

(torr)

CO

COj VOLUME®
(10 'cc STP)

2:50
0.15 ±0.06 74.59 ± 0.44 27.50 31.857 ±0.3182
RN-401 (AA-16945)
2:37
0.18 ±0.07 16.49 ±0.12 28.50 4.2413 ± 0.0494
RN-402 (AA-16946)
0.19 ± 0.06 14.34 ±0.10 27.75 3.6888 ± 0.0433
RN-403 (AA-16947)
2:35
RN-404(AA-16948)
2:00
0.18 ±0.07 11.52 ±0.10 28.50 2.9489 ± 0.0388
2:40
0.17 ±0.06 12.05 ±0.10 28.00 3.0945 ± 0.0389
RN-405 (AA-16949)
RN-406 (AA-16950)
3:00
0.18 ±0.06 10.61 ±0.09 28.00 2.7168 ±0.0360
2:48
0.19 ±0.07
9.93 ± 0.09
28.25 2.5349 ± 0.0352
RN-407(AA-16951)
RN-408(AA-16952)
3:38
0.18 ±0.06 9.65 ± 0.09
28.00 2.4667 ± 0.0342
3:00
0.20 ± 0.08 10.34 ± 0.10 30.00 2.6238 ± 0.0399
RN-409(AA-16953)
3.00
0.00 ± 0.07 8.73 ± 0.09
RN-414 (AA-16958)
29.25 2.2646 ± 0.0355
RN-415 (AA-16959)
3:00
0.01 ±0.07 7.95 ± 0.08
28.50 2.0648 ± 0.0325
RN-419 (AA-16963)
3:20
0.02 ± 0.07
8.64 ± 0.08
28.25 2.2435 ± 0.0330
RN-422 (AA-16966)
2:28
0.06 ± 0.06 6.69 ± 0.07
27.00 1.7327 ±0.0268
0.07 ± 0.06
RN-423 (AA-17285)
2:25
5.68 ± 0.06
27.00 1.4661 ±0.0253
1:36
0.08 ± 0.06 6.42 ± 0.07
RN-424(AA-17286)
27.25 1.6555 ±0.0270
0.07 ± 0.07
5.64 ± 0.07
RN-425 (AA-17287)
2:50
28.25 1.4497 ± 0.0283
• Furnace tube preheated to 3(X)°C for 1/2 to 1 hour under vacuum before all runs (except cold blanks).
• All quoted uncertainties are ± Ict.
A Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
B RN-401 was calculated using a known volume (V^) of 33.357 ± 0.266 cc. All others calculated using a
0.161 cc.

of 20.337 ±

Ui
u>

TABLE C. la - Initial Alununa Tube Bakeout; CO, Yield Data (Continueil)
SAMPLE NUMBER

TIME AT 1600°C
(hr;min)

Po
(torr)

p

•pA

' CO 2

(torr)

(°C)

CO2 VOLUME®
(10 'cc STP)

RN-426^ (AA-17288)
5:20
0.08 ± 0.07
0.34 ± 0.07
28.75 0.0676 ± 0.0257
RN-427'' (AA-17289)
0.09 ± 0.08
0.38 ± 0.08
29.50 0.0752 ± 0.0279
4:50
RN-428'^(AA-17290)
3:10
0.10 ±0.06 0.38 ± 0.06
28.00 0.0729 ± 0.0236
0.11 ± 0.06
0.49 ± 0.06
RN-429^ (AA-17291)
5:25
27.50 0.0991 ±0.0222
RN-430(AA-17292)
0.11 ± 0.06
7.32 ± 0.07
2:50
27.25 1.8827 ±0.0284
RN-431 (AA-17293)
0:49
0.11 ± 0.06 3.34 ± 0.06
27.25 0.8434 ± 0.0230
RN-432(AA-17294)
0:55
0.05 ± 0.04
3.85 ± 0.04
24.75 1.0006 ±0.0171
RN-433 (AA-17295)
0:55
0.06 ± 0.05
2.64 ± 0.06
26.75 0.6748 ±0.0211
• Furnace tube preheated to 300°C for 1/2 lo 1 hour under vacuum before all runs (except cold blanks).
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
A Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
B RN-401 was calculated using a V,^ of 33.357 ± 0.266 cc. All others calculated using a
of 20.337 ± 0.161 cc.
C Cold blanks (run with fiimace at room temperature). RN-429 was run after a weekend during which the extraction line was
idle—the line was evacuated before the run. It should be noted that both the extraction line and graphitization lines are isolated
from the vacuum pumps overnight to prevent any backstreaming hydrocarbons from entering the lines.

TABLE C. lb - Initial Alumina Tube Bakeout: Diluted Sample Data
SAMPLE
NUMBER

Pn
(torr)

PC02
(torr)

'j'A

(°Q

CO, VOLUME®
(10' cc STP)

RN-401
RN-402
ElN-403
RN-404
RN-405
0.19 ± 0.07 80.19 ± 0.49 28.50 20.804 ±0.2100
RN-406
RN-407
0.19 ± 0.07 77.04 ± 0.48 28.75 19.968 ± 0.2025
0.18 + 0.06 75.06 ± 0.45 28.00 19.505 ±0.1956
RN-408
RN-409
0.20 + 0.08 72.22 ± 0.46 29.50 18.667 ±0.1918
0.00 ± 0.08 69.81 ± 0.44 29.50 18.094 ±0.1859
RN-414
RN-415
0.01 ± 0.06 65.90 ± 0.40 28.00 17.163 ±0.1724
RN-419
0.02 ± 0.07 64.42 ± 0.40 28.50 16.747 ±0.1696
RN-422
0.06 ± 0.06 61.45 ± 0.36 27.00 16.044 ±0.1591
0.07 ± 0.06 59.90 ± 0.35 27.50 15.610 ±0.1560
RN-423
RN-424
0.08 + 0.06 59.93 ± 0.35 27.25 15.628 ±0.1556
0.07 + 0.07 58.77 + 0.36 28.25 15.277 ±0.1545
RN-425
RN-426
0.08 + 0.08 53.07 + 0.34 29.50 13.734 ±0.1423
RN-427
0.09 + 0.08 52.55 + 0.35 30.00 13.574 ±0.1420
0.10 + 0.06 51.64 ± 0.31 28.00 13.425 ±0.1357
RN-428
RN-429
0.11 ± 0.06 51.15 ± 0.31 28.00 13.295 ±0.1344
RN-430
0.11 ± 0.06 57.02 ± 0.33 27.25 14.861 ±0.1481
RN-431
0.11 ± 0.06 52.57 + 0.31 27.50 13.687 ±0.1372
RN-432
0.05 ± 0.04 52.04 ± 0.28 24.75 13.690 ±0.1324
RN-433
0.06 ± 0.05 50.52 + 0.29 26.75 13.198 ±0.1309
• All quoted uncertainties are ± Is.
A Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
B Calculated using a V^. of 20.337 ± 0.161 cc.
—
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TABLE C.lc - Initial Alumina Tube Bakeout; AMS Splits
SAMPLE
NUMBER

p

Pc

* C02

(torr)

(torr)

TA
(°Q

CO, VOLUME®
(10' cc STP)

RN-401
0.15 ± 0.06 75.57 ± 0.44 27.50 19.678 ±0.1959
RN-402
0.18 ± 0.07 10.23 ± 0.09 28.50 2.6135 ± 0.0363
RN-403
28.00 2.2766 ± 0.0328
0.19 ± 0.06 8.93 ± 0.08
RN-404
29.00 1.8199 ± 0.0323
0.07
7.19
±0.08
0.18 ±
RN-405
28.50 1.8905 ±0.0315
0.17 ± 0.07
7.44 ± 0.08
RN-406
0.19 ± 0.07 63.04 ± 0.40 29.00 16.317 ±0.1668
RN-407
0.19 ± 0.07 60.65 ± 0.38 29.00 15.696 ±0.1606
RN-408
0.18 ± 0.07 59.72 ± 0.36 28.25 15.496 ±0.1567
RN-409
0.20 ± 0.08 57.49 ± 0.37 29.75 14.837 ±0.1541
RN-414
0.00 ± 0.08 55.58 ± 0.36 29.75 14.394 ±0.1495
RN-415
0.01 ± 0.07 52.43 ± 0.32 28.25 13.643 ±0.1383
RN-419
0.02 ± 0.07 51.25 ±0.32 28.75 13.311 ±0.1362
RN-422
0.06 ± 0.06 48.90 ± 0.29 27.50 12.743 ±0.1280
RN-423
0.07 ± 0.06 47.65 ± 0.28 27.25 12.424 ±0.1244
RN-424
0.08 + 0.06 47.70 ± 0.29 27.75 12.414 ±0.1253
RN-425
0.07 ± 0.07 46.73 ± 0.29 28.25 12.144 ±0.1237
RN-426
0.08 ± 0.08 42.25 ± 0.28 29.75 10.921 ±0.1150
RN-427
0.09 ± 0.08 41.86 ± 0.29 30.50 10.791 ±0.1155
RN-428
0.10 ± 0.07 41.13 ± 0.26 29.00 10.652 ±0.1107
RN-429
0.10 ± 0.06 40.38 ± 0.24 27.00 10.527 ±0.1056
ElN-430
0.11 ± 0.06 45.30 ± 0.27 27.50 11.791 ±0.1187
RN-431
0.11 ± 0.06 41.84 ±0.26 28.00 10.870 ±0.1108
RN-432
0.05 ± 0.04 41.38 ± 0.23 25.00 10.874 ±0.1058
RN-433
0.06 ± 0.06 40.17 ±0.24 27.00 10.483 ±0.1051
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
A Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
B Calculated using a
of 20.337 ± 0.161 cc.

TABLE C. Id - Initial Alumina Tube Bakeout: Stable Isotope Splits
SAMPLE
NUMBER

Po
(torr)

p
(torr)

TA
(°Q

CO, VOLUME®
(10 ' cc STP)
12.291 + 0.1232
1.6201 ± 0.0299
1.3909 ± 0.0274
1.1182 ± 0.0275
1.1676 ± 0.0277
4.5095 ± 0.0528
4.3398 ± 0.0518
4.0367 ± 0.0472
3.8633 ± 0.0494
3.7525 ± 0.0477
3.5463 ± 0.0445
3.4635 ± 0.0433
3.3186 ± 0.0401
3.2247 ± 0.0399
3.2325 + 0.0399
3.1595 ± 0.0414
2.8334 ± 0.0413
2.7952 ± 0.0422
2.7597 ± 0.0385
2.7389 ± 0.0340
3.0710 ± 0.0382
2.8288 ± 0.0368
2.8367 ± 0.0320
2.7239 ± 0.0349

RN-401
0.16 ± 0.06 47.23 ± 0.28 27.25
RN-402
28.50
0.18 ± 0.07
6.41 ± 0.08
RN-403
0.18 ± 0.06
5.52 ± 0.07
28.00
RN-404
0.18 ± 0.07
4.48 ± 0.07
28.50
RN-405
0.17 ± 0.07
4.66 ± 0.07
28.50
RN-406
0.19 ± 0.07 17.56 ±0.13 29.00
RN-407
0.19 ± 0.07 16.92 ±0.13 29.25
RN-408
0.18 ± 0.07 15.69 ±0.11 28.25
RN-409
0.20 ± 0.08 15.13 ± 0.13 30.00
RN-414
0.00 ± 0.08 14.49 ±0.12 29.75
RN-415
0.01 ± 0.07 13.67 ±0.11 29.00
RN-419
0.02 ± 0.07 13.35 ±0.11 28.75
RN-422
0.06 ± 0.06 12.79 ± 0.10 27.75
RN-423
0.07 ± 0.06 12.45 ±0.10 28.00
RN-424
0.08 ± 0.06 12.49 ±0.10 28.00
RN-425
0.07 ± 0.07 12.24 ±0.10 29.00
RN-426
0.08 ± 0.08 11.03 ±0.11 30.00
RN-427
0.09 ± 0.08 10.91 ±0.11 30.50
RN-428
0.10 + 0.07 10.73 ± 0.10 29.00
RN-429
0.10 + 0.06 10.58 ± 0.08 27.00
RN-430
0.11 ± 0.06 11.89 ± 0.09 27.75
RN-431
0.11 ± 0.06 10.97 ± 0.09 28.00
RN-432
0.05 + 0.04 10.85 ± 0.07 25.50
RN-433
0.06 + 0.06 10.50 ± 0.09 27.50
• All quoted uncertainties are ± Icr.
A Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
B Calculated using a
of 20.337 ± 0.161 cc.

TABLE C.le - Initial Alumina Tube Bakeout: Results
SAMPLE
NUMBER

OX-I-NORMALIZED
(%0 VPDB)

FIDCUS

AF.S,,

AFfncils"

F.n

Nm
(10"'•*€ atoms)

1.1781 0.0052 0.0088 1.1770 ± 0.0088 110.42 ± 1.3765
RN-401
-24.519 ±0.037
-24.768 ± 0.035
1.0043 0.0073 0.0095 1.0031 ± 0.0095 12.529 ± 0.1882
RN-402
-24.880 ± 0.035
1.0045 0.0075 0.0096 1.0034 ± 0.0097 10.900 + 0.1654
RN-403
-25.209^" ± 0.035
0.9938 0.0074 0.0095 0.9929 ± 0.0096 8.6225 ± 0.1406
RN-404
-25.538 ± 0.035
0.8640 0.0141 0.0150 0.8627 ± 0.0151 7.8619 ± 0.1695
RN-405
-35.694 ± 0.035
0.1154 0.0018 0.0019 0.1148 ± 0.0020 7.0345 + 0.1395
RN-406
-35.779 ± 0.037
0.1141 0.0019 0.0020 0.1135 ± 0.0021 6.6740 + 0.1383
RN-407
0.1067 0.0018 0.0019 0.1060 ± 0.0019 6.0888 ± 0.1272
RN-408
-35.872 ± 0.035
RN-409
-35.644 ± 0.035
0.1130 0.0016 0.0019 0.1123 ± 0.0019 6.1753 ± 0.1235
-35.758 ± 0.035
0.1073 0.0015 0.0018 0.1066 ± 0.0018 5.6781 ± 0.1129
RN-414
RN-415
-35.804 ± 0.035
0.1157 0.0174 0.0174 0.1150 ± 0.0176 5.8148 ± 0.8938
-35.649 ± 0.035
0.1150 0.0016 0.0019 0.1143 ± O.0O19 5.6373 ± 0.1113
RN-419
-35.966 ± 0.035
0.0857 0.0021 0.0021 0.0846 ± 0.0022 3.9986 ± 0.1091
RN-422
RN-423
-36.084 ± 0.037
0.0836 0.0018 0.0018 0.0825 ± 0.0019 3.7925 ± 0.0932
-35.994 ± 0.037
0.0740 0.0020 0.0020 0.0728 ± 0.0020 3.3488 ± 0.1000
RN-424
0.0708 0.0014 0.0014 0.0695 ± 0.0014 3.1275 ± 0.0724
RN-425
-36.120 ±0.037
• All quoted uncertainties are ± 1(t.
A See Appendices A and B for details of the OX-I normalization.
B RN-401 to RN-408 include a random machine error (RME) of 0.60%. RN-409 and RN-414 include an RME of 0.90%. RN415 includes an RME of 0.70%. RN-419 to RN-433 include an RME of 0.30%.
C Unweighted mean 8'^C of RN-403 and RN-405.
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TABLE C.le - Initial Alumina Tube Bakeout: Results (Continued)
SAMPLE OX-I-NORMALIZED
NUMBER
(%o VPDB)

Fnieas

^Fs.a.

AFnicus"

-37.141 ±0.037
RN-426
0.0041 0.0006 0.0006
-37.076 ± 0.037
0.0037 0.0003 0.0003
RN-427
-37.130 ±0.035
0.0023 0.0003 0.0003
RN-428
-37.099 ± 0.035
0.0036 0.0003 0.0003
RN-429
-35.869 ± 0.035
0.0656 0.0020 0.0020
RN-430
-36.496 ± 0.035
0.0450 0.0021 0.0021
RN-431
RN-432
-36.454 ± 0.037
0.0344 0.0012 0.0012
-36.669 ± 0.035
RN-433
0.0273 0.0015 0.0015
• All quoted uncertainties are ± Ict.
A See Appendices A and B for details of the OX-I normalization.
B RN-419 to RN-433 include an RME of 0.30%.

Nu
(10^ '""C atoms)
0.0018 ± 0.0006
0.0014 ± 0.0004
0.0008 ± 0.0004
0.0013 ± 0.0004
0.0642 ± 0.0020
0.0433 ± 0.0021
0.0326 ±0.0012
0.0253 ±0.0015

0.0746 ± 0.0263
0.0571 ±0.0152
0.0301 ±0.0150
0.0512 ±0.0149
2.8099 ± 0.0938
1.7456 ± 0.0882
1.3126 ±0.0516
0.9848 ± 0.0606

TABLE C.2a - Stepped Combustion Blanks (No Sample Boat): CO, Yields
SAMPLE NUMBER'^

FURNACE T
{°C)

RN-456A (AA-18554)
RN-456B (AA-18554)
RN-457A(AA-18555)
RN-457B(AA-18555)
RN-458A (AA-18556)
RN-458B (AA-18556)
RN-459A(AA-18557)
RN-459B(AA-18557)
RN-460A''(AA-18558)
RN-460B (AA-18558)
Opened to Atmosphere for
RN-461A(AA-18559)
RN-461B (AA-18559)
RN-462A(AA-18560)
RN-462B (AA-18560)
RN-463A (AA-18561)
RN-463B (AA-18561)

•
A
B
C
D

Po
(torr)

p

•yB

CO, VOLUME^

(torr)

(°C)

(10 'cc STP)

Not Opened to Atmosphere
0.01 ±0.06 0.70 ± 0.06 27.75 0.1804 Hh 0.0230
300
0.01 ±0.05 6.91 ± 0.06 26.50 1.8117 + 0.0275
1600
0.01 ± 0.05 0.22 ± 0.05 26.50 0.0551 0.0193
300
1600
0.02 ± 0.05 3.30 ± 0.06 26.50 0.8612 ± 0.0214
0.02 ± 0.06 0.21 ± 0.06 27.25 0.0498 ± 0.0215
300
0.02 ± 0.06 2.70 ± 0.07 28.00 0.7002 ± 0.0249
1600
0.02 ± 0.06 0.22 ± 0.06 27.75 0.0523 ± 0.0229
300
1500
0.02 ± 0.06 1.29 ± 0.06 27.75 0.3321 + 0.0232
0.02 ± 0.06 2.90 ± 0.06 27.75 0.7530 + 0.0244
300
1500
0.03 ± 0.06 1.73 ± 0.06 27.50 0.4449 + 0.0227
15 Minutes Before Each Set of Runs to Simulate Sample Loading,
With Furnace at 150°C
0.02 ± 0.06 0.25 ± 0.06 27.50 0.0602 ± 0.0222
300
1600
0.03 ± 0.07 3.31 ± 0.07 29.00 0.8541 i 0.0282
300
0.02 ± 0.07 0.22 ± 0.07 28.25 0.0522 + 0.0244
0.03 ± 0.06 1.82 ± 0.06 28.00 0.4676 ± 0.0242
1500
0.03 ± 0.07 0.25 ± 0.07 28.50 0.0574 i 0.0251
500
1500
0.04 ± 0.07 2.49 ± 0.07 28.50 0.6390 i 0.0261

were changed to stopcocks with glass barrels.
All quoted uncertainties are ± Ict.
Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
Calculated using a V,^ of 20.397 ± 0.187 cc.
Transferred a new batch of dilution COj into the stainless steel storage canister on the extraction line before this run.
Measured 8"C = -37.283 ±0.016 %o VPDB (n = 4).

TABLE C.2a - Stepped Combustion Blanks (No Sample Boat): CO, Y\e\ds (Coniinuecl)
SAMPLE NUMBER''

FURNACE T
(°C)

P..
(torr)

'pro2

"yB

(torr)

(°C)

CO, VOLUME^
( I C c c STP)

Opened to Atmosphere for 15 Minutes Before Each Set of Runs to Simulate Sample Loading, With
Furnace at 150°C
RN-464A(AA-18562)
700
0.03 + 0.08 0.36 + 0.08 29.50 0.0858 ± 0.0280
0.03 ± 0.08 2.05 + 0.08 29.50 0.5251 ± 0.0286
RN-464B (AA-18562)
1500
RN-467A(AA-18565)
0.02 + 0.06 0.39 + 0.06 27.00 0.0970 ± 0.0208
900
RN-467B (AA-18565)
1500
0.03 ± 0.06 1.83 ± 0.06 27.75 0.4707 ± 0.0235
RN-468A(AA-18566)
1200
0.02 ± 0.05 0.46 ± 0.05 26.75 0.1154 ± 0.0201
RN-468B (AA-18566)
1500
0.03 ± 0.06 1.40 + 0.06 28.00 0.3579 ± 0.0240
RN-470A (AA-18760)
300
0.02 ± 0.04 0.15 ± 0.04 24.50 0.0344 ± 0.0135
RN-470B (AA-18760)
1500
0.03 + 0.05 1.93 ± 0.05 26.00 0.4997 ± 0.0186
RN-472A"(AA-18761)
300
0.01 ± 0.04 0.18 ± 0.04 25.00 0.0449 ± 0.0149
1500
0.02 ± 0.05 1.78 ± 0.05 25.75 0.4633 ± 0.0178
RN-472B (AA-18761)
500
0.00 ± 0.04 0.19 ± 0.04 24.50 0.0502 ± 0.0135
RN-473A (AA-18762)
0.00 ± 0.04 1.58 ± 0.04 25.50 0.4162 ± 0.0170
RN-473B (AA-18762)
1500
RN-474A (AA-18763)
700
0.00 ± 0.04 0.37 ± 0.04 25.25 0.0976 ± 0.0157
RN-474B (AA-18763)
1500
0.01 ± 0.05 1.69 ± 0.05 26.00 0.4418 ± 0.0185
RN-475A (AA-18764)
900
0.00 + 0.04 0.33 ± 0.04 24.50 0.0872 ± 0.0135
RN-475B (AA-18764)
1500
0.01 ± 0.04 1.76 ± 0.04 25.25 0.4614 ± 0.0164
RN-476A (AA-18765)
0.03 ± 0.04 0.56 ± 0.04 25.25 0.1397 ± 0.0157
1200
RN-476B (AA-18765)
1500
0.04 ± 0.05 1.46 ± 0.05 25.75 0.3738 ± 0.0176
RN-477A (AA-18766)
300
0.02 ± 0.04 0.18 ± 0.04 24.75 0.0423 ± 0.0142
RN-477B (AA-18766)
1500
0.02 ± 0.04 1.92 ± 0.05 25.50 0.5006 ± 0.0172
• All quoted uncertainties are ± Ict.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C Calculated using a V,^ of 20.397 ± 0.187 cc.
D Opened to atmosphere with furnace at room temperature.

TABLE C.2a - Stepped Combustion Blanics (No Sample Boat): CO^ Yields (Continued)
SAMPLE NUMBER^

FURNACE T
CQ

p

Po

' C()2

(torr)

(torr)

"yB

CO, VOLUME^

(°C)

(10 ' cc STP)

Opened to Atmosphere for 15 Minutes Before Each Set of Runs to Simulate Sample Loading, With
Furnace at 150°C
RN-478A"(AA-18767)
500
0.01 ±0.03 0.11 ± 0.03 23.75 0.0265 ±0.0112"
1500
RN-478B (AA-18767)
0.02 ± 0.04 1.38 ± 0.04 24.75 0.3592 + 0.0147
RN-479A(AA-18768)
700
0.00 ± 0.04 0.13 ±0.04 24.50 0.0344 ±0.0135
RN-479B (AA-18768)
1500
0.00 ± 0.04 1.37 ± 0.04 25.00 0.3615 ±0.0154
RN-480A (AA-18769)
900
0.01 ± 0.03 0.18 ± 0.03 24.00 0.0450 ±0.0120
RN-480B (AA-18769)
1500
0.01 ± 0.03 1.22 ±0.03 24.00 0.3204 ±0.0125
0.02 + 0.03 0.43 ± 0.03 23.50 0.1087 ±0.0106
RN-481A(AA-18770)
1200
RN-481B(AA-18770)
1500
0.03 ± 0.03 1.28 ±0.03 23.75 0.3312 ±0.0118
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C Calculated using a
of 20.397 ± 0.187 cc.
D Begin subliming COj from traps held at approximately 95°C with a dry ice/isopropanol bath supercooled with liquid nitrogen.
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TABLE C.2b - Stepped Combustion Blanks (No Sample Boat): Diluted Samples
SAMPLE
NUMBER^

Po
(torr)

p

CO, VOLUME''

* C02

(torr)

CQ

(10 'cc STP)

Not Opened to Atmosphere
RN-456A 0.01 ±0.05 45.25 ± 0.26 26.75 11.869 ±0.1298
RN-456B 0.01 ±0.06 47.57 ± 0.28 27.00 12.467 ±0.1366
RN-457A 0.01 ±0.06 43.22 ± 0.26 27.25 11.317 ±0.1247
RN-457B 0.02 ± 0.05 42.60 ± 0.25 26.75 11.171 ±0.1224
RN-458A 0.02 ± 0.06 51.96 ±0.31 27.25 13.604 ±0.1493
RN-458B 0.02 ± 0.07 53.28 ±0.33 28.25 13.903 ±0.1545
0.02 ± 0.06 49.66 ± 0.30 27.50 12.990 ±0.1431
RN-459A
RN-459B
0.02 ± 0.06 49.50 ± 0.30 28.00 12.927 ±0.1434
RN-460A
0.02 ± 0.06 103.68 ±0.60 27.00 27.172 ±0.2950
EIN-460B
0.03 ± 0.06 93.95 ± 0.55 27.50 24.578 ± 0.2684
Opened to Atmosphere for 15 Minutes Before Each Set of Runs to
Simulate Sample Loading. With Furnace at 150°C
RN-461A 0.02 ± 0.06 48.36 ± 0.29 27.50 12.650 ± 0.1395
RN-461B 0.03 ± 0.07 47.22 ± 0.30 28.75 12.298 + 0.1381
RN-462A 0.02 ± 0.06 47.79 ± 0.29 28.00 12.480 ± 0.1386
0.03 ± 0.07 45.35 + 0.28 28.50 11.821 ± 0.1324
RN-462B
RN-463A 0.03 ± 0.07 58.78 ± 0.36 28.50 15.323 ± 0.1704
RN-463B
0.04 ± 0.06 60.39 ± 0.36 28.00 15.767 ± 0.1741
RN-464A
0.03 ± 0.08 57.88 ± 0.37 29.50 15.039 ± 0.1697
RN-464B 0.03 ± 0.08 58.84 ± 0.38 29.50 15.288 ± 0.1725
RN-467A 0.02 ± 0.06 54.96 ± 0.33 27.50 14.377 ± 0.1581
RN-467B
0.03 ± 0.06 55.85 + 0.34 28.00 14.583 ± 0.1613
RN-468A 0.02 ± 0.05 53.76 ± 0.30 26.25 14.122 ± 0.1531
RN-468B 0.03 ± 0.06 54.24 ± 0.32 27.25 14.198 ± 0.1557
RN-470A 0.02 ± 0.04 51.65 ± 0.28 25.00 13.624 ± 0.1459
RN-470B 0.04 ± 0.05 52.93 ± 0.30 26.00 13.910 ± 0.1504
RN-472A 0.01 ± 0.04 50.49 ± 0.27 25.00 13.321 ± 0.1427
RN-472B
0.02 ± 0.04 51.77 ± 0.29 25.50 13.633 ± 0.1467
RN-473A 0.00 + 0.04 49.44 ± 0.27 24.50 13.068 ± 0.1394
RN-473B
0.00 ± 0.04 50.34 ± 0.28 25.25 13.273 ± 0.1425
RN-474A
0.01 ± 0.04 48.72 ± 0.27 25.50 12.832 ± 0.1382
RN-474B 0.01 ± 0.05 49.55 ± 0.28 26.00 13.029 ± 0.1410
All quoted uncertainties are ± Icr.
Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperamre
steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C Calculated using a
of 20.397 ± 0.187 cc.
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TABLE C.2b - Stepped Combustion Blanks (No Sample Boat): Diluted Samples
(Continued)
SAMPLE
NUMBER^

Po
(torr)

p

'pB

* C02

(torr)

(°Q

CO, VOLUME'^
(10 ' cc STP)

Opened to Atmosphere for 15 Minutes Before Each Set of Runs to
Simulate Sample Loading, With Furnace at 150°C
0.00 ± 0.04 47.33 ± 0.26 24.75 12.500 ± 0.1337
RN-475A
0.01 ± 0.04 48.40 ± 0.26 25.00 12.769 + 0.1368
RN-475B
RN-476A
0.03 + 0.04 46.08 ± 0.25 25.00 12.152 + 0.1303
0.04 ± 0.05 46.54 + 0.26 25.75 12.240 ± 0.1323
RN-476B
RN-477A
0.02 ± 0.04 44.62 ± 0.24 24.50 11.789 + 0.1259
RN-477B
0.03 + 0.04 45.93 ± 0.25 25.50 12.092 + 0.1303
RN-478A
0.01 + 0.03 43.30 ± 0.23 23.75 11.472 + 0.1218
0.02 ± 0.04 44.23 ± 0.24 24.75 11.676 ± 0.1250
RN-478B
RN-479A
0.00 ± 0.04 42.45 ± 0.23 24.50 11.221 + 0.1199
RN-479B
0.00 + 0.04 43.33 ± 0.24 25.00 11.434 ± 0.1227
RN-480A
0.01 + 0.03 41.45 ± 0.22 23.75 10.982 + 0.1166
0.01 + 0.03 42.12 ± 0.23 24.25 11.140 ± 0.1188
RN-480B
RN-481A
0.02 ± 0.03 40.74 ± 0.21 23.50 10.800 + 0.1145
RN-481B
0.03 + 0.03 41.22 ± 0.22 23.50 10.924 ± 0.1158
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature
steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C Calculated using a
of 20.397 ± 0.187 cc.
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TABLE C.2c - Stepped Combustion Blanks (No Sample Boat): AMS Splits
SAMPLE
NUMBER^

Po
(torr)

Pco2
(torr)

rpB
(°Q

CO, VOLUME^
(10 ' cc STP)

Not Opened to Atmosphere
RN-456A
0.01 ±0.05 35.92 ±0.21 26.75 9.4209 ±0.1038
RN-456B
0.01 ±0.06 37.75 ± 0.22 27.00 9.8927 ±0.1091
RN-457A
0.01 ±0.06 34.29 ± 0.20 27.00 8.9858 ± 0.0995
RN-457B
0.02 ± 0.05 33.75 ± 0.20 26.75 8.8490 ± 0.0977
RN-458A
0.02 ± 0.06 41.24 ±0.25 27.25 10.796 ±0.1192
0.02 ± 0.07 42.30 ± 0.26 28.25 11.037 ±0.1235
RN-458B
0.02 ± 0.06 39.40 ± 0.23 27.00 10.323 ±0.1137
RN-459A
0.02 ± 0.06 39.25 ± 0.23 27.25 10.275 ±0.1136
RN-459B
RN-460A
0.02 ± 0.06 82.50 ± 0.48 27.25 21.602 ±0.2355
RN-460B
0.03 ± 0.06 74.78 ± 0.44 27.50 19.562 ±0.2141
Opened to Atmosphere for 15 Minutes Before Each Set of Runs to
Simulate Sample Loading, With Furnace at 150°C
RN-461A
0.02 ± 0.06 38.40 ± 0.23 27.50 10.044 ±0.1116
0.03 ± 0.07 37.51 ±0.24 29.00 9.7595 ± 0.1112
RN-461B
0.02 ± 0.07 37.96 ± 0.24 28.25 9.9039 ±0.1114
RN-462A
0.03 ± 0.06 35.95 ± 0.22 28.00 9.3844 ±0.1054
RN-462B
0.03 ± 0.06 46.71 ±0.28 28.00 12.196 ±0.1355
RN-463A
0.04 ± 0.07 47.97 ± 0.29 28.25 12.512 ±0.1394
RN-463B
0.03 ± 0.07 45.98 ± 0.30 29.25 11.955 ±0.1354
RN-464A
0.03 ± 0.08 46.75 ± 0.30 29.50 12.145 ±0.1380
RN-464B
0.02 ± 0.06 43.59 ± 0.26 27.25 11.411 ±0.1258
RN-467A
0.03 ± 0.06 44.35 ± 0.27 28.00 11.579 ±0.1289
RN-467B
0.02 ± 0.05 42.67 ± 0.24 26.25 11.208 ±0.1220
RN-468A
0.03 ± 0.06 43.00 ± 0.25 27.00 11.264 ±0.1238
RN-468B
0.02 ± 0.04 40.99 ± 0.22 25.00 10.811 ±0.1161
RN-470A
0.04 ± 0.05 42.00 ± 0.24 25.75 11.045 ±0.1196
RN-470B
0.01 ± 0.04 40.08 ± 0.22 25.00 10.574 ±0.1136
RN-472A
0.02 ± 0.05 41.11 ±0.23 25.75 10.816 ±0.1171
RN-472B
0.00 ± 0.03 39.10 ±0.21 24.00 10.353 ±0.1102
RN-473A
0.00 ± 0.04 39.95 ± 0.22 25.25 10.533 ±0.1135
RN-473B
RN-474A 0.01 ± 0.04 38.65 ± 0.22 25.50 10.180 ±0.1101
RN-474B
0.01 + 0.05 39.32 ± 0.23 26.25 10.330 ±0.1127
All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature
steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C Calculated using a
of 20.397 ± 0.187 cc.
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TABLE C.2c - Stepped Combustion Blanks (No Sample Boat): AMS SpWxs (Continued)
SAMPLE
NUMBERS

Po
(torr)

p
(torr)

rpB
(°Q

CO, VOLUME''
(10 'cc STP)

Opened to Atmosphere for 15 Minutes Before Each Set of Runs to
Simulate Sample Loading, With Furnace at 150°C
RN-475A
0.01 ±0.04 37.55 ± 0.20 24.75 9.9146 ±0.1064
0.02 ± 0.04 38.42 ±0.21 25.25 10.125 ±0.1092
RN-475B
0.03 ± 0.04 36.56 ± 0.20 25.25 9.6317 ±0.1040
RN-476A
0.04 ± 0.05 36.98 ±0.21 26.00 9.7154 ±0.1058
RN-476B
0.02 ± 0.03 35.40 ±0.19 24.25 9.3599 ±0.1000
RN-477A
RN-477B
0.03 ± 0.05 36.46 ±0.21 25.75 9.5893 ±0.1042
RN-478A 0.01 ±0.03 34.38 ±0.18 24.00 9.1003 ±0.0971
RN-478B 0.02 ± 0.04 35.10 ±0.19 24.75 9.2649 ± 0.0996
RN-479A 0.00 ± 0.04 33.71 ±0.18 24.50 8.9106 ±0.0956
RN-479B 0.00 ± 0.04 34.40 ±0.19 25.00 9.0777 ± 0.0978
RN-480A 0.01 ± 0.03 32.95 ±0.18 24.25 8.7144 ±0.0932
0.01 ±0.03 33.42 ±0.18 24.00 8.8461 ±0.0944
RN-480B
0.02 ± 0.03 32.32 ±0.17 23.25 8.5739 ± 0.0909
RN-481A
0.03 ± 0.03 32.71 ±0.17 23.75 8.6601 ±0.0922
RN-481B
All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature
steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C Calculated using a V,^ of 20.397 ± 0.187 cc.
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TABLE C.2d - Stepped Combustion Blanks (No Sample Boat): Stable Isotope Splits
SAMPLE
NUMBER^

Po
(torr)

'PC02
(torr)

<pB
(°Q

COjVOLUME'^
(10 ' cc STP)

Not Opened to Atmosphere
9.42 ± 0.08
RN-456A 0.01 ± 0.05
26.75 2.4687 ± 0.0334
9.90 ± 0.08
26.75 2.5946 ± 0.0345
RN-456B 0.01 ±0.05
0.01 ±0.05
8.99 ± 0.07
26.50 2.3578 ±0.0319
RN-457A
0.02
±
0.05
8.84
±
0.07
26.75 2.3139 ±0.0321
RN-457B
0.02 ± 0.06 10.80 ± 0.08 27.00 2.8257 ± 0.0370
RN-458A
0.02 ± 0.07 11.07 ±0.09 28.25 2.8845 ± 0.0400
RN-458B
0.02 ± 0.06 10.33 ± 0.08 27.25 2.7003 ± 0.0364
RN-459A
RN-459B 0.03 ± 0.06 10.30 ± 0.08 27.25 2.6898 ± 0.0363
0.02 ± 0.06 21.55 ±0.14 27.50 5.6342 ± 0.0652
RN-460A
RN-460B
0.03 ± 0.06 19.70 ±0.13 28.00 5.1389 ±0.0610
Opened to Atmosphere for 15 Minutes Before Each Set of Runs to
Simulate Sample Loading, With Furnace at 150°C
RN-461A 0.02 ± 0.06 10.08 ± 0.09 27.75 2.6304 ± 0.0367
9.84 ±0.10
RN-461B 0.03 ± 0.07
29.25 2.5523 ± 0.0393
0.02 ± 0.06
9.95 ± 0.09
28.00 2.5943 ± 0.0370
RN-462A
0.03 ± 0.07
9.44 ± 0.09
28.75 2.4523 ± 0.0374
RN-462B
0.03 ± 0.07 1 2 . 2 8 ± 0 . 1 0 28.25 3.1978 ±0.0427
RN-463A
0.04 ± 0.07 1 2 . 6 1 ± 0 . 1 0 28.50 3.2786 ± 0.0440
RN-463B
RN-464A
0.03 ± 0.08 1 2 . 1 0 ± 0 . 1 1 29.75 3.1352 ±0.0453
0.03 ± 0.08 12.32 ±0.11 30.00 3.1897 ±0.0463
RN-464B
0.02 ± 0.06 11.45 ±0.09 27.50 2.9911 ±0.0394
RN-467A
RN-467B
0.03 ± 0.06 11.67 ±0.09 28.00 3.0410 ±0.0408
RN-468A
0.03 ± 0.05 11.22 ±0.08 26.75 2.9357 ± 0.0375
RN-468B
0.03 ± 0.06 11.29 ±0.09 27.25 2.9491 ±0.0386
0.03 ± 0.04 10.79 ± 0.07 25.25 2.8370 ±0.0341
RN-470A
0.04 ± 0.05 11.06 ±0.08 26.25 2.8959 ± 0.0363
RN-470B
0.01 ± 0.04 10.53 ± 0.07 25.50 2.7714 ±0.0339
RN-472A
RN-472B
0.02 ± 0.05 10.80 ± 0.08 25.75 2.8376 ± 0.0349
0.00 ± 0.04 10.29 ± 0.07 25.00 2.7154 ±0.0325
RN-473A
0.00 ± 0.04 10.49 ± 0.07 25.50 2.7635 ± 0.0338
RN-473B
0.01 ±0.05 10.16 ±0.07 25.75 2.6717 ±0.0334
RN-474A
RN-474B
0.01 ±0.05 10.33 ± 0.08 26.50 2.7097 ± 0.0350
All quoted uncertainties are ± Icr.
Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature
steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C Calculated using a
of 20.397 ± 0.187 cc.
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TABLE C.2d Stepped Combustion Blanks (No Sample Boat): Stable Isotope Splits
(Continued)
SAMPLE
NUMBERS

Po
(torr)

p

•pB
C02

(torr)

(°Q

CO, VOLUME^
(10 'cc STP)

Opened to Atmosphere for 15 Minutes Before Each Set of Runs to
Simulate Sample Loading, With Furnace at 150°C
RN-475A
0.01 ±0.04
9.85 ± 0.07
25.00 2.5966 ±0.0314
RN-475B
0.02 ± 0.04 10.11 ±0.07 25.50 2.6582 ± 0.0328
RN-476A
0.03 ± 0.05 9.62 ± 0.07
25.75 2.5243 ± 0.0320
RN-476B
0.04 ± 0.05 9.73 ± 0.07
26.25 2.5464 ±0.0331
0.02 ± 0.04 9.29 ± 0.06
24.75 2.4483 ± 0.0297
RN-477A
0.03 ± 0.05 9.60 ± 0.07
26.00 2.5170 ±0.0324
RN-477B
RN-478A
24.50 2.3843 ± 0.0287
9.03 ± 0.06
0.01 ±0.04
RN-478B
0.02 ± 0.04
25.00 2.4304 ± 0.0299
9.23 ± 0.06
0.00 ± 0.04 8.85 ± 0.06
RN-479A
25.00 2.3354 ± 0.0290
RN-479B
0.00 ± 0.04 9.03 ± 0.06
25.00 2.3829 ± 0.0294
RN-480A
24.25 2.2857 ± 0.0274
8.65 ± 0.06
0.01 ±0.03
RN-480B
0.01 ±0.03
24.25 2.3148 ±0.0276
8.76 ± 0.06
0.02 ± 0.03
RN-481A
24.00 2.2479 ± 0.0267
8.51 ± 0.05
RN-481B 0.03 ± 0.03 8.61 ± 0.05
23.75 2.2737 ± 0.0266
All quoted uncertainties are ± Icr.
Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature
steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C Calculated using a
of 20.397 ±0.187 cc.

TABLE C.2e - Stepped Combustion Blanks (No Sample Boat): Results
SAMPLE
NUMBER''

OX-I-NORMALIZED 8'^C
(%0 VPDB)

F„,.^

AF,,„,

F„.

Nu
(10' '•'C atoms)

Not Opened to Atmosphere
-36.681+0.035
0.0033 0.0003 0.0003 0.0016 ± 0.0004 0.5482 ± 0.4822
RN-456A
-35.785 10.035
0.0254 0.0006 0.0006 0.024010.0007 8.8068 10.2656
RN-456B
-37.216 1 0.043
0.0024 0.0002 0.0002 0.0006 1 0.0004 0.2042 1 0.1216
RN-457A
-36.563 1 0.043
0.0286 0.0010 0.0010 0.0272 1 0.0011 8.9318 1 0.3622
RN-457B
-37.184 1 0.043
0.0024 0.0002 0.0002 0.0008 1 0.0003 0.3094 1 0.1373
RN-458A
-36.775 10.043
0.0199 0.0007 0.0007 0.0185 10.0008 7.5853 10.3228
RN-458B
-37.14110.043
0.0021 0.0002 0.0002 0.0004 1 0.0003 0.1652 1 0.1329
RN-459A
-36.96110.043
0.0095 0.0006 0.0006 0.007910.0007 3.018910.2574
RN-459B
-37.293 1 0.043
0.0014 0.0003 0.0003 0.0002 1 0.0004 0.1244 1 0.3019
RN-460A
-36.961''10.043
0.0058 0.0003 0.0003 0.004610.0004 3.310110.2770
RN-460B
Opened to Atmosphere for 15 Minutes Before Each Set of Runs to Simulate Sample Loading, With
Furnace at 150°C
RN-461A
-37.246 1 0.043
0.0020 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 1 0.0004 0.1145 1 0.1306
RN-461B
-36.646 1 0.043
0.0312 0.0007 0.0007 0.029910.0008 10.82110.3040
RN-462A
0.0021 0.0002 0.0002 0.0004 1 0.0004 0.1458 1 0.1295
-37.253 1 0.043
RN-462B
0.0185 0.0005 0.0005 0.0170 1 0.0006 5.9104 1 0.2150
-36.994 1 0.043
RN-463A
-37.263 1 0.043
0.0021 0.0003 0.0003 0.0006 1 0.0004 0.2524 1 0.1812
RN-463B
-36.950 1 0.043
0.0221 0.0008 0.0008 0.020910.0009 9.682110.4101
• All quoted uncertainties are 1 la.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Includes a random machine error (RME) of 0.30%.
C Assumed equivalent to the 8'^C of RN-459B.

TABLE C.2e - Stepped Combustion Blanics (No Sample Boat): Results (Continued)
SAMPLE
NUMBER''

OX-I-NORMALIZED 6"C
(%0 VPDB)

AF,Slat

AFnicas"

F...

Nu
(lO"* '""C aloms)

Opened to Atmosphere for 15 Minutes Before Each Set of Runs to Simulate Sample Loading, With
Furnace at 150°C
RN-464A
-37.272 ± 0.032
0.0022 0.0002 0.0002 0.0006 ± 0.0003 0.2864 ± 0.1475
-37.016 ± 0.032
0.0150 0.0006 0.0006 0.0136 ± 0.0007 6.1389 ±0.3064
RN-464B
-37.233 ± 0.032
0.0029 0.0002 0.0002 0.0013 ± 0.0003 0.5599 ± 0.1428
RN-467A
RN-467B
-37.031 ± 0.032
0.0135 0.0004 0.0004 0.0121 ± 0.0005 5.1881 ±0 .2165
RN-468A
-37.246 + 0.032
0.0041 0.0005 0.0005 0.0025 ± 0.0006 1.0504 ± 0.2394
RN-468B
-37.140 ± 0.032
0.0119 0.0005 0.0005 0.0104 ± 0.0006 4.3647 ± 0.2451
-37.333 ± 0.037
0.0018 0.0003 0.0003 0.0002 ± 0.0004 0.0662 ± 0.1648
RN-470A
RN-470B
-37.040 ± 0.037
0.0177 0.0006 0.0006 0.0163 ± 0.0007 6.6787 ± 0.2828
RN-472A
-37.322 + 0.037
0.0028 0.0004 0.0004 0.0012 ± 0.0005 0.4557 ± 0.1932
-37.038 ± 0.037
0.0217 0.0007 0.0007 0.0203 ± 0.0008 8.1675 ±0.3185
RN-472B
-37.306 ± 0.037
0.0025 0.0004 0.0004 0.0008 ± 0.0005 0.3233 ± 0 1901
RN-473A
RN-473B
-37.064 ± 0.037
0.0168 0.0006 0.0006 0.0154 ± 0.0007 6.0016 ±0.2696
RN-474A
-37.294 ± 0.037
0.0024 0.0004 0.0004 0.0007 ± 0.0005 0.2738 ± 0.1872
RN-474B
-37.044 ± 0.037
0.0155 0.0006 0.0006 0.0140 ± 0.0007 5.3794 ± 0 .2639
-37.300 + 0.037
0.0034 0.0004 0.0004 0.0017 ± 0.0005 0.6318 ±0.1832
RN-475A
-37.025 ± 0.037
0.0230 0.0007 0.0007 0.0216 ±0.0008 8.1257 ±0.3009
RN-475B
RN-476A
-37.256 ± 0.037
0.0056 0.0006 0.0006 0.0039 ± 0.0007 1.4037 ± 0.2420
RN-476B
-37.071 ± 0.037
0.0180 0.0009 0.0009 0.0165 ±0.0010 5.9488 ± 0.3513
-37.319 ± 0.037
0.0020 0.0003 0.0003 0.0002 ± 0.0004 0.0851 ±0.1475
RN-477A
0.0210 0.0007 0.0007 0.0195 ± 0.0008 6.9554 ± 0 2838
-36.955 ± 0.037
RN-477B
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Includes a random machine error (RME) of 0.30%.

TABLE C.2e - Stepped Combustion Blanks (No Sample Boat): Results (Continued)
SAMPLE
NUMBER'^

OX-I-NORMALIZED 6"C
(%0 VPDB)

AF«Slal

AFiiKas"

F.

N,4
(10^ '""C atoms)

Opened to Atmosphere for 15 Minutes Before Each Set of Runs to Simulate Sample Loading, With
Furnace at 150°C
RN-478A
-37.287 ± 0.035
0.0026 0.0002 0.0002 0.0008 ± 0.0004 0.2796 ±0.1227
-36.998 ± 0.035
0.0172 0.0006 0.0006 0.0156 ± 0.0007 5.3810 ±0.2401
RN-478B
-37.287 ± 0.035
0.0028 0.0002 0.0002 0.0010 ± 0.0004 0.3339 ±0.1210
RN-479A
+
0.035
-37.005
0.0188 0.0007 0.0007 0.0173 ± 0.0008 5.8095 ± 0.2672
RN-479B
-37.264 ± 0.035
0.0034 0.0004 0.0004 0.0016 ± 0.0005 0.5166 ±0.1649
RN-480A
RN-480B
-37.028 ± 0.035
0.0166 0.0011 0.0011 0.0150 ± 0.0012 4.9204 ±0.3831
RN-481A
-37.210 ± 0.035
0.0048 0.0009 0.0009 0.0030 ± 0.0010 0.9545 ± 0.3069
RN-481B
-36.973 ± 0.035
0.0195 0.0007 0.0007 0.0179 ± 0.0008 5.7643 ± 0.2566
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Includes a random machine error (RME) of 0.30%.

TABLE C.3a - Stepped Combustion Blanks (With Sample Boat): CO, Yields
SAMPLE NUMBER^

FURNACE T
(°C)

Po
(torr)

p

' C02

(torr)

•yB
(°C)

COj VOLUME^
(10 'cc STP)

RN-482A (AA-18938)
300
0.01 ± 0.01 0.17 ± 0.01 20.75 0.0428 ± 0.0023
1500
RN-482B (AA-18938)
0.02 ± 0.02 1.38 ± 0.02 22.00 0.3625 ±0.0071
RN-483A(AA-18939)
500
0.02 ± 0.02 0.20 ± 0.02 22.00 0.0480 ±0.0061
0.03 ± 0.03 1.28 ± 0.03 23.25 0.3318 ±0.0104
RN-483B (AA-18939)
1500
RN-484A (AA-18940)
300
0.04 ± 0.03 0.18 ± 0.03 23.25 0.0372 ± 0.0098
RN-484B (AA-18940)
1500
0.04 ± 0.03 1.18 ± 0.03 24.25 0.3016 ±0.0131
RN-485A" (AA-18941)
300
0.03 ± 0.03 0.20 ± 0.03 23.50 0.0451 ±0.0105
RN-485B (AA-18941)
1500
0.04 ± 0.04 1.25 + 0.04 24.50 0.3198 ±0.0139
RN-486A (AA-18942)
500
0.03 ± 0.04 0.30 ± 0.04 24.50 0.0714 ±0.0135
RN-486B (AA-18942)
1500
0.04 ± 0.04 1.16 ± 0.04 25.00 0.2956 ±0.0153
RN-487A (AA-18943)
700
0.03 ± 0.03 0.39 ± 0.03 24.00 0.0953 ±0.0120
RN-487B (AA-18943)
1500
0.04 ± 0.04 1.12 ± 0.04 25.00 0.2850 ±0.0152
900
0.03 ± 0.03 1.79 + 0.03 24.00 0.4660 ±0.0130
RN-488A''(AA-18944)
RN-488B''-(AA-18944)
1500
0.04 ± 0.04 2.50 ± 0.04 25.00 0.6492 ±0.0165
RN-489A (AA-18945)
900
0.01 + 0.03 0.59 ± 0.03 23.25 0.1540 ± 0.0099
RN-489B (AA-18945)
1500
0.02 ± 0.03 1.70 ± 0.03 23.75 0.4452 ±0.0122
RN-490A (AA-I8946)
1200
0.02 ± 0.03 0.98 ± 0.03 24.00 0.2542 ±0.0123
RN-490B (AA-18946)
1500
0.03 ± 0.03 1.51 ± 0.03 24.25 0.3915 ±0.0134
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature steps denoted by A, B, etc.). Each set
utilized a new alumina sample boat pre-combusted in 50 torr of UHP Oj at 1000°C for 2 hours in a separate furnace. Blanks
at temperatures below 1500°C were held at the given temperature for 1 hour before pumping out the line and collecting the
sample, while analyses at 1500°C were held there for 45 minutes before sample collection.
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is + 0.25°C.
C RN-482 to RN-497 calculated using
of 20.397 ± 0.187 cc.
D Furnace tube exposed to atmosphere for 85 minutes with furnace at 150°C while a flange was repaired.
E Possible influence from ethanol used for leak detection.

TABLE C.3a - Stepped Combustion Blanks (With Sample Boat): COj Yields {Continued)
SAMPLE NUMBER^

FURNACE T
(°C)

Po

(torr)

P C02
(torr)

•yB

(°C)

COj VOLUME^
(10 'cc STP)

300
RN-491A(AA-18947)
0.03 ± 0.03 0.19 + 0.03 23.25 0.0425 ± 0.0098
RN-49IB (AA-18947)
1500
0.04 ± 0.04 1.24 + 0.04 25.00 0.3167 ±0.0153
RN-492A (AA-18948)
500
0.00 ± 0.02 0.30 + 0.02 23.00 0.0797 ± 0.0091
+ 0.03 1.29 + 0.03 24.00 0.341610.0125
1500
0.00
RN-492B (AA-18948)
700
0.00 + 0.02 0.36 0.02 22.50 0.0958 ± 0.0076
RN-493A (AA-18949)
1500
RN-493B (AA-18949)
0.01 ± 0.03 1.05 + 0.03 23.25 0.2761 ±0.0102
900
RN-494A''(AA-18950)
0.02 ± 0.02 0.59 4; 0.02 22.50 0.1517 ± 0.0077
1500
0.03 ± 0.03 1.42 + 0.03 23.75 0.3684 ±0.0119
RN-494B (AA-18950)
0.00 ± 0.02 0.76 + 0.02 22.75 0.2021 ± 0.0085
RN-495A (AA-18951)
1200
RN-495B (AA-18951)
1500
0.01 ± 0.03 0.96 0.03 24.00 0.2515 ±0.0123
RN-496A (AA-18952)
700
0.00 ± 0.02 0.43 + 0.02 22.50 0.1144 ± 0.0076
RN-496B (AA-18952)
900
0.00 ± 0.02 0.24 + 0.02 23.00 0.0638 ± 0.0090
RN-496C (AA-18952)
1200
0.01 + 0.03 0.47 + 0.03 23.25 0.1221 ±0.0098
RN-497A (AA-18953)
900
0.01 + 0.02 0.39 ± 0.02 23.00 0.1010 ± 0.0091
RN-497B (AA-18953)
1200
0.02 ± 0.03 0.42 + 0.03 23.25 0.1062 ± 0.0098
RN-497C (AA-18953)
1500
0.02 + 0.03 1.08 ± 0.03 23.75 0.2809 ±0.0116
• All quoted uncertainties are ± Ict.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature steps denoted by A, B, etc.). Each set
utilized a new alumina sample boat pre-combusted in 50 torr of UHP O, at 1000°C for 2 hours in a separate furnace. Blanks
at temperatures below 1500°C were held at the given temperature for 1 hour before pumping out the line and collecting the
sample, while analyses at I500°C were held there for 45 minutes before sample collection.
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C RN-482 to RN-497 calculated using
of 20.397 ± 0.187 cc.
D Start pre-combusting sample boats at 1500°C in the main furnace for 4 hours in 50 torr of UHP Oj.

TABLE C.3a - Stepped Combustion Blanks (With Sample Boat): CO, Yields (Continued)
SAMPLE NUMBER^

FURNACE T
(°C)

P,,
(torr)

p

•^002
(torr)

(°C)

CO2 VOLUME""
(10 ' cc STP)

Add Quartz Beads to CO-COj Combustion Furnace—Run at 1000°C
RN-502A" (AA-20390) Cold Blank
0.00 ± 0.03 0.08 ± 0.03 24.25 0.0190 ± 0.0114
RN-503A'-(AA-20391)
300
0.00 ± 0.02 0.11 ± 0.02 22.25 0.0262 ± 0.0061
RN-503B (AA-20391)
500
0.00 ± 0.02 0.18 ± 0.02 22.75 0.0429 + 0.0074
RN-503C(AA-20391)
700
0.00 ± 0.03 0.14 + 0.03 23.25 0.0333 ± 0.0087
RN-504A'' (AA-20392)
900
0.00 ± 0.03 0.36 ± 0.03 24.00 0.0854 ± 0.0108
0.00 ± 0.04 0.33 ± 0.04 25.00 0.0780 + 0.0134
RN-504B (AA-20392)
1200
RN-504C (AA-20392)
1500
0.00 ± 0.05 0.87 ± 0.05 25.75 0.2051 ± 0.0154
RN-505A (AA-20393)
1200
0.00 ± 0.02 0.32 ± 0.02 22.75 0.0762 ± 0.0074
RN-505B (AA-20393)
1500
0.00 ± 0.03 0.75 + 0.03 24.00 0.1779 ± 0.0108
RN-506A (AA-20394)
1500
0.00 ± 0.04 1.28 + 0.04 24.75 0.3028 ± 0.0129
RN-507A (AA-20395)
1500
0.00 ± 0.05 1.23 ± 0.05 26.00 0.2898 ± 0.0161
RN-508A'' (AA-20396) Cold Blank
0.00 + 0.04 0.24 ± 0.04 25.00 0.0567 ± 0.0134
RN-509A" (AA-20397) Cold Blank
0.00 ± 0.04 0.15 ± 0.04 24.75 0.0355 ± 0.0127
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature steps denoted by A, B, etc.). Each set
utilized a new alumina sample boat pre-combusted in 50 torr of UHP Oj at 1000°C for 2 hours in a separate furnace. Blanks
at temperatures below 1500°C were held at the given temperature for 1 hour before pumping out the line and collecting the
sample, while analyses at 1500°C were held there for 45 minutes before sample collection.
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C RN-482 to RN-497 calculated using
of 20.397 ± 0.187 cc. RN-502 to RN-509 calculated using
of 18.272 ± 0.088 cc.
D Cold blanks circulated UHP Oj for 2 hours with furnace at room temperature. RN-508A and RN-509A run without venting
any gases which had accumulated in the furnace tube and recirculating pump over a weekend and overnight, respectively.
E Implement analytical procedures using sequential temperature steps on a single day (300°C, 500°C, 700°C, etc.) to expedite
analyses and conserve samples, rather than using pairs of low- and high-temperature steps (300°C and 1500°C, 500°C and
1500°C, 700°C and 1500°C, etc.).
F RN-504A to RN-507A used the same sample boat, without venting gases accumulated in the furnace tube and recirculating
pump between analysis days.
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TABLE C.3b - Stepped Combustion Blanks (With Sample Boat): Diluted Samples
SAMPLE
NUMBER^

•^0
(torr)

'• C02

(torr)

"pB
CQ

CO2 VOLUME^
(10 'cc STP)

RN-482A 0.01 ±0.01 59.85 ± 0.30 21.00 16.006 ±0.1676
RN-482B 0.02 ± 0.02 60.66 ±0.31 22.50 16.137 ±0.1698
RN-483A 0.02 ± 0.01 58.67 ± 0.30 21.75 15.648 ±0.1642
RN-483B
0.03 ± 0.03 59.15 ±0.31 23.25 15.693 ±0.1658
RN-484A
0.04 ± 0.03 57.56 ± 0.30 23.75 15.243 ±0.1615
RN-484B
0.04 ± 0.03 58.00 ±0.31 24.25 15.333 ±0.1631
EIN-485A
0.03 ± 0.03 56.15 ±0.29 23.75 14.872 ±0.1576
EIN-485B
0.04 ± 0.04 56.70 ±0.31 24.75 14.964 ±0.1598
RN-486A 0.04 ± 0.03 55.04 ± 0.29 24.25 14.550 ±0.1548
RN-486B
0.04 ± 0.04 55.39 ± 0.30 25.00 14.606 ±0.1563
RN-487A 0.03 ± 0.03 53.78 ± 0.28 24.00 14.232 ±0.1511
RN-487B
0.04 ± 0.04 54.00 ± 0.29 25.00 14.239 ±0.1524
RN-488A 0.03 ± 0.04 53.89 ± 0.29 24.50 14.237 ±0.1518
RN-488B
0.04 ± 0.04 54.17 ±0.29 25.00 14.284 ±0.1529
RN-489A
0.01 ±0.03 51.29 ±0.27 23.50 13.601 ±0.1440
RN-489B
0.02 ± 0.03 51.81 ±0.27 24.00 13.713 ±0.1456
RN-490A
0.02 ± 0.03 50.50 ± 0.27 24.00 13.366 ±0.1420
RN-490B
0.03 ± 0.04 50.54 ± 0.27 24.50 13.351 ±0.1424
EIN-491A
0.03 ± 0.03 48.33 ± 0.25 23.50 12.810 ±0.1356
RN-491B
0.04 ± 0.04 49.10 ±0.27 25.00 12.946 ±0.1387
RN-492A
0.00 ± 0.02 47.18 ±0.24 22.75 12.545 ±0.1322
RN-492B
0.00 ± 0.03 47.74 ± 0.25 23.50 12.662 ±0.1341
RN-493A
0.00 ± 0.02 50.33 ± 0.26 22.50 13.394 ±0.1410
RN-493B 0.01 ± 0.03 46.78 ± 0.24 23.25 12.415 ±0.1313
EIN-494A 0.02 ± 0.02 49.95 ± 0.26 22.75 13.276 ±0.1399
EIN-494B 0.03 ± 0.03 46.63 ± 0.24 23.50 12.359 ±0.1309
RN-495A
0.00 ± 0.02 49.55 ± 0.26 23.00 13.164 ±0.1389
0.01 ± 0.03 45.68 ± 0.24 23.75 12.102 ±0.1284
RN-495B
RN-496A 0.00 ± 0.02 48.57 ± 0.25 22.75 12.914 ±0.1361
0.01 ±0.02 44.25 ± 0.23 22.75 11.763 ±0.1240
EIN-496B
EIN-496C
0.01 ± 0.02 48.09 ± 0.25 22.75 12.784 ±0.1348
0.01 ± 0.02 47.34 ± 0.24 22.25 12.606 ±0.1326
RN-497A
0.02 ± 0.03 43.34 ± 0.23 23.25 11.499 ± 0.1216
RN-497B
RN-497C 0.02 ± 0.03 59.02 ±0.31 23.50 15.648 ±0.1655
All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature
steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C RN-482 to RN-497 calculated using a
of 20.397 ± 0.187 cc.
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TABLE C.3b - Stepped Combustion Blanks (With Sample Boat): Diluted Samples
(Continued)
SAMPLE
NUMBER^

Po
(torr)

p

"pB

^ C02

(torr)

(°Q

CO, VOLUME^
(10 ' cc STP)

Add Quartz Beads to CO-CO, Combustion Furnace—Run at 1(XX)°C
RN-502A
0.00 ± 0.04 58.62 ± 0.32 24.75 13.869 ± 0.1015
0.00 ± 0.02 57.52 + 0.29 22.25 13.724 0.0972
RN-503A
0.00 ± 0.02 56.99 + 0.29 22.25 13.597 ± 0.0963
RN-503B
RN-503C 0.00 ± 0.02 56.34 + 0.29 22.50 13.431 ± 0.0954
RN-504A
0.00 ± 0.03 56.16 + 0.30 24.25 13.309 ± 0.0967
RN-504B
0.00 ± 0.04 55.66 + 0.30 25.25 13.146 + 0.0972
RN-504C 0.00 ± 0.04 55.59 ± 0.31 25.50 13.119 ± 0.0975
RN-505A 0.00 ± 0.03 53.97 ± 0.28 23.50 12.822 + 0.0922
RN-505B 0.00 ± 0.03 53.90 + 0.28 23.75 12.795 ± 0.0923
RN-506A 0.00 ± 0.04 53.92 ± 0.29 24.75 12.757 ± 0.0935
RN-507A 0.00 ± 0.05 53.38 + 0.30 25.75 12.587 + 0.0941
RN-508A
0.00 + 0.04 51.53 ± 0.28 25.00 12.181 + 0.0898
RN-509A
0.00 ± 0.04 50.81 + 0.27 24.75 12.021 ± 0.0882
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature
steps denoted by A, B, etc.)B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C RN-502 to RN-509 calculated using a V^. of 18.272 ± 0.088 cc.
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TABLE C.3c - Stepped Combustion Blanks (With Sample Boat): AMS Splits
CO, VOLUME'^
*^002
(°Q
(lb ' cc STP)
(torr)
RN-482A 0.01 ± 0.01 47.57 + 0.24 21.00 12.721 +0.1332
0.02 ± 0.02 48.17 ± 0.25 22.50 12.814 ±0.1349
RN-482B
RN-483A 0.02 ± 0.02 46.60 ± 0.24 22.00 12.417 ±0.1304
0.03 ± 0.03 46.97 ± 0.25 23.50 12.449 ±0.1319
RN-483B
0.04 ± 0.03 45.75 ± 0.24 23.75 12.113 ±0.1286
RN-484A
0.04 ± 0.03 46.03 + 0.24 24.00 12.177 ±0.1295
RN-484B
0.03 ± 0.03 44.55 ± 0.23 23.50 11.808 ±0.1251
RN-485A
0.04 ± 0.03 45.05 + 0.24 24.25 11.908 ±0.1269
RN-485B
RN-486A 0.03 ± 0.03 43.70 + 0.23 24.25 11.553 ±0.1231
0.04 ± 0.04 44.04 ± 0.24 25.25 11.601 ±0.1248
RN-486B
RN-487A 0.03 ± 0.03 42.72 ± 0.23 24.25 11.294 ±0.1204
RN-487B
0.04 ± 0.04 42.89 ± 0.23 25.00 11.308 ±0.1214
0.03 ± 0.04 42.80 ± 0.23 24.75 11.296 ±0.1210
RN-488A
0.04 ± 0.04 43.01 ± 0.23 24.75 11.349 ±0.1215
RN-488B
0.02 ± 0.03 40.74 ± 0.21 23.75 10.791 ±0.1146
RN-489A
RN-489B
0.02 ± 0.03 41.11 ± 0.22 23.75 10.889 ±0.1156
RN-490A
0.02 ± 0.03 40.11 ± 0.21 24.25 10.606 ±0.1132
0.03 ± 0.03 40.10 ± 0.21 24.25
RN-490B
10.601 ±0.1131
RN-491A
0.03 ± 0.03 38.42 ± 0.20 23.75
10.173 ±0.1081
0.04 ± 0.04 38.98 ± 0.21 25.00 10.276 ±0.1105
RN-491B
RN-492A 0.00 ± 0.02 37.41 + 0.19 22.50 9.9555 ±0.1049
0.00 ± 0.03 37.90 + 0.20 23.50 10.052 ±0.1066
RN-492B
0.00 ± 0.02 39.94 ± 0.20 22.50 10.629 ±0.1120
RN-493A
RN-493B
0.01 ± 0.03 37.11 ± 0.19 23.25 9.8480 ±0.1043
0.02 ± 0.02 39.65 + 0.20 22.75 10.537 ±0.1112
RN-494A
0.03 ± 0.03 37.02 + 0.19 23.50 9.8105 ±0.1041
RN-494B
RN-495A
0.00 ± 0.03 39.35 ± 0.20 23.25 10.445 ±0.1106
RN-495B
0.01 ± 0.03 36.23 ± 0.19 23.75 9.5982 ±0.1021
RN-496A 0.00 ± 0.02 38.58 ± 0.20 22.50 10.267 ±0.1082
0.01 ± 0.02 35.13 + 0.18 22.75 9.3382 ± 0.0986
RN-496B
RN-496C 0.01 ± 0.02 38.03 ± 0.19 22.25
10.126 ±0.1066
RN-497A 0.01 ± 0.02 37.60 ± 0.19 22.75 9.9949 ±0.1055
RN-497B
0.02 ± 0.03 34.40 ± 0.18 23.25 9.1260 ± 0.0967
0.02 ± 0.03 46.90 ± 0.25 23.50 12.434 ±0.1317
RN-497C
All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature
steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C RN-482 to RN-497 calculated using a V,^ of 20.397 ± 0.187 cc.
SAMPLE
NUMBERS

•^0
(torr)
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TABLE C.3c - Stepped Combustion Blanks (With Sample Boat): AMS Splits (Continued)
SAMPLE
NUMBER^

Po
(torr)

Pc02
(torr)

'pB
(°Q

CO2 VOLUME^
(10 'cc STP)

Add Quartz Beads to CO-COj Combustion Furnace—Run at 1(XX)°C
RN-502A 0.00 ± 0.02 45.85 ± 0.24 23.00 10.912 ±0.0780
EiN-503A 0.00 ± 0.03 45.36 ± 0.24 23.50 10.777 ± 0.0776
RN-503B
0.00 ± 0.03 45.03 ± 0.24 24.00 10.680 ± 0.0776
RN-503C 0.00 ± 0.03 44.52 ± 0.24 24.25 10.551 ±0.0770
RN-504A
0.00 ± 0.04 44.22 ± 0.24 24.50 10.471 ±0.0767
RN-504B
0.00 ± 0.04 43.81 ±0.24 25.25 10.348 ± 0.0770
RN-504C
0.00 ± 0.04 43.57 ± 0.24 24.75 10.308 ± 0.0759
RN-505A
0.00 ± 0.03 42.48 ± 0.22 23.50 10.093 ± 0.0728
RN-505B
0.00 ± 0.03 42.39 ± 0.22 23.50 10.071 ±0.0726
RN-506A
0.00 ± 0.04 42.38 ± 0.23 24.50 10.035 ± 0.0736
0.00 ± 0.05 42.03 ± 0.24 25.75 9.9105 ±0.0747
RN-507A
RN-508A
0.00 ± 0.04 40.55 ± 0.22 24.75 9.5936 ± 0.0708
RN-509A
0.00 ± 0.04 40.03 ± 0.22 24.75 9.4706 ± 0.0700
All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
Each EIN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperaUire
steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C RN-502 to RN-509 calculated using a
of 18.272 ± 0.088 cc.
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TABLE C.3d - Stepped Combustion Blanks (With Sample Boat): Stable Isotope Splits
SAMPLE
NUMBERS

^0
(torr)

•^002
(torr)

'j*B
(°Q

CO, VOLUME^
(lb ' cc STP)

RN-482A 0.01 ± 0.01 12.51 10.06 21.25 3.3406 ± 0.0352
RN-482B
0.02 ± 0.02 12.67 10.07 22.75 3.3636 ± 0.0364
RN-483A
0.02 ± 0.02 12.30 10.07 22.25 3.2707 ± 0.0350
RN-483B
0.03 ± 0.03 12.35 10.07 23.75 3.2648 ± 0.0363
RN-484A
0.04 ± 0.03 12.04 10.07 24.00 3.1773 10.0357
RN-484B
0.04 + 0.03 12.12 10.07 24.25 3.1958 ±0.0362
RN-485A
0.04 ± 0.03 11.75 10.07 24.00 3.100510.0350
RN-485B
0.04 ± 0.04 11.85 10.07 24.75 3.1191 10.0361
RN-486A
0.04 ± 0.04 11.5010.07 24.50 3.0292 1 0.0349
RN-486B
0.04 ± 0.04 11.59 10.08 25.25 3.0453 10.0361
RN-487A
0.04 + 0.04 11.25 10.07 24.75 2.9607 1 0.0346
RN-487B
0.04 ± 0.04 11.27 10.07 25.00 2.9635 10.0349
RN-488A
0.03 ± 0.04 11.26 10.07 25.00 2.9635 10.0349
RN-488B
0.04 ± 0.04 11.30 10.07 25.00 2.971410.0350
RN-489A
0.02 ± 0.03 10.70 10.06 24.00 2.8278 10.0323
RN-489B
0.02 + 0.03 10.81 10.07 24.00 2.8569 10.0325
RN-490A
0.02 ± 0.03 10.53 1 0.07 24.25 2.780410.0321
RN-490B
0.03 ± 0.04 10.55 10.07 24.75 2.7784 10.0328
RN-491A
0.03 ± 0.03 10.11 10.06 24.00 2.6689 10.0307
RN-491B
0.04 ± 0.04 10.25 1 0.07 25.25 2.6920 10.0327
9.83 1 0.05
RN-492A
0.00 ± 0.02
22.75 2.6137 10.0287
RN-492B
0.00 ± 0.03 9.95 1 0.06
24.00 2.6345 10.0304
RN-493A
0.00 ± 0.02 10.49 1 0.06 23.00 2.7869 10.0307
RN-493B
0.01 ± 0.03 9.76 1 0.06
23.50 2.5859 1 0.0293
RN-494A
0.02 ± 0.02 10.43 1 0.06 23.00 2.7656 10.0305
RN-494B
0.03 ± 0.03 9.74 1 0.06 23.75 2.5731 10.0294
RN-495A
0.00 ± 0.03 10.34 10.06 23.50 2.7424 10.0308
RN-495B
0.01 ± 0.03 9.51 10.06
24.25 2.5132 10.0295
RN-496A
0.00 ± 0.02 10.12 10.06 22.75 2.6908 10.0295
RN-496B
0.01 ± 0.03 9.22 1 0.05
23.25 2.4447 1 0.0276
RN-496C 0.01 ± 0.02 10.01 10.05 22.25 2.6634 1 0.0288
RN-497A
0.01 ± 0.02
9.89 1 0.06
23.00 2.6248 10.0291
RN-497B
0.02 ± 0.03 9.06 1 0.06
23.75 2.3956 10.0277
RN-497C 0.02 ± 0.03 12.32 10.07 23.75 3.2595 10.0363
All quoted uncertainties are1 la.
Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature
steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is 10.25°C.
C RN-482 to RN-497 calculated using a
of 20.39710.187 cc.
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TABLE C.3d - Stepped Combustion Blanks (With Sample Boat): Stable Isotope Splits
(Continued)
SAMPLE
NUMBER^

Po
(torr)

p

•yB

' C02

(torr)

CQ

CO, VOLUME*^
(10 'cc STP)

Add Quartz Beads to CO-CO, Combustion Furnace—Run at 1000°C
RN-502A
0.00 ± 0.03 12.58 ± 0.07 23.50 2.9888 ± 0.0233
0.00 ± 0.03 12.42 ± 0.07 23.75 2.9483 ± 0.0234
RN-503A
RN-503B
0.00 ± 0.03 12.33 + 0.07 24.25 2.9220 ± 0.0240
RN-503C
0.00 ± 0.04 12.18 + 0.08 24.75 2.8816 ± 0.0245
RN-504A
0.00 ± 0.04 12.12 ± 0.07 24.50 2.8699 ± 0.0240
RN-504B
0.00 ± 0.05 11.99 ± 0.08 25.75 2.8272 ± 0.0259
RN-504C
0.00 ± 0.04 11.92 ± 0.08 25.00 2.8178 ± 0.0245
0.00 ± 0.03 11.65 + 0.07 24.00 2.7632 ± 0.0226
RN-505A
RN-505B
0.00 ± 0.03 11.60 + 0.07 24.00 2.7513 + 0.0225
RN-506A
0.00 + 0.04 11.60 + 0.07 24.75 2.7444 ± 0.0236
RN-507A
0.00 + 0.05 11.50 + 0.08 26.25 2.7071 ± 0.0261
RN-508A 0.00 ± 0.04 11.08 + 0.07 24.75 2.6214 + 0.0229
RN-509A
0.00 ± 0.04 10.92 ± 0.07 24.50 2.5857 + 0.0223
• All quoted uncertainties are ± lor.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature
steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C RN-502 to RN-509 calculated using a V,^ of 18.272 ± 0.088 cc.

TABLE C.3e - Stepped Combustion Blanks (With Sample Boat): Results
SAMPLE OX-I-NORMALIZED 8"C
NUMBER''
(%0 VPDB)

Fnwils

AFs..

F.

NM
(10"'' '•'C atoms)

-37.265 ± 0.035
0.0018 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 ± 0.0004 0.1339 ± 0.1879
RN-482A
-37.059 ± 0.035
0.0127 0.0005 0.0005 0.0113 ± 0.0006 5.3892 ± 0.2760
RN-482B
RN-483A
-37.261 ±0.035
0.0039 0.0003 0.0003 0.0024 ± 0.0004 1.1046 ± 0.1847
-37.162 ±0.035
0.0108 0.0005 0.0005 0.0094 ± 0.0006 4.3421 ± 0.2672
RN-483B
-37.286 ± 0.037
0.0027 0.0004 0.0004 0.0012 ± 0.0005 0.5220 ± 0.2170
RN-484A
RN-484B
-37.117 ±0.037
0.0115 0.0006 0.0006 0.0101 ± 0.0007 4.5559 ± 0.3030
0.0036 0.0004 0.0004 0.0021 ± 0.0005 0.9011 ± 0.2125
RN-485A
-37.291 ± 0.037
-37.084 ± 0.037
0.0138 0.0006 0.0006 0.0124 ± 0.0007 5.4669 ± 0.2982
RN-485B
0.0051 0.0005 0.0005 0.0036 + 0.0006 1.5266 ± 0.2462
RN-486A
-37.238 ± 0.037
RN-486B
-37.112 ±0.037
0.0137 0.0009 0.0009 0.0123 ± 0.0010 5.2845 ± 0.4130
RN-487A
-37.239 ± 0.037
0.0070 0.0005 0.0005 0.0055 + 0.0006 2.2936 ± 0.2420
RN-487B
-37.116 ±0.037
0.0143 0.0005 0.0005 0.0129 ± 0.0006 5.3990 ± 0.2479
RN-488A
-37.116 ±0.037
0.0076 0.0006 0.0006 0.0061 ± 0.0007 2.5492 ± 0.2804
RN-488B
-37.183"^ ±0.032
0.0231 0.0006 0.0006 0.0218 ± 0.0007 9.1714 ± 0.2974
RN-489A
-37.109''± 0.037
0.0086 0.0004 0.0004 0.0071 ± 0.0005 2.8273 ± 0.1987
RN-489B
-37.183''± 0.032
0.0226 0.0006 0.0006 0.0213 ± 0.0007 8.5871 ± 0.2852
RN-490A
-37.284^ ± 0.032
0.0190 0.0009 0.0009 0.0176 ± 0.0010 6.9255 ± 0.3830
RN-490B
-37.183'^± 0.032
0.0237 0.0009 0.0009 0.0224 ± 0.0010 8.7911 ± 0.3872
• All quoted uncertainties are ± l a .
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Includes a random machine error (RME) of 0.30%.
C 8'^C not measured. The 8'^C values for the following samples were assumed equivalent to the 8'^C values for the
corresponding samples in parentheses: RN-488B (RN-497C), RN-489A (RN-488A), RN-489B (RN-497C), RN-490A
(RN-497B), and RN-490B (RN-497C).

TABLE C.3e - Stepped Combustion Blanics (With Sample Boat): Results (Continued)
SAMPLE OX-I-NORMALIZED 8"C
FiiK'as
AFUlcus"
Nu
F„.
NUMBER''
(10^
'""C
atoms)
i%0 VPDB)
-37.275 ± 0.032
0.0040 0.0004 0.0004 0.0023 ± 0.0005 0.8853 ±0.1870
RN-491A
0.0166 0.0007 0.0007 0.0151 ± 0.0008 5.7691 ± 0.2979
RN-491B
-37.084'^^ ± 0.037
-37.238'^± 0.037
0.0086 0.0005 0.0005 0.0070 + 0.0006 2.5838 ±0.2169
RN-492A
0.0216 0.0008 0.0008 0.0202 ± 0.0009 7.5262 ± 0.3308
RN-492B
-37.112''±0.037
0.0098 0.0008 0.0008 0.0083 ± 0.0009 3.2600 ± 0.3400
RN-493A
-37.239'" ± 0.037
0.0195 0.0007 0.0007 0.0180 ± 0.0008 6.5946 ± 0.2889
RN-493B
-37.116''± 0.037
RN-494A
-37.247^^ ± 0.032
0.0127 0.0005 0.0005 0.0112 ± 0.0006 4.3786 ±0.2310
0.0261 0.0012 0.0012 0.0247 ± 0.0013 9.0006 ± 0.4656
RN-494B
-37.183''± 0.032
0.0145 0.0005 0.0005 0.0130 ± 0.0006 5.0467 ± 0.2309
RN-495A
-37.284"^ ± 0.032
0.0168 0.0005 0.0005 0.0153 + 0.0006 5.4452 ±0.2166
RN-495B
-37.183''± 0.032
RN-496A
-31.239'^ ± 0.037
0.0092 0.0004 0.0004 0.0076 ± 0.0005 2.9012 ±0.1904
RN-496B
-37.303 ± 0.032
0.0057 0.0004 0.0004 0.0040 ± 0.0005 1.3843 ±0.1747
0.0111 0.0012 0.0012 0.0095 ± 0.0012 3.5932 ±0.4721
RN-496C
-37.284^^ ± 0.032
-37.217 ±0.032
0.0062 0.0006 0.0006 0.0046 ± 0.0007 1.6939 ± 0.2503
RN-497A
0.0078 0.0005 0.0005 0.0061 ± 0.0006 2.0673 ± 0.2007
RN-497B
-37.254 ± 0.032
RN-497C
-37.153 ±0.032
0.0143 0.0007 0.0007 0.0129 ± 0.0008 5.9646 ±0.3541
• All quoted uncertainties are ± Ict.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Includes a random machine error (RME) of 0.30%.
C 8''C not measured. The 8"C values for the following samples were assumed equivalent to the 8'^C values for the
corresponding samples in parentheses: RN-491B (RN-485B), RN-492A (RN-486A), RN-492B (RN-486B), RN-493A
(RN-487A), RN-493B (RN-487B), RN-494A (RN-497A), RN-494B (RN-497C), RN-495A (RN-497B), RN-495B (RN497C). RN-496A (RN-487A), and RN-496B (RN-497B).

TABLE C.3e - Stepped Combustion Blanics (With Sample Boat): Results (Continued)
SAMPLE OX-l-NORMALIZED 8"C
NUMBER''
(%0 VPDB)

F„^.„

AF,.Sim

AFnK-iis"

F,n
(10"*

NH
'""C atoms)

Add Quartz Beads to CO-CO, Combustion Furnace—Run at 1000°C
-37.153 ± 0.032
0.0011 0.0001 0.0001 0.0006 ± 0.0003 0.2393 ±0.1197
RN-502A
0.0015 0.0002 0.0002 0.0007 ± 0.0003 0.2771 ±0.1386
-37.254 ± 0.037
RN-503A
0.0022 0.0002 0.0002 0.0006 ± 0.0003 0.2246 ± 0.1376
RN-503B
-37.240 ± 0.037
0.0020 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 ± 0.0004 0.1378 ±0.1633
RN-503C
-37.264 ± 0.037
0.0050 0.0003 0.0003 0.0034 ± 0.0004 1.3265 ±0.1623
RN-504A
-37.182 ± 0.037
±
0.037
0.0039 0.0004 0.0004 0.0023 ± 0.0005 0.8747 ±0.1918
RN-504B
-37.221
±
0.037
0.0073 0.0005 0.0005 0.0057 ± 0.0006 2.2037 ± 0.2263
-37.139
RN-504C
-37.238 ± 0.037
0.0037 0.0003 0.0003 0.0020 ± 0.0004 0.7687 ±0.1575
RN-505A
0.0070 0.0005 0.0005 0.0054 ± 0.0006 2.0274 ±0.2211
-37.185 ± 0.037
RN-505B
0.0083 0.0006 0.0006 0.0067 ± 0.0007 2.5153 ± 0.2549
-37.105 ± 0.037
RN-506A
±
0.037
0.0088 0.0006 0.0006 0.0072 ± 0.0007 2.6659 ± 0.2522
-37.150
RN-507A
0.0045 0.0003 0.0003 0.0028 ± 0.0004 1.0055 ±0.1515
-37.256 ± 0.037
RN-508A
0.0031 0.0005 0.0005 0.0014 ± 0.0006 0.4855 ± 0.2076
-37.254 ± 0.037
RN-509A
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Includes a random machine error (RME) of 0.30%, except for samples RN-504B, RN-504C, RN-505B, RN-506A, and RN507A, which include an RME of 1.00%.

TABLE C.4a - FractionationA'ield Tests; OX-I Aliquots
SAMPLE NUMBER''

ALIQUOT
TYPE

FURNACET
(°C)

'P0
(torr)

'PC02
(torr)

•yB

CO, VOLUME'^

CO

(10 ' cc STP)

OX-I FRACTIONATION/MEMORY TEST"
300
0.01 ±0.01 8.56 ±0.04 21.50
RN-498A(AA-18954)
OX-I
900
0.01 ±0.01 6.58 ±0.04 21.50
RN-498B (AA-18954)
OX-I
1500
0.01 ±0.02 9.57 ±0.05 22.75
RN-498C(AA-18954)
OX-I
RN-499A (AA-18955)
None
300
None
900
RN-499B (AA-18955)
1500
RN-499C (AA-18955)
None
RN-500A (AA-20388)
1500
0.00 ± 0.00 6.87 ± 0.03 20.00
OX-I
Add Quartz Beads to CO-COT Combustion Furnace—Run at 1000°C

2.2830 ± 0.0244
1.7543 ±0.0189
2.5419 ±0.0280

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

1.8438 ±0.0193

0.01 ±0.03 8.17 ±0.05 24.25 1.9338 ±0.0180
RN-501A (AA-20389)|
OX-I
1500
GAS CLEANUP FRACTIONATIONA^IELD TEST (Pentane-Cu/Ag-Pentane)
0.00 ± 0.03 0.75 ± 0.03 23.75 0.1780 ±0.0102
RN-513A (AA-20446)
OX-I
RN-513B (AA-20446) Dilution CO^
0.00 ±0.05 53.00 ±0.30 26.00 12.487 ±0.0939
• All quoted uncertainties are ± Ict.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C RN-498 to RN-500 were calculated using a
of 20.397 ± 0.187 cc. All others used a
of 18.272 ± 0.088 cc.
D Run as normal stepped combustion blanks with a sample boat. For RN-498, a new aliquot of OX-I was added at each
temperature step. No OX-I was added for RN-499, to lest for any memory of the previous sample. Temperature steps were
held at 300°C and 900°C for 1 hour each, and at 1500°C for 45 minutes each. RN-498B was likely run with > 100 torr of O^
in the line because the Oj was admitted at relatively high pressure into the CO2 trap volume while the OX-I aliquot was still
frozen with LN. This likely led to Oj condensation in the trap. To avoid this for RN-499C, the O^ was introduced first into
the CO, trap, followed by transfer of the OX-I. However, the high O, pressure in the trap volume may have interfered with
the OX-I transfer. RN-500A and RN-501A were run to check the RN-499C results. For these runs, the furnace was first
heated to 900°C with recirculating O^ while freezing out any evolved CO,. The Oj and evolved gases were then pumped
away, and a new aliquot of Oj was introduced into the line. The CO2 trap volume was then isolated and evacuated, and the
OX-I aliquot was introduced. The OX-I was allowed to circulate with the remaining Oj while heating the ftimace to 1500°C
before putting the LN back on the COj trap.
—

—
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TABLE C.4b - FractionationA'ield Tests: CO, Yields
SAMPLE
NUMBERS

Po
(torr)

p

•^€02
(torr)

'j'b

(°0

CO2 VOLUME'^
(10 ' cc STP)

OX-I FRACTIONATION/MEMORY TEST
RN-498A
0.01 ±0.01
8.60 ±0.05
21.75 2.2918 ± 0.0246
RN-498B
0.01 ±0.02
7.30 ±0.04
22.25 1.9416 ± 0.0215
6.76 ±0.04
23.50 1.7902 ± 0.0216
RN-498C 0.01 ±0.03
RN-499A 0.00 ±0.02
0.06 ±0.02
22.50 0.0160 ± 0.0075
RN-499B
0.01 ±0.02
0.13 ±0.02
22.75 0.0320 ± 0.0083
RN-499C 0.02 ±0.03
0.79 ±0.03
23.50 0.2042 ± 0.0107
RN-500A 0.01 ±0.02
6.55 ±0.04
22.00 1.7434 ± 0.0193
Add Quartz Beads to CO-CO, Combustion Furnace—Run at 1000°C
RN-501A I 0.00 ±0.03
9.38 ± 0.06
24.25 2.2229 ±0.01^
GAS CLEANUP FRACTIONATIONATELD TEST
(Pentane-Cu/Ag-Pentane)
RN-513A
0.00 ±0.04
0.77 ±0.04
25.00 0.1820 ± 0.0134
RN-513B
• All quoted uncertainties are ± Icr.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature
steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C RN-498 to RN-500 were calculated using a known volume (V^) of 20.397 ± 0.187 cc.
All others were calculated using a V,^ of 18.272 ± 0.088 cc.
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TABLE C.4c - FractionationA'ield Tests: Diluted Samples
SAMPLE
NUMBER'^

Po

Pc02

(torr)

(torr)

rpB
(°Q

CO, VOLUME^
(10 'cc STP)

OX-I FRACTIONATION/MEMORY TEST
RN-498A
0.01 ±0.01 54.16 ±0.27 21.50 14.459 ±0.1516
RN-498B
0.01 ±0.02 49.06 ± 0.25 23.00 13.031 ±0.1375
RN-498C 0.00 ± 0.02 50.29 ± 0.26 22.50 13.383 ±0.1409
RN-499A
0.00 ± 0.02 44.68 ± 0.23 22.00 11.910 ±0.1251
RN-499B
0.01 ±0.02 40.98 ±0.21 23.00 10.884 ±0.1150
RN-499C
0.00 ±0.01 43.51 ±0.22 20.75 11.648 ±0.1220
RN-500A
0.01 ±0.01 59.45 ± 0.30 21.75 15.858 ±0.1664
Add Quartz Beads to CO-CO, Combustion Furnace—Run at 1000°C
RN-501A I 0.00 ± 0.04 64.54 ± 0.35 24.75 15.269 ± 0.1 llT
GAS CLEANUP FRACTIONATIONATELD TEST
(Pentane-Cu/Ag-Pentane)
RN-513A
0.00 ±0.04 54.38 ±0.30 25.25 12.844 ± 0.0950
RN-513B
• All quoted uncertainties are ± Ict.
A Each EIN number represents a set of analyses mn on a single day (different temperature
steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C RN-498 to RN-500 were calculated using a known volume (V^,) of 20.397 ± 0.187 cc.
All others were calculated using a V^. of 18.272 ± 0.088 cc.
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TABLE C.4d - FractionationA'ield Tests: AMS Splits
SAMPLE
NUMBER^

Po
(torr)

Pc02
(torr)

'pB

CQ

CO2 VOLUME"^
(10 'cc STP)

OX-I FRACTIONATION/MEMORY TEST
RN-498A 0.01 ±0.01 42.98 ± 0.22 21.50 11.474 ±0.1203
RN-498B
0.01 ±0.02 38.94 ± 0.20 23.00 10.342 ±0.1093
RN-498C
0.00 ± 0.02 39.90 ± 0.20 22.50 10.618 ±0.1119
RN-499A
0.00 ± 0.02 35.48 ±0.18 22.25 9.4499 ± 0.0995
RN-499B
0.01 ±0.02 32.54 ±0.17 23.00 8.6422 ±0.0915
RN-499C 0.00 ± 0.01 34.52 ±0.17 20.75 9.2411 ±0.0968
RN-500A 0.01 ±0.02 47.22 ± 0.24 22.00 12.585 ±0.1322
Add Quartz Beads to CO-CO, Combustion Furnace—Run at 1000°C
RN-501A I 0.00 ±0.04 50.84 ±0.27 24.50 12.038 ± 0.0880
GAS CLEANUP FRACTIONATIONATELD TEST
(Pentane-Cu/Ag-Pentane)
RN-513A
RN-513B
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different tempjerature
steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C RN-498 to RN-5(X) were calculated using a known volume (V^) of 20.397 ± 0.187 cc.
All others were calculated using a V,^ of 18.272 ± 0.088 cc.
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TABLE C.4e - FractionationA'ield Tests: Stable Isotope Splits
SAMPLE
NUMBERS

'• 0
(torr)

^ C02

(torr)

'pB
(°Q

CO, VOLUME'^
(lb ' cc STP)

OX-I FRACnONATION/MEMORY TEST
RN-498A 0.01 ±0.02 11.32 ±0.06 22.00 3.0149 ±0.0322
RN-498B 0.01 ±0.03 10.24 ± 0.06 23.25 2.7155 ± 0.0303
RN-498C 0.00 ± 0.02 10.44 ± 0.06 23.00 2.7736 ± 0.0306
RN-499A 0.00 ± 0.02
9.32 ± 0.05
22.75 2.4781 ±0.0274
RN-499B 0.01 ±0.03
8.53 ± 0.05
23.75 2.2578 ± 0.0264
RN-499C 0.00 ±0.01
9.07 ± 0.05
21.00 2.4260 ± 0.0256
RN-5(30A 0.01 ±0.02 12.41 ±0.07 22.25 3.3027 ± 0.0353
Add Quartz Beads to CO-CO, Combustion Furnace—Run at 1000°C
RN-501A
0.00 ±0.04 13.90 ±0.08 24.75 3.2886 ± 0.0271
GAS CLEANUP FRACTIONATIONATELD TEST
(Pentane-Cu/Ag-Pentane)
RN-513A
RN-513B
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature
steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C RN-498 to RN-5(X) were calculated using a known volume (V^) of 20.397 ± 0.187 cc.
All others were calculated using a
of 18.272 ± 0.088 cc.
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TABLE C.4f - FractionationA'ield Tests; Results
SAMPLE
NUMBERS

OX-INORMAUZED
8'^C
{%C VPDB)

UNDILUTED
SAMPLE 6'^C
{%0

VPDB)

BLANKCORRECTED
SAMPLE 6''C®
(%C

VPDB)

OX-I FRACTIONATION/MEMORY TEST
-19.284 + 0.415
RN-498A
-34.476 ± 0.037 -19.577+ 0.350
RN-498B
-34.743 ± 0.037 -20.240 ± 0.358 -19.752 + 0.453
RN-498C
-35.421 ±0.037 -23.368 ± 0.360 -21.202 ±0.685
RN-499A
ND
-37.325 ± 0.037
ND
RN-499B
ND
ND
-37.372 ± 0.037
RN-499C
-37.162 ±0.032 -30.426 ± 2.043 -32.108 ±4.419
RN-500A
-35.508 ± 0.032 -21.144 ±0.392 -17.394 ±0.878
Add Quartz Beads to CO-CO, Combustion Fumace-—Run at 1000°C
RN-501A
-34.811 ±0.037 -20.303 ± 0.324 -18.098 ±0.860
GAS CLEANUP FRACTIONATIONATELD TEST
(Pentane-Cu/Ag-Pentane)
RN-513A
-37.047 ± 0.037 -20464 ± 3.081
RN-513B
-37.298 ± 0.037
—
• All quoted uncertainties are ± Icr.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run on a single day (different temperature
steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Corrected for volume and 8'^C of the blank, estimated using RN-497A, B, and C, and
RN-502A. Even with the potential problems with the O, and OX-I transfer in RN-498B
and RN-498C, respectively, the blank-corrected 5'^C is within 2.5 %c of the measured
long-term weighted mean 6'^C value of the OX-I batch in use on the analysis dates
(-19.074 ± 0.004 %c VPDB). These are insignificant differences compared to the
typical 2 to 10 % measurement uncertainties in our sample
values, and to the typical
10 to 30 % (or greater for small samples) measurement uncertainties in our blanks.
Furthermore, the line shows no significant memory for the OX-I isotopic composition.
Yields with the quartz bead fiimace are also good—approximately 98% (blankcorrected).
C As with the extraction line fractionation tests, results of the gas cleanup fractionation
test indicate no significant fractionation of the sample—either for OX-I or for the
dilution CO,.

TABLE C.5a - In Situ '^C Extraction From Quartz: CO^ Yields
SAMPLE NUMBER'^

RN-51OA (AA-20443)
RN-51OB (AA-20443)
RN-5 IOC (AA-20443)
RN-5 li A (AA-20444)
RN-51 IB (AA-20444)
RN-5 lie (AA-20444)
RN-51 ID (AA-20444)
RN-51 IE (AA-20444)
RN-51 IF (AA-20444)

FURNACE T SAMPLE MASS"
(°C)
(g)
300
500
700
900
1200
1500-45 min
1500-4 hr
1500-4 hr
1500-4 hr

Po
(torr)

p
(torr)

PP-4A (Bonneville Shoreline Surface)
20.50225
0.00 + 0.04 0.77 + 0.04
0.00 ± 0.04 3.29 ± 0.04
0.00 ± 0.04 2.10± 0.04
20.18559
0.00 + 0.05 8.17 ± 0.06
0.00 ± 0.06 1.31 ± 0.06
0.00 ± 0.06 3.21 ± 0.06
0.00 ± 0.05 3.62 ± 0.05
0.00 ± 0.06 1.81 ± 0.06
0.00 ± 0.06 1.16± 0.06
PP-4B (Bonneville Shoreline Surface)
15.15326
0.00 ± 0.04 0.65 ± 0.04
0.00 ± 0.03 1.59 + 0.03
0.00 ± 0.03 1.44 ± 0.03
15.09431
0.00 ± 0.05 5.77 ± 0.06
0.00 + 0.05 1.00 ± 0.05
0.00 ± 0.06 3.66 ± 0.06
0.00 ± 0.04 1.82 ± 0.04
0.00 ± 0.05 1.63 ± 0.05

TC
(°C)

CO, VOLUME''
(10 'cc STP)

25.25
25.00
24.75
25.75
27.00
27.00
26.00
27.50
27.25

0.1819 ± 0.0141
0.7777 ± 0.0145
0.4968 ± 0.0132
1.9265 ± 0.0209
0.3076 ± 0.0187
0.7538 ± 0.0194
0.8529 + 0.0172
0.4243 ± 0.0202
0.2722 ± 0.0194

RN-512A (AA-20445)
300
24.50 0.1539 + 0.0121
500
RN-512B (AA-20445)
24.00 0.3771 + 0.0111
RN-512C (AA-20445)
700
23.75 0.3418 ± 0.0104
RN-514A (AA-20514)
900
26.00 1.3594 ± 0.0189
RN-514B (AA-20514)
1200
26.25 0.2354 ± 0.0167
1500-4 hr
RN-514C (AA-20514)
27.00 0.8594 ± 0.0197
1500-4 hr
RN-514D (AA-20514)
25.00 0.4302 ± 0.0137
1550-3 hr
RN-514E (AA-20514)
25.75 0.3844 ± 0.0156
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run with a single quartz sample aliquot (different temperature steps denoted by
A, B, etc.). 300°C to 7(X)°C temperature steps were run on a single day, as were the 9(X)°C and 1200°C steps (and the 45minute run at 1500°C—RN-51 IC). The steps run at 15(X)°C for 4 hours (and at 1550°C for 3 hours) used the same aliquot as
the 9(X)°C and 12(X)°C steps, without pumping out gases evolved overnight in the furnace tube and recirculating pump
between each step. RN-51 IE run after a weekend without pumping out evolved gases.
B Uncertainty in sample mass = ± 0.0(X)20 g.
C Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
D Calculated using a
of 18.272 ± 0.088 cc.

TABLE C.5a - In Situ '•*€ Extraction From Quartz: CO, Yield Data (Continued)
SAMPLE NUMBER^

FURNACE T SAMPLE MASS"
(°C)
(g)

Po
(torr)

p

^ C02

(torr)

UT-94-019-PM (Shielded)
15.00815
0.00 ± 0.04 0.60 ± 0.04
0.00 ± 0.05 1.65 ± 0.05
0.00 ± 0.05 1.27 ±0.05
0.00 ± 0.04 5.15 ±0.05
15.05742
0.00 ± 0.05 1.44 ± 0.05
0.00 ± 0.05 4.37 ± 0.06
0.00 ± 0.06 1.16 ±0.06

TC
(°C)

COj VOLUME''
(10'cc STP)

RN-515A (AA-20515)
300
25.25 0.1417 ±0.0141
500
26.00 0.3887 ±0.0162
RN-515B (AA-20515)
700
26.25 0.2990 ±0.0168
RN-515C (AA-20515)
900
RN-516A(AA-20516)
25.25 1.2164 ±0.0166
1200
25.75 0.3396 ±0.0155
RN-516B (AA-20516)
RN-5I6C (AA-20516)
1500-4 hr
26.50 1.0279 ±0.0189
RN-516D (AA-20516)
1500-4 hr
28.00 0.2715 ±0.0213
• All quoted uncertainties are ± Ict.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run with a single quartz sample aliquot (different temperature steps denoted by
A, B, etc.). 3(X)°C to 700°C temperature steps were run on a single day, as were the 9(X)°C and 12(X)°C steps (and the 45minute run at 1500°C—RN-51IC). The steps run at 15(X)°C for 4 hours (and at 1550°C for 3 hours) used the same aliquot as
the 900°C and 1200°C steps, without pumping out gases evolved overnight in the furnace tube and recirculating pump
between each step. RN-5I6C run after a weekend without pumping out evolved gases.
B Uncertainty in sample mass = ± 0.00020 g.
C Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
D Calculated using a
of 18.272 ± 0.088 cc.
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TABLE C.5b - In Situ
SAMPLE
NUMBER^

Po
(torr)

Extraction From Quartz: Diluted Samples
p
'^COl
(torr)

•yB
(°Q

COj VOLUME^
(10 'cc STP)

RN-510A
RN-510B
RN-510C
RN-511A
RN-511B
RN-511C
RN-511D
RN-511E
RN-511F

PP-4A (Bonneville Shoreline Surface)
0.00 ± 0.03 50.78 ± 0.27 24.25 12.034 ± 0.0876
0.00 ± 0.04 52.74 ± 0.29 25.00 12.467 ±0.0919
0.00 ± 0.04 51.01 ±0.28 25.25 12.048 ± 0.0893
0.00 ± 0.05 56.42 ±0.31 25.75 13.304 ±0.0993
0.00 ± 0.06 61.23 ±0.36 27.00 14.378 ±0.1101
0.00 ± 0.05 61.45 ±0.34 26.00 14.478 ±0.1085
0.00 ± 0.04 60.91 ±0.33 25.25 14.386 ±0.1062
0.00 ± 0.06 58.98 ± 0.34 27.00 13.849 ±0.1062
0.00 ± 0.06 57.68 ± 0.34 27.00 13.544 ±0.1039

RN-512A
RN-512B
RN-512C
RN-514A
RN-514B
RN-514C
RN-514D
RN-514E

PP-4B (Bonneville Shoreline Surface)
0.00 ± 0.03 55.77 ± 0.29 24.00 13.228 ± 0.0957
0.00 ± 0.03 56.30 ± 0.30 24.25 13.342 ±0.0969
0.00 ± 0.06 54.07 ±0.31 27.00 12.696 ± 0.0976
0.00 ± 0.05 57.59 ±0.33 26.25 13.557 ±0.1023
0.00 ± 0.05 52.34 ± 0.29 26.00 12.331 ±0.0928
0.00 ± 0.05 54.23 ±0.31 26.75
12.745 ± 0.0974
0.00 ± 0.04 51.69 ±0.28 25.00 12.219 ±0.0901
0.00 ± 0.04 50.92 ± 0.28 25.25 12.027 ±0.0891

UT-94-019-PM (Shielded)
0.00 ± 0.04 54.30 ± 0.30 25.25
12.825 ± 0.0949
0.00 ± 0.05 54.77 ±0.31 26.00 12.904 ± 0.0969
0.00 ± 0.05 53.78 ± 0.30 26.25 12.660 ±0.0957
0.00 ± 0.04 56.82 ±0.31 25.25 13.420 ±0.0992
0.00 ± 0.04 51.78 ±0.28 25.00 12.240 ± 0.0902
0.00 ± 0.05 54.32 ±0.31 26.00 12.798 ± 0.0962
0.00 ± 0.06 48.65 ± 0.29 27.25 11.414 ±0.0887
• All quoted uncertainties are ± la.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run with a single quartz sample aliquot
(different temperature steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C Calculated using a known volume (V^) of 18.272 ± 0.088 cc.
RN-515A
RN-515B
RN-515C
RN-516A
RN-516B
RN-516C
RN-516D
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TABLE C.5c - In Situ '•*€ Extraction From Quartz: AMS Splits
SAMPLE
NUMBERS

Po
(torr)

p
(torr)

•pB

CQ

CO, VOLUME*^
(10 'cc STP)

PP-4A (Bonneville Shoreline Surface)
0.(X) ± 0.04 40.00 ± 0.22 24.50 9.4715 ±0.0696
0.00 ± 0.04 41.46 ±0.23 25.00 9.8007 ± 0.0727
0.00 ± 0.05 40.16 ±0.23 25.75 9.4696 ±0.0715
0.00 ± 0.05 44.39 ± 0.25 25.75 10.467 ± 0.0787
0.00 ± 0.06 48.23 ± 0.28 27.00 11.325 ±0.0875
0.00 ± 0.05 48.45 ± 0.27 26.00 11.415 ±0.0861
0.00 ± 0.04 47.94 ± 0.26 25.00 11.333 ±0.0837
0.00 + 0.06 46.42 ± 0.27 27.00 10.900 ± 0.0844
0.00 ± 0.05 45.36 ± 0.26 26.75 10.660 ±0.0821
PP-4B (Bonneville Shoreline Surface)
0.00 ± 0.03 43.97 ± 0.23 24.25 10.420 ± 0.0760
EIN-512A
RN-512B
0.00 ± 0.03 44.31 ±0.23 24.00 10.510 ±0.0763
RN-512C
0.00 ± 0.06 42.57 ± 0.25 27.00 9.9961 ±0.0777
RN-514A
0.00 ± 0.05 45.37 ± 0.26 26.75 10.662 ±0.0821
EIN-514B
0.00 ± 0.06 41.30 ±0.24 27.00 9.6978 ± 0.0755
RN-514C
0.00 ± 0.05 42.70 ± 0.25 26.75 10.035 ± 0.0775
RN-514D
0.00 ± 0.04 40.70 ± 0.22 25.25 9.6130 ±0.0717
RN-514E
0.00 ± 0.05 40.09 ± 0.23 25.75 9.4531 ±0.0714
UT-94-019-PM (Shielded)
RN-515A
0.00 ± 0.04 42.76 ± 0.24 25.25 10.100 ±0.0752
RN-515B
0.00 ± 0.05 43.13 ±0.24 26.00 10.161 ±0.0770
RN-515C
0.00 ± 0.04 42.10 ±0.23 24.75 9.9604 ± 0.0735
RN-516A
0.00 ± 0.04 44.77 ± 0.25 25.50 10.565 ± 0.0790
JIN-516B
0.00 ± 0.04 40.74 ± 0.22 24.75 9.6386 ±0.0712
RN-516C
0.00 ± 0.05 42.78 ± 0.24 26.25 10.071 ±0.0768
RN-516D
0.00 ± 0.05 37.99 ±0.21 25.75 8.9579 ± 0.0679
All quoted uncertainties are ± Ict.
Each EIN number represents a set of analyses run with a single quartz sample aliquot
(different temperature steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C Calculated using a known volume (V^) of 18.272 ± 0.088 cc.
RN-510A
RN-510B
RN-510C
RN-511A
EIN-511B
RN-511C
RN-511D
RN-511E
RN-511F
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TABLE C.5d - In Situ '"'C Extraction From Quartz: Stable Isotope Splits
SAMPLE
NUMBER^

Po
(torr)

p

' C02

(torr)

(°Q

COj VOLUME^
(10 ' cc STP)

PP-4A (Bonneville Shoreline Surface)
RN-510A
0.00 ± 0.04 10.94 ± 0.07 24.75 2.5883 ± 0.0227
RN-510B
0.00 ± 0.04 11.38 ±0.07 25.00 2.6901 ±0.0237
RN-510C
0.00 ± 0.05 10.99 ± 0.08 25.75 2.5914 ±0.0245
RN-511A
0.00 ± 0.05 12.15 ±0.08 26.00 2.8625 ± 0.0266
RN-5I1B
0.00 ± 0.06 13.19 ±0.09 27.00 3.0972 ± 0.0299
RN-511C
0.00 ± 0.05 13.26 ±0.09 26.25 3.1214 ±0.0286
RN-511D 0.00 ± 0.04 13.18 ±0.08 25.50 3.1104 ±0.0272
RN-511E
0.00 ± 0.06 12.68 ± 0.09 27.00 2.9774 ± 0.0292
RN-511F
0.00 ± 0.06 12.41 ±0.09 27.00 2.9140 ±0.0288
PP-4B (Bonneville Shoreline Surface)
RN-512A
0.00 ± 0.03 12.00 ±0.07 24.25 2.8438 ± 0.0235
RN-512B
0.00 ± 0.03 12.10 ±0.07 24.25 2.8675 ± 0.0236
RN-512C
0.00 ± 0.06 11.65 ±0.09 27.50 2.7310 ±0.0288
0.00 ± 0.06 12.41 ± 0.09 27.00 2.9140 ±0.0288
RN-514A
0.00 ± 0.05 11.26 ±0.08 26.75 2.6462 ± 0.0268
RN-514B
0.00 ± 0.05 11.67 ±0.09 26.75 2.7426 ± 0.0273
RN-514C
RN-514D 0.00 ± 0.04 11.11 ±0.07 25.50 2.6219 ±0.0242
0.00 ± 0.05 10.95 ± 0.08 25.75 2.5820 ± 0.0245
RN-514E
UT-94-019-PM (Shielded)
RN-515A
0.00 ± 0.04 11.68 ±0.08 25.25 2.7587 ± 0.0246
RN-515B
0.00 ± 0.05 11.80 ±0.08 26.50 2.7754 ± 0.0270
RN-515C
0.00 ± 0.04 11.50 ±0.07 25.00 2.7185 ±0.0239
RN-516A
0.00 ± 0.04 12.24 ±0.08 25.50 2.8886 ± 0.0258
RN-516B
0.00 ± 0.04 11.14 ±0.07 25.00 2.6334 ± 0.0234
RN-516C
0.00 ± 0.05 11.69 ±0.08 26.25 2.7519 ±0.0264
RN-516D
0.00 ± 0.05 10.38 ± 0.07 26.00 2.4455 ± 0.0242
All quoted uncertainties are ± Ict.
Each RN number represents a set of analyses run with a single quartz sample aliquot
(different temperature steps denoted by A, B, etc.).
B Temperature measurement uncertainty is ± 0.25°C.
C Calculated using a known volume (V,^) of 18.272 ± 0.088 cc.

TABLE C.5e - In Situ '"^C Extraction From Quartz; Results
SAMPLE
NUMBER^

OX-I-NORMALIZED 8"C
(%0 VPDB)

AF„

-14

(lO"* '•*€ atoms/g)

PP-4A (Bonneville Shoreline Surface)
0.0075 0.0006 0.0006 0.0058 ± 0.0007 0.0606 ± 0.2535
0.0229 0.0009 0.0009 0.0215 ±0.0010 2.1626 ±0.2588
0.0163 0.0012 0.0012 0.0148 ±0.0013 2.2512 ±0.2769
0.0421 0.0015 0.0016 0.0410 ± 0.0016 0.8942 ± 0.6065*0.0142 0.0011 0.0011 0.0128 ± 0.0012 2.1309 ±0.3228
0.0626 0.0014 0.0015 0.0618 ±0.0016 10.892 ± 0.4422
0.1026 0.0020 0.0022 0.1023 ± 0.0023 19.076 ±0.5773
0.0268 0.0009 0.0009 0.0255 ±0.0010 3.4486 ±0.3105"
0.0119 0.0006 0.0006 0.0104 ± 0.0007 0.7261 ±0.2530
PP-4B (Bonneville Shoreline Surface)
0.0088 0.0008 0.0008 0.0072 ± 0.0009 0.8642 ±0.3218
RN-512A
-37.220 ± 0.037
RN-512B
-37.167 ±0.037
0.0113 0.0006 0.0006 0.0098 ± 0.0007 0.8128 ±0.2649
RN-512C
-36.925 ± 0.037
0.0122 0.0006 0.0006 0.0106 ± 0.0007 2.3011 ±0.2511
-36.416 ±0.037
0.0317 0.0007 0.0007 0.0305 ± 0.0008 1.2748 ± 0.5885"^^
RN-514A
RN-514B
-37.033 ± 0.037
0.0102 0.0005 0.0005 0.0086 ± 0.0006 1.3727 ±0.2685
RN-514C
-36.045 ± 0.037
0.0887 0.0015 0.0015 0.0881 ±0.0016 19.081 ±0.5127
RN-514D
-36.845 ± 0.037
0.0447 0.0013 0.0013 0.0436 ± 0.0014 8.6227 ± 0.4026
RN-514E
-36.935 ± 0.037
0.0342 0.0007 0.0007 0.0329 ± 0.0008 5.3057 ± 0.2959
• All quoted uncertainties are ± Ict.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run with a single quartz sample aliquot (different temperature steps denoted by
A, B, etc.).
B Includes a random machine error (RME) of 1.00%, except for samples RN-514A through RN-514E, which include an RME
of 0.30%.
C '•'C concentrations from the 300°C, 500°C, and 700°C steps have been subtracted from the total measured '"'C concentration
for this step, since it involves a new quartz sample aliquot heated from 150° to 900°C.
D Net weekend cold blank (RN-508A less RN-502A) subtracted with extraction blank (see Appendix B - Equation (B.39))
RN-510A
RN-510B
RN-510C
RN-511A
RN-511B
RN-511C
RN-511D
RN-511E
RN-511F

-37.178 ±0.037
-36.937 ± 0.037
-36.723 ± 0.037
-35.842 ± 0.037
-36.970 ± 0.037
-36.424 ± 0.037
-36.212 ±0.037
-37.009 ± 0.037
-37.116 ±0.037

TABLE C.5e - In Situ '"^C Exlraclion From Quarlz: Reauhs (Continued)
SAMPLE
NUMBER''

OX-I-NORMALIZED 8'^C
(%o VPDB)

F._

AF„,

AF_»

F„,

C„
(10' "C atoms/g)

UT-94-019-PM (Shielded)
-37.221+0.037
0.0056 0.0007 0.0007 0.0040 ± 0.0008 0.8127 + 0.2140
RN-515A
-37.124
±
0.037
0.0084 0.0005 0.0005 0.0068 ± 0.0006 1.5740 ± 0.1750
RN-515B
-36.690 ± 0.037
0.0030 0.0003 0.0003 0.0013 ± 0.0004 0.2345 ± 0.1506
RN-515C
-36.097 ± 0.037
0.0122 0.0007 0.0007 0.0107 ± 0.0008 1.9227 10.2311'^^
RN-516A
RN-516B
-36.64010.037
0.0046 0.0005 0.0005 0.0029 10.0006 0.115010.1896
RN-516C
-35.46910.037
0.0149 0.0007 0.0007 0.0134 10.0008 1.113410.2630"
RN-516D
-37.012 10.037
0.0096 0.0006 0.0006 0.007910.0007 0.042110.1946
• All quoted uncertainties are1 Icr.
A Each RN number represents a set of analyses run with a single quartz sample aliquot (different temperature steps denoted by
A, B, etc.).
B Includes a random machine error (RME) of 1.00%.
C '""C concentrations from the 300°C, 500°C, and 700°C steps have been subtracted from the total measured '"'C concentration
for this step, since it involves a new quartz sample aliquot heated from 150° to 9(X)°C.
D Net weekend cold blank (RN-508A less RN-502A) subtracted with extraction blank (see Appendix B - Equation (B.39))
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